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The endemic New Zealand kauri trees (Agathis australis (D.Don) Lindl.) are a key species in New 
Zealand’s northern indigenous forests. As one of the largest and longest-lived trees in the world, mature 
kauri are a tourist attraction and have high cultural significance for local Māori. However, the trees are 
threatened by the deadly kauri dieback disease (Phytophthora agathidicida (PA)). Over the last decade, PA 
has been detected throughout most of the kauri distribution area. PA is a soil-borne pathogen that enters the 
trees via the root system and causes collar rot, thereby blocking the transport of water and nutrients to the 
canopy, eventually killing the tree.  
This thesis aims to develop methods based on remote sensing to automatically identify kauri trees and 
detect stress symptoms in their canopy. It is important to note that canopy stress symptoms are not proof of 
an infection. The reference data used here include 3165 precisely located crowns from three study sites in 
the Waitakere Ranges west of Auckland. They cover a representative range of both kauri and associated tree 
species in different forest ecotypes and stand situations. The selection of kauri crowns includes a range of 
phenological varieties, such as colour variants, growth stages and stress symptom levels. 
The structure of this thesis follows three research questions, which form the basis of three scientific 
papers. The first paper aims to identify kauri trees with optical remote sensing. A distinct spectral pattern 
of kauri crowns could be discovered with the use of an airborne AISA Fenix hyperspectral image in the far 
near-infrared part of the spectrum. The paper presents a method to distinguish kauri with no to medium 
symptoms from dead and dying tree crowns and other canopy species with no to medium symptoms. High 
user’s and producer’s accuracies of 94.6% and 94.8% for the class “kauri” were achieved in a Random 
Forest classification using five spectral indices on five wavelengths (670–1209 nm). The kauri spectra 
showed a high separability to the spectra of 21 other canopy species and vegetation. However, the distinction 
between dead and dying trees and other tree species turned out to be more difficult. A minimum crown 
diameter of 3 m was defined for the 1 m pixel resolution to minimize the effect of mixed pixels. The overall 
accuracy (OA) for the three target classes could be improved from 91.7% to 93.8% by combining “kauri” 
and “dead/dying” trees into one class, separately classifying low and high forest stands and a binning to 
10 nm bandwidths. 
The second paper focuses on an analysis of reflectance patterns for different stress levels and growth 
stages in kauri crowns. The analysis was again based on hyperspectral images and 1258 manually edited 
reference crowns of “kauri” and “dead/dying” trees. The field assessment for stress symptoms was 
complemented with an evaluation of visible canopy symptoms in Red-Green-Blue (RGB) aerial images. An 
image guideline for stress assessment based on aerial images was developed. A Normalised Difference 
Vegetation Index (NDVI) in the near-infrared/red spectral range and indices with bands in the near-infrared 
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and red-edge were identified as the most important band combinations to describe the full range of stress 
responses. However, pigment-sensitive indices with bands in the green and red spectral ranges are more 
important for describing first stress symptoms and stress responses in smaller trees with denser foliage. Five 
indices on six bands in the visible to near-infrared region (450–970 nm) achieved a correlation of 0.93 with 
a Random Forest regression for the description of five stress symptom levels from non-symptomatic to dead. 
A stratified approach with individual models for pre-segmented low and high forest stands improved the 
overall performance. Additional bands in the far near-infrared region improved the root mean square error 
(RMSE) slightly from 0.43 to 0.42 but not the correlation.  
In the third paper, the use of WorldView-2 satellite data (8 multispectral bands, 1.8 m pixel resolution 
pan-sharpened to 0.45 m) in combination with LiDAR data was tested for the stress detection with 1089 
manually edited reference crowns of kauri and dead and dying trees. Five basic levels of canopy stress 
symptoms, from non-symptomatic to dead, were further refined for the first symptom stages based on field 
observations and aerial images. The minimum crown diameter for the use of WorldView-2 attributes for 
stress detection was defined as 4 m to avoid mixed pixels and to detect dying top branches in smaller crowns. 
Attributes from only the WorldView-2 image resulted in a correlation of 0.89 (RMSE 0.48, mean absolute 
error (MAE) 0.34) in a Random Forest regression for crowns larger than 4 m in diameter. This result can be 
improved to a correlation of 0.92 (RMSE 0.43, MAE 0.31) with additional LIDAR attributes, including 
intensity values. The selection of attributes confirms the findings from the second study, with an NDVI on 
near-infrared and red bands as the most important spectral index for the full range of stress symptoms. It 
also confirms the higher importance of pigment-sensitive indices with green, red and red-edge bands for the 
detection of first stress symptoms. These initial symptoms are more related to changes in the foliage than 
the crown architecture. 
The results of this thesis present a methodical basis for kauri identification and stress detection using 
remote sensing data. The methods presented here require further testing and refinement with reference data 
in other forest areas and should be applied in the full processing chain with automatic crown-segmentation. 
However, when this has been done, remote sensing methods have considerable potential for automated 





Die endemischen Kauri Bäume Neuseelands (Agathis australis (D.Don ) Lindl.) sind ein wichtiger 
Bestandteil der wenigen verbliebenen einheimischen Waldbestände im Norden des Landes. Als eine der 
größten Baumarten in Neuseeland sind sie eine Attraktion für Touristen und haben eine wichtige kulturelle 
und spirituelle Bedeutung für die indigene Bevölkerungsgruppe der Māori. Die aggressive und tödliche 
Baumkrankheit „Phytophthora agathidicida“ (PA) wurde innerhalb des letzten Jahrzehnts über weite Teile 
des Verbreitungsgebietes der Kauri Bäume nachgewiesen. Der Organismus lebt im Boden, er infiziert die 
Kauri Bäume über das Wurzelsystem und blockiert den Transport von Wasser und Nährstoffen in die 
Kronen. Ein Nachweis des Erregers ist bislang nur im Labor anhand von Bodenproben möglich. Das 
bisherige Monitoring stützt sich überwiegend auf Feldarbeit und der manuellen Auswertung von Luftbildern 
aus Flugzeugen und Helikoptern.  
Diese Arbeit hat zum Ziel, anhand von Fernerkundungsdaten Methoden zu entwickeln, die sowohl die 
automatische Identifizierung der Kauri Bäume ermöglichen als auch eine Beschreibung von Stress-
Symptomen im Kronenbereich der Bäume. Die Waitakere Ranges wurden als Studiengebiet ausgewählt, da 
sie Kauri Bestände in einer repräsentativen Verteilung bezüglich der Waldtypen, Bestandes Situation, 
Altersstufen und Symptomklassen beinhalten. Die Referenzdaten umfassen 3165 präzise lokalisierten 
Baumkronen in einer repräsentative Auswahl von Kauri und assoziierten Baumarten. Die Arbeit gliedert 
sich in drei Abschnitte: Der Identifizierung von Kauri Bäumen, der Analyse und Beschreibung von Stress-
Symptomen in Kauri Kronen und der Anwendung von WorldView-2 Satellitendaten in Kombination mit 
LiDAR Daten zur Stressanalyse.  
Im ersten Abschnitt geht es um die Identifizierung von Kauri Bäumen mittels optischer Fernerkundung. 
Anhand eines Hyperspektralbildes mit einem AISA Fenix Sensor konnte für die Kauri Kronen ein 
charakteristisches spektrales Muster im Nahen Infrarot Bereich nachgewiesen werden. Kauri Spektren 
zeigen eine hohe Differenzierbarkeit von 21 benachbarten Baumarten. Kauri Kronen bei denen die 
Kronenarchitektur noch intakt ist lassen sich in einer Random Forest Klassifizierung mit hoher Genauigkeit 
von über 94% (Nutzer- und Produzenten-Genauigkeit von 94.6% und 94.8%) von anderen Baumarten und 
Bäumen mit schweren Kronenschäden bzw. Totbäumen unterscheiden. Dieses Ergebnis beruht auf einer 
Auswahl von fünf Indizes auf fünf Wellenlängen im Sichtbaren bis Nahen Infrarot Bereich (670 - 1209 nm). 
Die Unterscheidung der stark geschädigten Kronen von anderen Baumarten ist hingegen nicht so eindeutig. 
Die Gesamtgenauigkeit für Kronen mit einem Mindestdurchmesser von 3 m konnte von 91.7% auf 93.8% 
gesteigert werden, indem die Kauri Bäume mit den stark geschädigten Bäumen zu einer Klasse 
zusammengefasst wurden, niedrige und hohe Waldbestände anhand separater Modelle analysiert wurden 
und die Wellenlängen der ausgewählten Indizes auf 10 nm Bandbreite gemittelt wurden.  
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Im Fokus des zweiten Manuskripts steht die Analyse und Beschreibung von Stress-Symptomen in 
Kronenspektren für unterschiedliche Größenklassen. Die Studie basiert auf dem Hyperspektralbild und 1258 
manuell editierten Kronen von Kauri Bäumen und stark geschädigten Kronen bzw. Totbäumen. Die 
Beschreibung und Einschätzung von fünf Symptomstufen aus der Feldarbeit wurde anhand einer 
Luftbildauswertung ergänzt. Zu den wichtigsten Erkenntnissen der Studie gehört, dass Vegetationsindizes 
auf Wellenlängen im roten und nahen Infrarotbereich mit Band-Kombinationen im Nahen Infrarot und 
„Red-Edge“ die gesamte Bandbreite der Stress-Symptome am besten beschreiben. Hingegen sind pigment-
sensitive Indizes mit Wellenlängen im grünen und roten Spektralbereich wichtig für die Beschreibung von 
kleinen Kronen mit dichtem Blattwerk. Fünf Indizes im Sichtbaren bis Nahen Infrarotbereich (450 – 970 
nm) erreichten eine Korrelation von 0.93 in einer Random Forest Regression für fünf Symptomstufen. 
Dieses Ergebnis konnte in einem stratifizierten Ansatz für niedrige und hohe Waldbestände verbessert 
werden, während mit zusätzlichen Indizes im nahen Infrarot lediglich der RMSE leicht verbessert wurde 
von 0.43 auf 0.42, die Korrelation allerdings unverändert blieb. 
Im dritten Manuskript wird die Eignung eines WorldView-2 (WV2) Satellitenbildes (8 
Multispektralbänder, 1.8 m Auflösung, „pan-sharpened“ auf 0.45 m) in Kombination mit LiDAR Daten zur 
Beschreibung von Stress-Symptomen getestet. Die Referenzdaten umfassen eine Einstufung von 1089 
Kronen in fünf Symptomstufen, mit einer feineren Unterteilung der ersten beiden Symptomstufen. Ein 
Minimum-Kronendurchmesser von 4 m wurde ermittelt für die Anwendung der WV2 Satellitendaten, zur 
Vermeidung von „mixed pixels“ und zur Erkennung von abgestorbenen Kronenspitzen in kleinen 
Baumkronen. Anhand von WV2 Attributen konnte eine Korrelation von 0.89 (RMSE 0.48, MAE 0.34) in 
einer kronenbasierten Random Forest Regression erzielt werden, während zusätzliche LiDAR Attribute zur 
Stressanalyse die Korrelation auf 0.92 steigerten (RMSE 0.43, MAE 0.31). Die ausgewählten Attribute 
bestätigen die Ergebnisse aus der Hyperspektralanalyse. Ein Vegetationsindex auf Bändern im roten und 
nahen Infrarot Bereich konnte als wichtigster Index zur Beschreibung der gesamten Bandbreite von Stress-
Symptomen im Kronenbereich bestätigt werden, während pigment-sensitive Indizes mit Bändern im grünen, 
roten und „red-edge“ Spektrum, eine wichtige Bedeutung für die Beschreibung der ersten Stress-Symptome 
haben. 
Die Ergebnisse dieser Studie beschreiben eine methodische Basis für die Identifizierung von Kauri 
Bäumen und die Beschreibung von Stress-Symptomen im Kronenbereich. Die präsentierten Methoden 
sollten in anderen Waldregionen und in einer vollständigen Prozessierung mit automatischer 
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ground control points - Points on the ground with 
known coordinates. 
hyperplane - In geometry, a hyperplane is a subspace 
whose dimension is one less than that of its ambient 
space.  
hyperspectral imaging - Collection and processing 
information from across the electromagnetic spectrum 
at a very large number of wavelengths. 
leaf area index - The one-sided green leaf area per unit 
ground surface area in broadleaf canopies. 
light detection and ranging - A remote sensing 
method that uses light in the form of a pulsed laser to 
measure distances to the earth. 
linear regression - A linear approach to modelling the 
relationship between a dependent variable and one or 
more explanatory (independent) variables. 
M5P regression – a combination of a conventional 
decision tree with linear regression functions at the 
nodes. 
minimum noise transformation - a linear 
transformation of two separate principal components 
analysis rotations with the aim to reduce the 
dimensionality of a (hyperspectral) dataset and remove 
noise. 
multispectral sensor – A sensor that measures 
reflected energy within usually 3 to 10 different 
specific bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Munsell Hue-, Saturation-, and Value-
Transformation – A transformation of an image with 
red, green, and blue reflectance values to values of 
Hue, Saturation, and Value. 
non-parametric classifiers – Classifiers that do not 
make distributional assumptions on the data. 
object-based image analysis - Geospatial image 
analysis based on based on information from a set of 
similar pixels called objects or image objects. 
ortho imagery - A uniform-scale image where 
corrections have been made for feature displacement 
such as building tilt and for scale variations caused by 
terrain relief, sensor geometry, and camera tilt. 
orthorectification - Process of removing the effects of 
image perspective (tilt) and relief (terrain) effects for 
the purpose of creating a planimetrically correct 
image. The resultant orthorectified image has a 
constant scale wherein features are represented in their 
'true' positions. 
panchromatic image - Greyscale image based on a 
wide range of wavelengths of light, typically spanning 




terrain model - A mathematical representation 
(model) of the ground surface, in which a unique 
elevation value is assigned to each pixel. 
pixel-based image analysis – Image analysis based on 
the spectral information in each pixel. 
producer’s accuracy - Map accuracy from the point 
of view of the map maker (the producer). It indicates 
how often real features on the ground are correctly 
shown on the classified map. 
user’s accuracy - Accuracy from the point of view of 
a map user. It indicates how often the class on the map 
will actually be present on the ground. 
random forest - An ensemble learning method that 
construct a multitude of decision trees and output the 
class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or 
mean prediction (regression) of the individual trees. 
remote sensing - Process of detecting and monitoring 
the physical characteristics of an area by measuring its 
reflected and emitted radiation at a distance typically 
from satellite or aircraft. 
spaceborne imagery – Imagery taken by a spacecraft 
like a satellite. 
standard deviation - In statistics, the standard 
deviation is a measure of the amount of variation or 
dispersion of a set of values. 
support vector machine – A non-parametric 
supervised learning model with representations of the 
examples as points in space. These are mapped so that 
the examples of the separate categories are divided by 
a gap that is as wide as possible. New examples are 
then mapped into that same space and predicted to 
belong to a category based on the side of the gap on 
which they fall. 
digital surface model – A geospatial model that 
represents the earth's surface with absolute height 
values and includes all objects on it. 
wrapper evaluation method – A feature selection 
method for attribute combinations with a specified 
machine learning algorithm based on a defined 
evaluation criterion. They use a search algorithm to 
search through the space of possible features and 
evaluate each subset by running a model on the subset. 
They can be computationally expensive and have a risk 
of over fitting to the model. 
zonal statistic - Statistics on values of a raster within 
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This chapter provides background information on the subject of kauri trees and kauri dieback disease 
(section 1) and current monitoring methods as well as user requirements for the monitoring (section 2). It 
also gives an overview of the use of different remote sensing systems for species identification and stress 
analysis, both internationally and in New Zealand, which informed the decisions for the sensors used in this 
study (sections 3 and 4). Based on this broader research context, the objectives and the structure of this 
study are derived in section 5. General methodical decisions regarding the study area,  the analysis approach 
and field data are explained in section 6, as well as main challenges.  
The following chapters (II-IV) present the three papers that describe the analyses undertaken for kauri 
identification and stress detection. The final Chapter (V) includes a synthesis, with a summary of the main 
findings and conclusions and an outlook for further research. References are listed at the end of each 
Chapter. A short Curriculum Vitae (CV) is provided in the appendix. 
1 Kauri and kauri dieback in New Zealand 
As an isolated southern archipelago, New Zealand has developed a unique native flora, and 
approximately 80% of the species are endemic [1,2]. Before the arrival of people in New Zealand, ca. 800 
years ago, 80% of the land was covered in dense forest [3,4]. Historical fires, land clearing and logging [3] 
reduced the area of indigenous forests cover to approximately 23.9% of New Zealand’s land surface area or 
just about 6.3 million hectares [5]. According to Steward 2010 [6], only about 7500 ha of primary forests 
remain, while the rest of the area is secondary forests. 
The endemic New Zealand kauri trees (Agathis australis (D.Don ) Lindl.) are an essential element of 
the evergreen indigenous forests of the northern North Island [2,7-10]. Kauri are New Zealand’s only 
representative of the Araucariaceae family [8], with other members mainly found in the tropics and 
subtropics across the South Pacific and South-East Asia [6]. The natural distribution of kauri extends 
throughout the warm temperate to sub-humid climatic zones north of 38°070S [8], from sea level up to 
approximately 360 m elevation [7]. Kauri were extensively logged from the 17th to the early 20th century 
by European settlers since they provide excellent timber. The logging left only scattered mature stands in 
areas with difficult access, such as ridges, steep slopes and remote valleys [6]. The actual distribution of 
kauri, therefore, is more an expression of logging and preservation activities than of ecological preferences 
[6]. 
Kauri trees grow both in mixed species-rich forests with podocarp and broadleaved species as well as 
in homogenous kauri dominated stands [11]. Young kauri often develop under cover of so-called nursery 
plants, such as kānuka (Kunzea ericoides). Forests with kauri are often structurally complex, with remains 
of primary stands and single mature trees combined with second-growth forests in different stages of 
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development [6,12]. 
The acidic, tannin-rich leaf litter of kauri influences the biochemical composition of the soil [13,14]. 
Kauri are a key species for these forest ecosystems and impact the species composition and nutrient cycle 
[10]. With a massive stem and heights between 30 and 50 m [6], occasionally reaching 60 m [1], mature 
kauri trees are among the largest tree species in New Zealand forests. The impressive appearance of mature 
kauri stands makes them a major tourist attraction. Also, the existing kauri stands are of high cultural and 
spiritual significance for the local Māori and are closely linked to their genesis beliefs [15]. 
Kauri dieback disease (Phytophthora agathidicida (PA)) is a soil-borne pathogen that was first 
confirmed by Beever et al. [16], published in 2009, as a new pathogen for New Zealand and was 
taxonomically described by Weir in 2015 [17]. There is evidence that the pathogen has affected kauri in 
New Zealand for several decades, but it was not detected earlier since it was first misidentified [18,19]. Its 
origin is still unknown. One theory is an import through plants and soil material from the Central and South 
Pacific Ocean region [20]. 
The disease is highly infectious for kauri trees of all ages and size classes [21,22]. It enters the tree 
through the roots and causes collar rot, which blocks the transport of water and nutrients to the canopy, 
leading to defoliation and ultimately killing the trees [23]. The first visible symptoms start in the top of the 
canopy as yellowing and leaf loss. They are difficult to assess from the ground, especially in high stands 
and with dense undergrowth. The occurrence of symptoms is often heterogenic within a kauri stand. In 
larger crowns, different parts of the canopy can show symptoms with varying levels of severity depending 
on the extent of the damage in the root and stem system. Other causes of stress (e.g. drought [24] and other 
diseases [22]) can both intensify the progress of PA and also cause similar symptoms in the canopy. Lausch 
et al. [25] discuss that ecosystems usually face the combined effects of multiple stress factors, with an 
increasing influence of climate change.  
PA has spread throughout the kauri distribution area and threatens the New Zealand kauri species and 
associated forest ecosystems [16]. There are indications that the pathogen uses other tree species as hosts 
and can partly also affect these species [16,26]. PA was declared an unwanted organism in 2008 under New 
Zealand’s Biosecurity Act (1993), and its management is a strategic priority of the New Zealand 
Conservation and Biosecurity Authorities [27]. 
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2 Kauri dieback monitoring 
Proof of the presence of the PA pathogen requires, for the time being, laboratory analysis of soil 
samples. The monitoring of the disease includes the location of kauri stands, an assessment of stress 
symptoms, evaluation of changes from the previous seasons, targeted soil sampling and laboratory analysis 
for proof of an infection [28-30].  
Overview mapping to determine the location of kauri and evaluate canopy stress symptoms is currently 
based on a manual interpretation of orthophotos, photos taken from a helicopter and oblique aerial images 
[28,31]. These methods allow a flexible assessment, independent of cloud cover (e.g. with overview flights 
in spring to plan the fieldwork for the coming summer season). However, the current methods are elaborate 
and time-consuming, especially for large areas. Furthermore, several studies have confirmed that manual 
interpretation of stress symptoms is biased by the subjective judgement of the interpreter [32,33].  
From a user perspective, stress assessment should ideally be objective, repeatable, cost-efficient across 
all scales and able to detect the full range of symptom stages from non-symptomatic to dead. The description 
of the first signs of stress in kauri canopies is especially important to inform the implementation of early 
measures to prevent further spread. With regard to an often heterogenic manifestation of stress symptoms 
in kauri stands, the analysis should, if possible, allow for the assessment of single trees. The results should 
be spatially aligned with existing Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data so that individual trees can be 
identified in the field (e.g. for targeted soil sampling). 
3 Remote sensing systems for forest species identification and stress 
analysis 
Remote sensing (RS) systems have been successfully used in numerous studies to identify forest 
species [34-36] and to describe canopy conditions [35,37-42]. Lausch et al. [25] provide a comprehensive 
overview of the characteristics of forest plants, populations and communities that can be described by space-
borne remote sensing (“spectral traits”) and their variations (“spectral trait variations”). The identification 
of species and stress symptoms by RS is further elaborated in the introductory paragraphs of Chapters II 
and III. The following sections provide a general overview of space- and airborne RS systems suitable for 
monitoring kauri trees. Conclusions regarding the choice of sensors in this study are explained at the end of 
the paragraphs. 
The selection of an appropriate set of remote sensing systems for kauri remote sensing should take into 
account their availability and spectral and spatial resolution according to the required object size and level 
of detail, available resources, the planned extent of the acquisition and terrain situations.  
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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) systems are not included in this overview, since the limited coverage 
of UAV excludes their use in the scope of this study for large scale monitoring in often inaccessible terrain 
[43]. However, larger battery capacities and regulations for flights beyond the line of sight are under 
development and will increase the operational range of UAV systems [44]. 
3.1 Use of spaceborne optical sensors for tree species and stress detection 
Spaceborne optical sensors are the most cost-efficient option to cover large areas. The standardised 
sensor models and a high percentage of nadir coverage ease the data processing [45], while fixed overflight 
times and reduced spectral and spatial resolutions present limitations [46]. Since the first missions in the 
early 1970s, the Landsat 1-5 TM and 7ETM+ sensors and from the late 1990s the Spot 4 and 5 sensors, are 
among the most widely used satellite systems to assess the health and composition of forest stands [40,45]. 
They cover basic red-green-blue (RGB) and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths and have a spatial resolution 
between 10 and 30 m in the multispectral bands. Examples of the use of Landsat-derived indices are the 
assessment of foliar moisture levels in conifer forests [47] and the mapping of forest composition and 
structure in coastal Oregon, USA [48]. The spatiotemporal dynamics observed in time series of Landsat and 
Spot data proofed to be useful for mapping forest stand compositions [49-51]. 
The launch of sensors with higher spatial resolution in the multispectral and panchromatic bands, such 
as Quickbird-2 in 1999 (0.6 to 2.8 m2) and IKONOS-2 in 2001 (1-4 m2), allowed for the inclusion of textural 
attributes and crown-level analysis. Spectral and spatial attributes of IKONOS imagery were used to 
investigate inventory data for homogenous forest stands, including species composition, crown closure and 
age [52,53]. Textural attributes derived from the IKONOS panchromatic channel improved the 
discrimination of three health levels in Robinia trees from 79.5% to 96.9% overall accuracy (OA) compared 
to only spectral attributes. The high spatial resolution of Quickbird-2 data also enabled object-based 
approaches for tree species identification [54], and to identify canopy symptoms of a fungal infection in 
Pinus radiata plantations [55]. 
Recent developments have increased the spectral resolution of commercially available spaceborne 
images. The launch of the 5-band RapidEye (RE) mission in 2009 and the 8-band WorldView-2 and -3 
(WV2, WV3) missions in 2010 and 2014 introduced additional multispectral bands in the visible (VIS) to 
NIR range (RE 440–850nm, WV2 427–1040nm). In particular, an additional band in the red-edge region 
helps to detect a decline in photosynthetic activity [56-58]. The high spatial resolution in the panchromatic 
channels (RE 2.5 m and WV2 0.45 m) improved the description of structural forest attributes [59,60]. 
Immitzer et al. [61] used WV2 data to classify ten tree species with an OA of 82% in a temperate forest in 
Austria. Waser et al. [58] achieved an OA of 83% in classifying seven tree species in a mixed forest in 
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Germany, and Peerbhay et al. [62] distinguished six commercial forest species with an OA of 85.42%. This 
new generation of satellites also features higher temporal resolution with revisit times of one day for RE 
satellites and a combination of WV2 and WorldView-3 data. This increases the chance to acquire cloud-
free images in a time series to capture, for example, seasonal changes for species identification [63,64] and 
to monitor temporal variations in stress responses [35,39,42,65,66]. 
A new generation of small satellites [67], such as the SkySat and PlanetScope constellations from the 
US-based company Planet [68], offer high spatial resolution images (1 to 3.7 m ground resolution) with 
high revisit times for comparably low costs. However, the lightweight CubeSat technology [69] reduces the 
spectral resolution, with only four bands (RGB and NIR) available for the standard imagery of the SkySat 
and PlanetScope constellations. The newly launched PlanetScope satellites also have a red-edge band [68].  
Freely available, non-commercial satellites feature high spectral resolutions in the visible to short-wave 
infrared spectral regions. The Landsat-8 OLI sensor [70] has ten multispectral bands (433–1250 nm), and 
the Sentinel-2A sensor [71] has thirteen (443–2202 nm). However, the spatial resolutions (10 to 60 m for 
Sentinel-2A and 15 to 100 m for Landsat-8) are not suitable for single crown analysis and restrict the use of 
these sensors to stand-based analysis [72]. The use of Sentinel-2 to detect drought stress in deciduous forest 
communities in Germany was demonstrated by Dotzler et al. [73]. 
Several spaceborne hyperspectral missions are currently planned [74,75 ], such as ENMAP [76] and 
PRISMA [77]. However, the spatial resolution of 30 m is still too coarse for an assessment of the scattered 
distribution of kauri stands. 
We decided to acquire a WV2 satellite image to test the suitability of spaceborne imagery for stress 
detection because of its high spatial and spectral resolution. The 1.8 m resolution of the multispectral bands 
and the 0.45 m resolution of the panchromatic band allowed a crown-based analysis with a pan-sharpened 
image. The high spectral resolution with, among others, a red-edge and two near-infrared bands in addition 
to standard bands are suitable for canopy stress detection. The high temporal frequency of one day for the 
combined WV2 and WV3 missions and the possibility to pre-order an image for a defined area made it 
possible to secure cloud-free images in the humid climate of the Waitakere Ranges. The WV2 image was 
acquired at the same as the hyperspectral image. 
 
3.2 Use of airborne sensors for tree species- and stress detection 
In contrast to spaceborne missions with fixed overflight times, airborne sensors operated from crewed 
aircraft allow higher spatial resolutions and offer more flexibility to acquire images on cloud-free days 
during time windows with high sun elevation. However, they are more expensive and elaborate to process.  
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Airborne hyperspectral sensors, such as the HySpex, HyMAP and AISA sensors, feature narrow 
bandwidths and cover wavelength intervals from the visible to short-wave infrared in a continuous spectral 
response. Hyperspectral airborne sensors have proven to be superior to the use of spaceborne multispectral 
sensors for forest tree species identification [34,78-83]. They also allow a detailed analysis of biochemical 
and biophysical canopy characteristics [36,84-88]. However, due to their high acquisition costs, complex 
system maintenance and elaborate image correction and processing requirements, they are used currently 
for detailed research studies rather than for repeated monitoring of large areas. In the context of forest 
species identification and stress monitoring, a value of airborne hyperspectral sensors lies in their use to 
detect characteristic spectral features and to identify the best bands and indices that describe these features. 
These selected bands can then be implemented for large-area coverage with multispectral airborne and 
spaceborne sensors. Several studies also used airborne hyperspectral data to simulate the performance of 
satellite data [73,89]. 
Airborne multispectral sensors have a limited number of bands; however, they are better suited for 
large-area monitoring than airborne hyperspectral sensors. They feature a wide field of view, large signal-
to-noise ratio and lower costs for image acquisition and maintenance [25,34].  
Airborne LiDAR technology provides accurate three-dimensional height point clouds from canopy to 
ground level [90-92]. As active sensor systems, LiDAR sensors are less dependent on weather conditions 
than optical sensors, and they operate under cloud cover. Airborne LiDAR data form the basis for the 
segmentation of homogenous forest stands [93,94] and individual tree crowns [95-100] as a pre-requisite 
for object-based canopy analysis [34,58,61,101]. LiDAR data has been used successfully to assess stress-
induced structural changes in tree canopies caused by defoliation [99,102] and has proven to be especially 
useful for detecting deteriorated crowns of dying and dead trees [103-105]. However, in dense vegetation, 
only a few LiDAR signals reach the ground, which impairs the accuracy of the LIDAR height measures.  
High accuracies up to 97% can be achieved with LiDAR data to distinguish between deciduous and 
coniferous trees [106] and to classify forest stands according to their structure [93,99]. Some studies 
successfully utilised LiDAR data for tree species identification [98,107-109]. However, the more common 
use for species identification is to add LiDAR attributes as additional spatial attributes to the spectral 
information of optical sensors [34,110-119]. The combination of LiDAR attributes and multi- and 
hyperspectral data also improved the assessment of forest health indicators [36,40]. The intensity 
information of LiDAR returns provides spectral information in the near-infrared, with the potential to 
improve the mapping of canopy compositions [107,120,121]. However, LiDAR surveys are expensive and 
thus not frequently available for regular monitoring. 
For this study, we decided to acquire airborne hyperspectral imagery with an AISA Fenix sensor and 
airborne LiDAR data in combination with an aerial image.  
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Images from AISA hyperspectral sensors were successfully used in other studies for tree species 
identification and canopy stress detection (see Chapter IV-1.3). The full spectral range, from the visible to 
short-wave infrared (378–2495 nm) allows the analysis of the spectral response of kauri canopies in different 
growth and stress conditions as well as other canopy species. Spectral signatures for different tree species 
and crown conditions can be derived, which can be used for a spectral unmixing of imagery with larger 
pixel sizes like, e.g. Sentinel-2A. The 1 m pixel resolution of the AISA image is suitable for an object-based 
analysis on crown level. It also offers the possibility for resampling to simulate imagery with a coarser pixel 
resolution. Another purpose for the decision of this senor was to test its useability in forest environments. 
The sensor was recently acquired by Massey University and is the first hyperspectral sensor operated from 
crewed aircraft by a New Zealand research institution.  
The airborne LiDAR dataset provides height information which is uncorrelated to the optical data and 
allows to derive spatial attributes and perform a crown segmentation for an object-based approach. With a 
Laser Pulse Repetition Rate up to 800kHz, the RIEGL LMS-Q1560 LiDAR sensor used in this study 
delivers a high penetration rate in the dense forest vegetation, which resulted in sufficient ground returns 
(0.5 ground returns/m2) to generate a 1 m terrain model. An average of 35 returns/m2 allows a detailed 
description of spatial crown attributes. The simultaneous acquisition of a 15 cm RGB aerial image secured 
a spatial match with the LiDAR data so that it could be used as a reference for the manual assessment of 
canopy stress symptoms and helped with the crown segmentation. Special care was given to an accurate, 
sub-pixel spatial alignment of the hyperspectral dataset with the LiDAR data by orthorectification with 
ground control points.  
3.3 Analysis approaches with regards to scale 
The decision for an object-based or pixel-based analysis is closely linked to the available spatial 
resolution of the remote sensing data and the size and spectral variance of the target objects.  
An object-based approach allows the integration of contextual information like object statistics, 
textures, and neighbour relationships. It also makes it easier to combine different data sources, since they 
only must match on object scale, not pixel scale. The object-based statistics are well-suited to handling a 
high variance in target objects and are superior to pixel-based methods for single tree crown analysis (see 
Chapter IV-1.3). Prior object segmentation is elaborate and introduces mistakes of over- and under-
segmentation. The analysis results in only one accumulated value per object. A change detection or any 
future comparison is bound to the use of the same object units. This approach requires a pixel size that is 
significantly smaller than the average size of the objects of interest, which excludes the currently freely 
available satellites for analysis on tree crown level. However, the fusion of multispectral bands with a 
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higher-resolution panchromatic channel, so-called PAN sharpening, allows the creation of a higher-spatial-
resolution multispectral image.  
A pixel-based approach, on the other hand, is easier to calculate since it does not require a prior object 
segmentation. The resulting map gives wall-to-wall information about the whole area. However, the 
integration of spatial information is more difficult, and it does not allow to use contextual information and 
object statistics. The pixel size should ideally match the spatial resolution of the target objects [66]. A higher 
spatial resolution increases the variability between neighbouring pixels and can cause a problematic “salt 
and pepper” effect [66]. Images with larger pixel sizes, in contrast, are more prone to classification errors 
caused by mixed reflectance values with the influence of shadows, understory vegetation and soil.  
An intermediate approach is an object-based aggregation of a pixel-based analysis. Since the analysis 
is pixel-based, the size of the objects is more flexible and can also be changed for different reporting 
purposes. It delivers wall-to-wall information for the whole area, which gives a more comprehensive picture 
for a stress symptom analysis. And it allows the use of homogenous stand units, which are a lot easier to 
define from LiDAR data than a crown segmentation. 
 
4 Forest remote sensing in New Zealand 
Indigenous forests cover nearly 24% of New Zealand’s land surface area [122]. However, RS 
applications and research in New Zealand forest areas mainly provide information on introduced 
commercial forestry species (e.g. pine trees), with a predominant focus on LiDAR metrics from local 
acquisitions [123-127].  
Native forest ecosystems have been analysed with spaceborne optical sensors in the scope of a 
nationwide land cover classification [122,128]. Other RS studies in New Zealand indigenous forests looked 
at mapping forest canopy conditions [129], mangrove types [130] and the segmentation of woody patches 
[131]. A few studies have been conducted to analyse the spectral responses of native shrubs and trees in 
New Zealand, including gorse [132] and oak trees [133]. Knowledge on optical properties of conifer versus 
broadleaf species are mainly based on studies in temperate forests in the Northern hemisphere (see Chapter 
III-1.2 for more details and literature). At the beginning of this study, no information on spectral properties 
of kauri crowns and neighbouring species was available in the literature, that could be used in the context 
of air- or spaceborne remote sensing. 
A recent study focused on the identification of two native forest species showed promising results in a 
New Zealand primary forest with very high resolution (3 cm) RGB orthoimagery based on UAV acquisition 
[136]. UAV multispectral images also improved satellite-based stress detection in plantation trees [137,138] 
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and the detection of invasive conifers species [139]. Zhang [140] achieved an accuracy of approximately 
80% in an object-based classification of regenerating bushland with a UAV-based true colour mosaic. 
Moreover, tower-based hyperspectral data helped to analyse herbicide damage in pine trees [141].  
Airborne LiDAR data are becoming more available in New Zealand and offer the possibility for 
individual tree crown-segmentation in native forest ecosystems, as analysed by Zörner et al. [134]. LiDAR 
data was also used to analyse carbon stock in native New Zealand forest stands [135]. So far, no study has 
been published with an accurate automatic crown segmentation in native New Zealand kauri forests or a 
description of spatial attributes of kauri crowns, that could help with kauri identification based on remote 
sensing data. 
Researchers in New Zealand only recently gained access to an airborne AISA hyperspectral sensor, 
which was mainly applied for precision agriculture in pasture lands [142,143] and land use classification 
[144]. So far, no studies have been published on the use of airborne hyperspectral data in native forest 
ecosystems in New Zealand. 
 
5 Objectives 
A holistic approach to forest health monitoring would ideally assess all main canopy species in a forest 
ecosystem [25,145]. However, this requires a more thorough investigation of the reflectance properties of 
New Zealand’s indigenous tree species. Particularly since different species in other ecosystems have shown 
individual stress responses [146-148]. With regard to the fast progress and severity of kauri dieback disease, 
the limited framework of this PhD study focuses on kauri trees. The main objective is to develop methods 
based on RS to identify kauri crowns and to assess symptoms of stress in the upper canopy of kauri trees. 
The study was designed to result in recommendations to support cost-efficient monitoring that can be 
applied to larger areas. It is structured in three papers.  
The first two papers address the lack of knowledge on spectral crown properties in kauri and associated 
tree species. They focus on a detailed spectral analysis of over 20 canopy species with an emphasis of kauri 
crowns in different growth stages and health classes, based on the hyperspectral image. The need of the 
management for large-scale implementation is addressed in these papers by defining methods for the kauri 
identification and stress detection on selected bands and index combinations, that are suitable for the use on 
airborne multispectral sensors. As a more cost-efficient solution, the third paper explores the use of a WV02 
satellite image in combination with LiDAR data for object-based stress detection. According to the 
requirements from the management, the method emphasises the detection of first stress symptoms. The 
following objectives were defined: 
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Paper 1. “Detection of New Zealand Kauri Trees with AISA Aerial Hyperspectral Data for Use in 
Multispectral Monitoring” 
• Objective 1: Identify and compare the spectra of kauri and associated canopy tree species with 
no to medium stress symptoms and analyse their spectral characteristics and separability. 
• Objective 2: Identify and describe the best spectral indices for the separation of the three target 
classes “kauri”, “dead/dying trees” and “other” canopy vegetation. 
• Objective 3: Define an efficient classification method to differentiate the three target classes 
that is applicable for large-area monitoring with multispectral sensors. 
 
Paper 2. “Monitoring of Canopy Stress Symptoms in New Zealand Kauri Trees Analysed with AISA 
Hyperspectral Data” 
• Objective 1: Identify the best band and index combinations to detect stress symptoms in kauri 
crowns for both the full spectral range (visible to short-wave infrared) and the visible to first 
NIR spectral range. The selected band combinations should not exceed six wavelengths to be 
suitable for a multispectral platform. 
• Objective 2: Test the performance of a pre-defined band combination for stress detection, which 
was defined in Meiforth et al. [11], to locate kauri trees. 
• Objective 3: Test the performance of the indices selections that was developed on mean crown 
values with a pixel-based approach. 
 
Paper 3: “Stress Detection in New Zealand Kauri Canopies with WorldView-2 Satellite and LiDAR Data” 
• Objective 1: Test the performance of WV2 attributes for crown-based stress detection in kauri 
trees and define the recommended minimum crown size. 
• Objective 2: Test a two-step method on WV2 attributes by first identifying dead and dying trees 
in a classification and then applying a regression for the remaining stress symptom levels. 
• Objective 3: Test the performance of LiDAR attributes in combination with WV2 data for 
canopy stress detection. 
6 Methodical approach and challenges 
While the choice of sensors was already discussed in section I-3, this Chapter highlights basic 
methodical decisions and challenges with regards to the study area and the fieldwork. Further details on the 
methods and analytical techniques are provided in the Chapters II-IV.  
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6.1 Choice of the study area 
Three study sites in the Waitakere Ranges Heritage Area, northwest of central Auckland, were chosen 
for the data acquisition in cooperation with the Auckland Council kauri dieback surveillance team. The sites 
cover a range of kauri trees in different growth and health classes in a representative selection of forest stand 
situations and ecotypes [149]. A wide network of walking tracks allowed easy access to the investigated 
forest stands. Existing aerial images and LiDAR data and the results of ongoing fieldwork by Auckland 
Council staff provided a good foundation for preparing the study [28,31]. However, the influence of humid 
winds from the adjacent sea impeded the acquisition of cloud-free images. Further, the varied terrain, with 
steep slopes and elevations up to 336 m, posed challenges to the fieldwork and the accurate positioning of 
the reference crowns on the RS data. 
6.2 Fieldwork and reference data 
The high number of canopy species in kauri forests and the wide range of growth classes, stress 
symptoms, forest types and stand situations required a large number of reference crowns to capture these 
variations in a representative selection as well as statistically valid numbers. Extensive fieldwork over two 
seasons allowed the use of 3165 reference crowns for the analysis of species and stress levels as well as for 
detailed analysis of certain aspects of interest (e.g. early stress symptoms and species with a similar shape 
or foliage characteristics to kauri). However, the removal of crowns in shadow areas led to a different 
number of reference crowns in the hyperspectral and WorldView-2 datasets. 
Special attention was given to accurate positioning of the reference crowns. A circular plot method 
with a mapping grade Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) was chosen to locate reference crowns 
during the first field season in dense forest stands with poor reception. A high resolution 15 cm RGB aerial 
image became available after the first field season. In combination with the LiDAR height models, this 
allowed for the direct identification of crowns in open stands during the second field season with a field 
tablet.  
The large number of reference crowns in remote areas, and limited field capacity did not allow for 
quantitative measurements of canopy parameters, such as chlorophyll content or leaf area index. To 
minimise the subjective error related to manual assessment of canopy characteristics with different 
observers [33], standardised procedures and guidelines were followed, such as percentage ranges of crown 
coverage and dead branches by the Department of Conservation [152].  
The high-resolution aerial images (15 cm and 7.5 cm), which eventually became available for both 
seasons, allowed the assessment of canopy stress symptoms, in accordance with other studies [153,154]. An 
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image guideline for the assessment of canopy stress symptoms in kauri trees based on aerial images was 
compiled for five stress levels in three growth classes. The 50 cm resolution of older digital RGB aerial 
images was found to be insufficient for locating small crowns and assessing the canopy condition.  
6.3 Analysis approach 
The intention of this study was to use a pixel-based approach were possible to avoid the dependency 
on an elaborate and error-prone automatic crown segmentation. For the kauri identification (Chapter II) a 
high spectral separability of kauri crowns to other canopy species allowed a pixel-based analysis. However, 
if the characteristic bands for the kauri identification are not available, a combination with LiDAR data in 
an object-based approach is necessary to obtain accuracies over 90%. A correspondent crown-based analysis 
for kauri identification with WV2 and LiDAR data was already conducted but could not be included in this 
thesis because of time restrictions for the submission. 
For stress detection (Chapters III and IV), the analysis had to be crown-based to match the crown-based 
reference data. However, a first test of a pixel-based application of the model showed promising results. 
This option should be further explored to enable an easy to apply, wall-to-wall analysis of canopy stress 
symptoms, independent of a prior crown segmentation. 
6.4 Main technical and organisational challenges 
A main organisational challenge was a delay in the acquisition of the hyperspectral image with short 
notice for over a year from 2016 to 2017. Consequently, it does not match the LiDAR and aerial acquisitions 
from 2016. This delay required two field seasons with a repeated assessment of stress symptoms for all 
recorded kauri crowns. The data acquisition had been initially scheduled for the beginning of the summer 
season in late December to January to capture the phenologically more stable summer aspect of kauri forests 
and to avoid the influence of a possible drought. However, because of organisational, technical and weather 
constraints, the acquisitions in both seasons were delayed until March. Luckily, both summers were 
relatively moist, so no drought effects had affected the canopy conditions. From a technical perspective, the 
atmospheric correction and orthorectification of the hyperspectral image were a lot more elaborate and time-
consuming than expected and lead to further delays in the time plan. Political differences between the 
stakeholders of the kauri dieback program during the time of this PhD posed additional challenges.  
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Abstract 
The endemic New Zealand kauri trees (Agathis australis) are of major importance for the forests in the 
northern part of New Zealand. The mapping of kauri locations is required for the monitoring of the deadly 
kauri dieback disease (Phytophthora agathidicida (PTA)). In this study, we developed a method to identify 
kauri trees by optical remote sensing that can be applied in an area-wide campaign. Dead and dying trees 
were separated in one class and the remaining trees with no to medium stress symptoms were defined in the 
two classes “kauri” and “other”. The reference dataset covers a representative selection of 3165 precisely 
located crowns of kauri and 21 other canopy species in the Waitakere Ranges west of Auckland. The 
analysis is based on an airborne hyperspectral AISA Fenix image (437–2337 nm, 1 m2 pixel resolution). 
The kauri spectra show characteristically steep reflectance and absorption features in the near-infrared (NIR) 
region with a distinct long descent at 1215 nm, which can be parameterised with a modified Normalised 
Water Index (mNDWI-Hyp). With a Jeffries–Matusita separability over 1.9, the kauri spectra can be well 
separated from 21 other canopy vegetation spectra. The Random Forest classifier performed slightly better 
than Support Vector Machine. A combination of the mNDWI-Hyp index with four additional spectral 
indices with three red to NIR bands resulted in an overall pixel-based accuracy (OA) of 91.7% for crowns 
larger 3 m diameter. While the user’s and producer’s accuracies for the class “kauri” with 94.6% and 94.8% 
are suitable for management purposes, the separation of “dead/dying trees” from “other” canopy vegetation 
poses the main challenge. The OA can be improved to 93.8% by combining “kauri” and “dead/dying” trees 
in one class, separate classifications for low and high forest stands and a binning to 10 nm bandwidths. 
Additional wavelengths and their respective indices only improved the OA up to 0.6%. The method 
developed in this study allows an accurate location of kauri trees for an area-wide mapping with a five-band 
multispectral sensor in a representative selection of kauri forest ecosystems. 
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1 Introduction 
New Zealand kauri (Agathis australis (D.Don) Lindl. ex Loudon) are an important component of New 
Zealand’s northern indigenous forests. The overall distribution of kauri is well known [1,2], but there is an 
urgent need to locate kauri crowns in more detail for monitoring the deadly kauri dieback disease 
(Phytophthora agathidicida (PTA)). Current methods for mapping of kauri rely on the manual interpretation 
of nadir and oblique aerial images and photos taken from a helicopter [3,4]. These manual interpretations 
of aerial images are elaborate and only suitable for smaller areas. Remote sensing enables large-area 
coverage in a more objective approach [5]. This study analysed the spectral characteristics of kauri crowns 
and developed a method to identify their exact position in an area-wide pixel-based analysis. 
1.1 Research context 
Remote sensing technology allows for automatic tree species discrimination based on reflectance 
signals with passive optical sensors and structural crown characteristics by active LiDAR sensors [6,7]. 
Multispectral sensors tend to have a limited number of bands, typically up to six, in the visible (VIS) to 
near-infrared (NIR) spectral range with a bandwidth of at least 10 nm, usually broader. Typically, they use 
two-dimensional staring arrays that are mounted in the focal plane, such as charge-coupled devise elements 
[8]. Hyperspectral sensors can cover the whole spectral continuum up to the short-wave infrared (SWIR) 
range with a high number of narrow bands [9]. The bandwidth of hyperspectral sensors for airborne 
acquisitions is typically around 3 nm in the visible (VIS) to first near-infrared (NIR1) part of the spectrum 
(Table II-1) and around 10 nm in higher wavelengths. Airborne hyperspectral sensors usually use moving 
scanner lines in push broom or whiskbroom systems, although first snapshot hyperspectral cameras with 
staring arrays for airborne use are coming on the market [8–10]. 
Airborne hyperspectral remote sensing has proven useful in the analysis and identification of individual 
tree crowns in boreal and temperate [12–15] and subtropical to tropical forests [16–20]. The NIR bands (700 
to 1327 nm in this study Table II-1) are important for species classification in tropical forests [16–18], which 
are perhaps more similar to kauri forests in terms of structural complexity [7]. The reduction of 
dimensionality and correlation in hyperspectral datasets can significantly improve the accuracy [21–23], as 
well as the extraction of the sunlit part of the crown [24,25]. An object-based classification can increase the 
accuracy by balancing the within crown variation, noise and illumination effects, and it allows to integrate 
additional structural and spatial crown statistics [26–28]. However, the whole processing chain for 
individual tree crown identification is complex, processing-intensive and error-prone, which can 
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compromise the advantages of an object-based approach [12,29]. The importance of additional LiDAR data 
describing height and structural crown characteristics has been confirmed in many studies [13,21,30,31]. 
However, texture measures can also be integrated based on optical data alone [32]. 
Table II-1 Spectral ranges with wavelengths used in this study, adapted from Asner [11] to match the used 
bands of the AISA sensor. 
Spectral Range Electromagnetic Wavelengths 
Visible (VIS) 437–700 nm1 
1st near-infrared (NIR1) 700–970 nm2 
2nd near-infrared (NIR2) 970–1327 nm 
1st short-wave infrared (SWIR1) 1467–1771 nm 
2nd short-wave infrared (SWIR2) 1994–2337 nm1 
1 The useable bands of the AISA Fenix sensor cover the range between 437 and 2337 nm. 2 The NIR1 range marks the shift 
between the two sensor parts at 970 nm. 
 
Airborne multispectral sensors are, for the time being, better suited to cover large areas than 
hyperspectral sensors, with a wider field of view, a larger signal to noise ratio and a more robust technical 
setup. They are often operated in combination with LiDAR data for tree species classification [33–35]. 
Fassnacht et al. [34] recommended linking the analytical findings in the hyperspectral space with the 
operational advantages of multispectral sensors. 
Most of the kauri in the study area grow in a more diverse second-growth forest [36]. The young growth 
form of this evergreen conifer is a conical shape with dense foliage (Figure II-1). They often develop under 
the protection of angiosperm nurse trees. Kauri leaves are linear, 2–5 cm long, with a smooth leather-like 
surface. They form a spiky foliage surface with single branches protruding. The leaf colour is less 
characteristic with variants from yellow- to blue-green [37]. Stressed foliage shows all stages of decline 
over yellow to brown. The spring aspect features bright green new-growth of kauri leaves [2] and an 
asynchronous flowering of other canopy species. The spectrally more stable summer aspect can be affected 
in drought years by early aging and dropping of leaves [38]. Dying stands of infected trees, climbers, vines 
and epiphytes add to the spectral and spatial complexity of kauri forests, which are, from a remote sensing 
perspective, more similar to subtropical and tropical forests than to other temperate forests [11,33]. 
The natural distribution of the endemic New Zealand conifer, kauri, extends over the warm temperate 
lowland forests of the upper North Island (Figure II-2), although its abundance has been severely impacted 
by logging associated with European settlement [2]. In the remaining patches of mature kauri forest, the 
upper canopy is dominated by large dome shape kauri with an open crown structure and scattered foliage 
(Figure II-1). 
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(a) small 
cdm ≤ 4.8 m 
(b) medium 
cdm > 4.8 m and ≤ 12.2 m 
(c) large 
cdm > 12.2 m 
Figure II-1 Kauri growth classes used in this study, according to the mean crown diameter (cdm). (Photos: 
[39]). 
1.2 Objectives and approach 
The overall aim of this study was to develop a cost-efficient method to identify the location of kauri 
trees in New Zealand’s kauri forests based on optical remote sensing. The method should be applicable for 
wall-to-wall large-area monitoring with multispectral sensors. Dead and dying trees were mapped in a 
separate class since it was not possible to define spectrally if these are kauri. Moreover, the management 
needs to document the location of dead trees before they are overgrown or fallen. The resulting “kauri mask” 
can then be used for further applications such as a detailed analysis of stress symptoms.  
The main objectives of this study were: 
• Objective 1: Identify and compare the spectra of kauri and associated canopy tree species 
with no to medium stress symptoms and analyse their spectral characteristics and 
separability. 
• Objective 2: Identify and describe the best spectral indices for the separation of the three 
target classes “kauri”, “dead/dying trees” and “other” canopy vegetation (see class 
description in section 3.2). 
• Objective 3: Define an efficient classification method to differentiate the three target classes 
that is applicable for large-area monitoring with multispectral sensors. 
We chose a pixel-based approach as it did not require a prior crown-segmentation. 
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2 Materials and methods  
2.1 Study area 
Three sites in the Waitakere Ranges Heritage Area, northwest of central Auckland (Figure II-2), cover 
a representative range of kauri stands in all sizes and stages of stress [36]. The Cascade area (10.3 km2) 
contains patches of old established kauri stands, the Maungaroa area (5.4 km2) includes mainly second-
growth kauri forests, and a diverse selection of mature crowns can be found in the Kauri Grove Valley (1.1 
km2). A rough terrain characterises the ranges with elevations from sea level to a maximum of 336 m in the 
study sites and 474 m at the highest peak [40]. The climate is warm-temperate and influenced by the 
proximity of the sea [41]. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure II-2 (a) Location of the Waitakere Ranges on the North Island of New Zealand west of Auckland 
City. The general area with naturally occurring kauri in New Zealand [2] is marked as hatched. (b) Study 
sites in the Waitakere Ranges with the reference crowns marked in red (background map: [42]). 
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2.2 Data and data preparation 
LiDAR data (RIEGL LMS-Q1560 sensor, average 35 returns/m2 with circa 0.5 ground returns/m2) and 
RGB aerial images (15 cm) were flown for the three study sites in one acquisition on 30 January 2016. A 
pit-free terrain model (DTM), surface model (DSM) and crown-height model (CHM) were generated with 
LAStools [43]. The aerial image was orthorectified in two versions, on the DTM and the DSM. An 
additional 7.5 cm RGB aerial image was acquired in summer 2017 [44]. 
The airborne hyperspectral image was acquired on 15 March 2017 with an AISA Fenix hyperspectral 
sensor at 1 m pixel resolution and was delivered in 23 stripes in radiance units. The sensor features 448 
spectral bands with an average bandwidth of 3.6 nm in the VNIR1 region and 10 nm in the NIR2/SWIR-
region. The flight conditions were cloud-free but windy, with a high amount of moisture in the forest after 
recent rain. Reflectance measurements with an ASD field spectrometer were taken as a reference during the 
flight on homogenous flat areas (grass, gravel, tarmac) and black and white sheets of 5 m × 5 m.  
The atmospheric correction was performed using ATCOR 4 [14] with a variable water vapour 
correction on the 1130 nm spectral region and a “maritime” atmosphere setting for the aerosol parameters. 
The spectral distortions of the push broom sensor were addressed by developing a sensor model with an 
adapted shift in the bandwidths. The parameters for the shift were empirically derived for each sensor part 
(VNIR1 and SWIR) from atmospheric gas absorption features on a statistically homogenous part of the 
image. The O2 absorption bands at 760 and 820 nm could be sufficiently corrected by applying the sensor-
shift in ATCOR. Remaining spikes and dips in the 940 and 1130 nm regions were removed by applying a 
non-linear interpolation. The ASD reflectance field measures were used as a reference to evaluate the 
parameters for the atmospheric correction, not for the analysis itself. 
The original image showed some distinct non-periodic, single black and white “bad lines” in the 
columns of wavelengths at the beginning and end of the spectrum and close to the shift between the VNIR 
and SWIR sensors. These lines were identified by their mean value compared to the mean values of the 
direct neighbouring lines according to a local approach described in [45]. For the de-striping, the pixel 
values in these lines were replaced with the average of the neighbouring pixels.  
The geographic distortions were corrected in a two-step approach: First, the basic corrections for the 
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) position, altitude, roll, pitch, heading and offset between the 
inertial measurement unit and lens were applied in PARGE [46]. In a second step, the remaining distortions 
were corrected with an individual polynomial orthorectification per stripe in ERDAS Imagine based on over 
2300 ground control points.  
Ninety-six of the 448 bands that were most affected by noise and stripes were removed, leaving 352 
useable bands for the analysis. The noisy bands were located in the beginning and end of the spectrum and 
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in the absorption bands of water. The 23 corrected stripes were stitched together with “mosaic data 
seamlines” in ArcGIS to three smaller mosaics covering the three study areas before they were combined 
into one large mosaic covering ca. 9 km² image area. 
During fieldwork in the 2015/2016 and 2016/2017 summer months, the reference crowns in denser 
stands were located with a mapping grade GNSS (Trimble-GeoXH-3.5G) with distance and bearing in 
circular sampling plots of 20 and 30 m diameter. In open stands, crowns were edited directly on aerial 
images and a CHM layer on a field tablet. Table II-A1 gives an overview of the reference data with scientific 
names and the priority of neighbouring canopy species, according to their resemblance to and association 
with kauri. A threshold of at least 30% dead branches visible in the crown area in the 2017 aerial image was 
defined to identify the class “dead/dying trees”. The sunlit parts were identified with a threshold on the 
average of the RGB-NIR bands [47]. The challenge was to define a brightness threshold that removes the 
core shadow areas without useful spectral information and keep the partly shaded inner-crown pixels that 
still contribute to the species identification. The threshold on the RGB-NIR average was defined by 
comparing the resulting areas with manually identified sunlit parts of the crown. A brightness threshold was 
also calculated on the NIR band only, to match reduced band selections. Edge effects were reduced by 
removing an internal buffer of 10% crown diameter. The final reference set includes 3165 crowns with a 
total of 95,194 sunlit pixels in 1 m2 resolution (Table II-A1 and Figure II-3). 
The crown size classes used in this study refer to the mean crown diameter. It was defined as the average 
of the maximum and the minimum diameter based on the “minimum bounding geometry – rectangle by 
width” in ArcGIS. The thresholds for the size classes were empirically defined from the field measurements 
to mark the transition from small kauri crowns (>3 m to 4.8 m diameter) to the more open medium crown 
sizes (>4.8 m to <12.2 m diameter) and the large dome shape crowns (>12.2 m diameter) (Figure II-1). In 
addition, the threshold for the minimum object size for a 1 m pixel resolution was marked in a class of very 
small crowns of <3 m diameter. The information about the crown size was used to interpret results of the 
pixel-based classification, not as an attribute in the classification. 
As a preparation for a separated analysis for different forest types, two forest stand categories “high” 
and “low” were segmented on the CHM in eCognition (scale 15 m, shape 0.3 and compactness 0.9 [48]) 
and defined by a mean height threshold of 21 m.  
The crowns and thereby the reference pixels were sorted in three target classes for the analysis:  
• “dead/dying trees” with a minimum of 30% visible dead branches in the aerial image; 
• “kauri” that were not classified as “dead/dying”; and 
• “other” canopy vegetation that was not classified as “dead/dying”.  
The crowns in the classes “kauri” and “other” showed no to medium stress symptoms with an intact 
crown architecture. 
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Figure II-3 Reference crowns (total 3165), used in the analysis, per class and diameter. 
2.3 Extraction and analysis of spectra and spectral separabilities 
Outliers that were caused by mixed pixels, single dead branches or patches of deviant plant material 
could be visually identified in Envi’s n-D Visualizer with the bands 1, 3 and 5 of a Minimum Noise 
Transformation (MNF) on all 352 bands [49]. These outlier pixels were removed for each class for test 
purposes. The mean signatures of kauri and associated tree species, the standard deviation and Jeffries–
Matusita separability were calculated both with and without the removal of outlier pixels.  
A Random Forest (RF) classification of kauri and 10 neighbouring tree species was calculated with a 
10-fold cross-validation in 10 random repetitions. Only crowns larger than 5 m diameter with no or slight 
stress symptoms were included, to reduce the confusion with mixed pixels and declining foliage. A 
randomly spread subsample was extracted from the more frequent classes to match the species distribution 
in the study areas. The results were presented in a confusion matrix. 
2.4 Band and indices selection 
The aim of the selection process was to identify a set of 4–8 wavelengths and derived indices to 
distinguish the three target classes. Multispectral sensors usually feature up to six bands, but since an eight-
band multispectral sensor was available, a maximum of eight bands for the index combinations was included 
in the analysis. This objective has two tasks:  
1. separate “dead/dying trees” from less symptomatic “kauri” and “other” canopy vegetation; and 
2. distinguish “kauri” from “other” canopy vegetation. 
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Initially, 52 indices were calculated on the 352 selected hyperspectral bands. In noisy areas of the 
spectrum, the values of three neighbouring bands were averaged. Indices with a high correlation were 
removed by reducing the number of bands and keeping the best performing indices. For the attribute 
selection, several ranker methods (Correlation, GainRatio, InfoGain, and Symmetrical Uncertainty) were 
combined in WEKA [50] by applying a weight according to the ranking results. The final combinations 
with 4–8 bands were identified with a Wrapper Subset Evaluator and the attribute importance for a RF 
classification. The same selection process was repeated with indices in only the visible to NIR1 spectral 
range (VNIR1), up to 970 nm. 
2.5 Selection and parametrisation of the classifier 
RF and Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been used successfully for tree classification in several 
studies [51–54]. As non-parametric classifiers, they do not require a normal distribution of the reference 
data and are well suited to handle a large number of attributes and high variability in the classes [55,56]. 
The SVM separates the classes by constructing a hyperplane based on support vectors at the outer class 
edges [57]. The parameters (cost: 1000, gamma: 0.1) were defined in WEKA with the GridSearch package 
[58]. The Sequential Minimal Optimization function in WEKA for the SVM analysis could handle the three 
target classes by using pairwise classification. 
The RF classifier combines a large number of decision trees based on bootstrap samples with an 
ensemble learning algorithm [51]. A random selection of a given number of features is used to split each 
node in the RF implementation in WEKA. The final model is based on the number of similar outcomes 
(“votes”) from all decision trees [59]. The parameters were systematically tested, and the highest accuracies 
could be achieved with 500 trees, two attributes per node and a maximum tree depth of 40. The performances 
of both classifiers with the defined parameters were tested in a five-fold random split of all sunlit pixels 
with 20 repetitions. As expected, the use of alternative classifiers (Maximum Likelihood, J48 decision tree) 
yielded inferior results in comparison to RF and SVM. 
2.6 Tests to further improve the accuracy 
The default classification was calculated on the defined band selections and parameters. Several tests 
were conducted to improve the accuracies: 
• resampling of the original bandwidths to 10 nm, 20 nm and 30 nm; 
• addition of three selected texture values on the 800 nm band (data range (7 kernel (k)), 
variance (7 k) and second moment (3 k)), following the procedure for the indices’ selection; 
• addition of a LiDAR CHM as a layer for the classification; 
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• separate classifications for low and high stands; and 
• removal or reclassification of outlier pixels in the training set. 
The final accuracies were calculated pixel-based with test pixels in all crowns. Producer’s and user’s 
accuracies were determined for the three target classes as the mean values from all repetitions in the RF 
classifications. 
3 Results and interpretations 
3.1 Results objective 1: Kauri spectrum 
Compared to the mean spectra of other canopy vegetation, the mean spectra of kauri pixels (Figure 
II-4) show a slightly lower reflectance in the green part of the spectra and lower signals in all spectral 
regions. The most distinctive features in the kauri spectrum are a steep ascend from 1000 nm to 1070 nm 
followed by a long descent to the absorption feature at 1215 nm. The bands of the NIR2 range are the most 
important for kauri identification, followed by the NIR1 and SWIR1 (Figure II-4 and Figure II-5). The 
spectra of very small kauri crowns (<3 m DM) differ slightly from larger kauri (>4.8 m DM) with a 
Transformed Divergence value of 1.95 [60]. 
 
 
Figure II-4 Mean spectra of the target classes “kauri”, “dead/dying” and “other” with standard deviations 
(stdev). 
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Figure II-5 Jeffries–Matusita separability [61] of the three target classes for different spectral ranges. A 
value larger than 1.9 indicates a high separability. The analysis was based on MNF transformations for all 
bands in the different spectral ranges. 
With a Jeffries–Matusita value of over 1.9 [61], the pixel-based spectra of 21 other species can all well 
be separated from the pixel-based kauri spectra (Table II-A2). The separability increases after the removal 
of outlier pixels. The main species that are incorrectly classified as kauri are rimu, tanekaha, rewarewa, 
tōtara, miro and kawaka (Table II-A2). These species show similar spectral features to the kauri spectrum 
with the long descent in the NIR2 range and lower SWIR values (Figure II-6). The spectra of species with 
a high spectral separability from kauri, such as flax, kānuka, tree fern and pohutukawa have higher 
reflectance features in the VIS, NIR and SWIR range and a lower descent to the 1215 nm water vapour 
window (Figure II-7). 
The overall high separability of kauri with neighbouring species could also be confirmed in a 
classification of kauri and 10 other tree species on the full spectral range of the AISA image (Table II-2). 
Only non-symptomatic crowns larger 5 m diameter were chosen to avoid confusion caused by mixed pixels 
and declining foliage. The OA of 94.8% and user’s accuracies from 89%1 for rata to 98.7% for kauri, confirm 
the high spectral separability of kauri and also between the selected 10 tree species. Most species show high 
producer’s accuracies of over 93% with 99.1% for kauri. However, tōtara, rewarewa, tanekaha and miro 





1 Corrected from 98.1% in the published version to 89% 
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Figure II-6 Mean spectra of kauri (thick black line) and six selected other canopy species (grey) that got 
most easily confused with kauri. The number of pixels (pix) used to generate the mean spectra is given in 
parentheses. The spectra of these species show the lowest separability from the kauri spectrum in this study 
(see Table II-A2). 
 
Figure II-7 Mean spectra of kauri (black) and five other canopy species (grey) that have the highest 
separabilities from the kauri spectrum in this study (see Table II-A2). The number of pixels (pix) used to 
generate the mean spectra is given in parentheses. 
The category “dead/dying” was difficult to define from the classes “kauri” and “other” with a user’s 
accuracy of 80.3% and a producer’s accuracy of only 52.1% in the final setup. In a test with aggregated 
percentages of the classes per reference crown, the producer’s accuracy for the class “dead/dying” could be 
improved to 75.5% for a minimum threshold of 15% crown area defined as “dead/dying”. The main 
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characteristic features of the spectra of dead/dying trees are a lower chlorophyll absorption in the red region 
(around 670 nm), a lower reflectance of green leaf scattering in the NIR1 region (around 800 nm), a blue 
shift of the red-edge point and overall high values in the SWIR region (Figure II-5). Tests with separate 
classes for incorrectly classified pixels as well as the inclusion of shadow pixels gave no improvement for 
the “dead/dying” class. 
Table II-2 Confusion matrix and user’s and producer’s accuracies for a RF classification of kauri and ten 
neighbouring tree species on the full hyperspectral range of the AISA image (first 25 bands of a 35 band MNF 
transformation) evaluated with a 10-fold cross-validation for the seed value 1. Only sunlit pixels of trees with a 
minimum diameter of 5 m were chosen to avoid shadows and to reduce the effects of mixed pixels. The 
selected crowns were either non-symptomatic or showed only mild symptoms of stress. 











Rata Miro Puriri Pohutu-
kawa 
 Acc.1 
Kauri 7412 1 2 0 50 0 1 13 0 0 0 7479 99.1 
Kahikatea 4 2043 1 10 65 3 0 11 4 7 0 2148 95.1 
Totara 22 11 903 5 49 2 1 182 6 5 8 1194 75.6 
Kānuka  3 6 1 3191 21 0 2 65 0 1 17 3307 96.5 
Rimu 25 36 6 14 4446 5 0 97 8 7 0 4644 95.7 
Rewarewa 13 38 5 7 18 229 0 81 1 6 4 402 57.0 
Tanekaha 6 9 11 3 15 0 204 38 0 0 0 286 71.3 
Rata 6 7 4 2 41 1 0 4988 15 24 11 5099 97.8 
Miro 9 6 21 1 25 3 0 49 381 1 4 500 76.2 
Puriri 0 8 0 5 2 3 0 34 1 1440 22 1515 95.0 
Pohutukawa 7 0 0 45 3 0 0 46 0 44 1964 2109 93.1 
Total 7507 2165 954 3283 4735 246 208 5604 416 1535 2030 28683  
User’s 
Accuracy 
98.7 94.4 94.7 97.2 93.9 93.1 98.1 89 91.6 93.8 96.7  94.8 
1 Producer’s Accuracy  
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3.2 Results objective 2: Indices selection 
A preselection of 13 best performing indices over the whole spectrum is described in Table II-A3, and 
their position in relation to the mean spectra of the target classes is illustrated in Figure II-8. Figure II-9 
presents the performance of each index to identify the class “dead/dying” and to distinguish “kauri” from 
“other” canopy vegetation, with the best resulting combinations shown in Figure II-10.  
 
Figure II-8 Mean spectra of the target classes “kauri”, “dead/dying” and “other” with standard deviations 
(“stdev”). Below: Band positions of 13 selected spectral indices. 
For a four-band multispectral sensor, the highest performance of 90.1% OA (Figure II-10) could be 
achieved with four indices, based on bands in the VIS (670 nm), NIR1 (800 nm) and NIR2 region (1074 
and 1209 nm). The combination of three indices on the red and NIR1 bands helped to identify the class 
“dead/dying” (Figure II-9). The NIR 2 spectral range proved to be the most important for the identification 
of kauri followed by the NIR1, SWIR1, VIS and SWIR2 spectral ranges (Figure II-4 and Figure II-11).  
The best distinction between kauri and other canopy vegetation could be achieved with a normalised 
index (mNDWI-Hyp, Figure II-12) that captures the distinctive long descent in the NIR2 spectrum. It was 
first described as an alternative to a Normalised Water Index (NDWI) adapted to Hyperion data [59] and 
was further modified in this study by using the natural logarithm values to address outliers (after [60]).  
Other indices that are useful to identify kauri like the Moisture Stress Index (MSI), NDWI and Water 
Band Index (WBI) (Figure II-9) also include bands in the NIR1 and NIR2 spectral range. However, in 
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combination with the best performing mNDWI-Hyp index, they did not increase the OA.  
For a five-band sensor, an additional Simple Ratio Index with an extra red-edge band at 708 nm 
(SR708) increased the OA to 90.8% for all classes on all crown sizes. The combination of the SR708 with 
the other three indices on four red to NIR1 bands performed best to distinguish the class “dead/dying” Figure 
II-9. This five-band combination was considered the best trade-off between the number of bands and the 
resulting accuracy. It was therefore used as the default combination for the development of the finale 
classification method. The inclusion of further bands and respective indices improved the accuracy only 
slightly.  
An additional band at 970 nm for a six-band sensor allows including a further Normalised Difference 
Index (ND970) and resulted in an OA of 90.9% (Figure II-10). This index was developed in this study to 
describe the characteristically steep ascend in the kauri spectra from the first NIR water vapour window at 
970 nm to the reflectance feature on 1074 nm (Figure II-5, Table II-A3). 
With seven multispectral bands, the best results of 91.3% OA could be achieved by adding the 
Normalised Difference Nitrogen Index (NDNI) with two bands in the SWIR1 region (Figure II-9, Table 
C1). It describes the leaf nitrogen concentration in the 1510 nm band in relation to the canopy foliar mass 
measured at 1680 nm, which again depends on the absorption by leaf and canopy water [62]. The kauri 
spectrum shows a lower magnitude in the slope between the 1510 nm band versus the reflectance feature at 
1680 nm compared to the mean spectrum of the two other target classes (see Figure II-5). 
As an alternative for a seven-band sensor, the addition of a Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) 
[63], with two bands in the green region, results in an OA of 91.2% (StD 0.19). This index describes the 
photosynthetic light use efficiency by carbon dioxide uptake. It captures the slightly lower green reflectance 
feature in the kauri spectrum. A test confirmed its usability on a resampled 10 nm bandwidth.  
With eight spectral bands available, the highest OA of 91.3% (StD 0.2) could be achieved by adding 
both the 970 nm band for the ND970 index and the two SWIR1 bands for the NDNI index to the five bands 
of the default setup. 
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Figure II-9 Performance of selected indices and index combinations to identify the class “dead/dying” (light 
grey) and to distinguish between “kauri” and “other vegetation” (dark grey) with an RF classification (five-
fold random split, 20 repetitions). Please note that the x-axis starts at 55%. 
 
Figure II-10 Performance of the final 4–8-band index combinations to distinguish the three target classes 
“kauri”, “dead/dying” and “other” canopy vegetation. (RF, five-fold random split, 20 repetitions). Please 
note that the y-axis starts at 89%. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure II-11 RGB images of the three first bands of MNF transformations [49] from: (a) the VIS to NIR1 
spectral range (431–970 nm); (b) VIS to NIR2 (431–1327 nm); and (c) the full spectral range from VIS to 
SWIR (431–2337 nm). The importance of the NIR2 and SWIR spectrum is visible in the higher colour 
contrast of kauri crowns compared to the VNIR image. The numbers in the kauri polygons indicate the stress 
symptom class for the crown with 1 = non-symptomatic and 5 = dead. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure II-12 Histograms for selected indices on sunlit pixels for all crown diameters, with the class “kauri” 
marked in light blue, the class “dead/dying” in red and the class “other” in dark blue. (a) Histogram for the 
mNDWI-Hyp index, which performed best to separate the class kauri from other vegetation by capturing 
distinctive features in the NIR2 region. For the separation of the class “dead/dying”, indices in the 
RED/NIR1 and SWIR region are better suited, such as (b) the SR800 and (c) the NDNI index (see Table II-
A3 for descriptions of these indices). 
In general, the NIR2 Indices are more important to distinguish kauri than indices in the visible to NIR1 
(VNIR1) range. The best performing VNIR1 index combination for an eight-band sensor includes bands in 
the 550–970 nm spectral range (Table 3). This combination resulted in 84.6% OA to distinguish the three 
target classes (Figure II-13). If only six bands are available, three indices on red to NIR1 bands (675–970 
nm) classified the three target classes with an OA of 78.4%.  
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Table II-3 Overview of selected indices for the identification of the three target classes in the visible to NIR1 
spectral range (448–970 nm). 
Index 
Abbrev. 
Name Equation Wavelengths Source 
RDVI 1, 2 
Renormalised 
Difference VI 
RDVI = (R800-R675)/ 
√(R800+R675) 
  675    800       [64] 
GM1 
Gitelson and 
Merzlyak Index 1 








LCI = (R850-R710)/ 
(R850+R675) 
  675 710    850     [65] 
WBI 1 Water Band Index WBI = 900/970             900 970 [67] 
1 Indices for a selection with three indices. 2 The original wavelengths of the index was slightly modified to reduce the 
number of bands. 
 
 
Figure II-13 Overall accuracies for two selected sets of six and eight bands in the visible to NIR1 range. 
The accuracies are calculated for two and three target classes both with and without an additional CHM 
layer. The results are based on an RF classification with a three-fold split in 10 repetitions on 94,971 pixel 
values, including small crowns (<3 m diameter). The standard deviations vary from 0.12 to 0.2. 
3.3 Results objective 3: Method Development 
The final accuracies are based on an image with five wavelengths (10 nm bandwidth) and five derived 
indices including the NIR2 bands, according to the recommended index selection for the whole spectrum in 
the previous sections. It enabled the distinction of “kauri and dead/dying trees” from “other canopy 
vegetation” (two classes) with a pixel-based overall accuracy (OA) of 93.4%. The three classes with 
“dead/dying crowns” as a separated category could be identified with 91.3% OA (Table II-4, Test E). The 
separation of the class “dead/dying” from the class “other” poses the main challenge, while the pixel-based 
user’s and producer’s accuracies for the class “kauri” are close to 95% (Table II-4). These results are based 
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on a RF classification. The RF classifier performed with 90.9% OA for the default setup slightly better than 
the SVM classifier (89.5% OA), at half of the processing time and it was easier to optimise. The resulting 
maps for the final setup that was applied to independent test crowns in 10 repetitions for the three study 
areas are shown in Figure II-14.  
The accuracies for index combinations that include only bands in the visible to NIR1 range are 
significantly lower with 84.6% OA for three classes on eight bands and 78% on six bands. Combining the 
classes “kauri” and “dead/dying” improved the OA to 86.9% for the eight-band selection (see Figure II-13). 
Further improvements of about 2% could be achieved by adding a CHM layer.  
The full spectral range of 25 MNF bands resulted in overall pixel-based accuracy of 93.9% for three 
classes and 96.2% for two classes. Attempts to remove mixed pixels and noise by excluding noisy bands 
with an MNF forward and backward transformation did not improve the OA. 
A binning to 10 nm helped to remove noise and redundancies (Table II-4, Tests B1 and B2), while 20 
and 30 nm resampling proved to be too coarse to capture the small spectral windows of the selected indices. 
A separated classification for low and high stands (Table II-4, Test C) improved the accuracy by 1.5%. 
Adding a CHM layer achieved a similar improvement, but it was not used for the final setups, because the 
LiDAR data does not match the hyperspectral image sufficiently for a direct pixel-based combination. 
Additional texture features based on the 800 nm NIR band gave a slight improvement in the classification 
of small crowns but lowered the overall accuracy in the larger crowns. In addition, the partial removal of 
outliers in the training set (Table II-4, Test D) resulted in a slightly enhanced OA of 0.7%. This method was 
not applied for the final accuracies because it is too elaborate for large-area applications. 
Post-processing by reclassifying kauri pixels with a height lower than 4 m to the class “other” improved 
wrongly classified lower shrub areas, but it requires a spatially matching CHM. The merging of singular 
pixels with a majority kernel according to the stand situation improved the pixel-based accuracy and should 
be considered for further analysis. 
  









Figure II-14 Combined results of 10 RF classifications with a 5-fold stratified random split with different 
seed values. Overview (left) and detailed maps (right) for the Cascades (a, b), Maungaroa (c, d) and Kauri 
Grove area (e, f). The numbers indicate the stress symptom classes in kauri crowns (1 = non-symptomatic, 
5 = dead). 
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Table II-4. Overall accuracies with standard deviations of the default, test and final setups. The classifications are pixel-based with training and test data 
selected on all crowns (RF, five-fold stratified random split in 10 repetitions). 
  2 Classes 3 Classes User’s Accuracy Producer’s Accuracy 
   
All 
DM 
≥3 m < 3 m All 
DM 
≥3 m < 3 m Kauri Dead/ 
Dying 





Training and test: all outliers 
included. Indices on original 
bandwidths for the default 5 
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Separate classification for low 













      
Test D 
Outliers removed in the training 
set that confuse “kauri” with 
“other” and pixels that cause 
confusion with “dead/dying” < 3 













      
Test E 
(final) 
Training and test: all outliers 
included. 5 bands (10 nm), 5 
indices; no textures, low and 


























1) Lower resolutions (30nm, 40nm) were tested and lead to a further decline in the accuracy. (This comment was added afterwards, it is not included in the 
published version of the paper.) 
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4 Discussion and recommendations for further analysis 
The use of a multispectral sensor with at least five bands in the VIS to NIR2 range is recommended for 
the detection of kauri and dead/dying trees. This study confirms the findings of Asner [68], Clark et al. [69] 
and Ferreira et al. [20] about the importance of the NIR spectrum for the identification of tree species in a 
diverse forest environment.  
Index combinations with bands only in the visible to NIR1 range (up to 970 nm) perform significantly 
lower than index combinations that include NIR2 and SWIR bands. The overall accuracy was only 84.6% 
for three target classes on all crown sizes in the visible to NIR1 range, compared to 89.9% accuracy for a 
similar setup that includes bands in the NIR2 spectrum. If only bands in the VNIR1 spectral range are 
available, a combination with LiDAR attributes should be tested, ideally in an object-based approach [26–
28].  
The characteristic high reflectance in the kauri spectrum at 1070 nm indicates a particularly high 
amount of scattering of radiation at air–cell–water edges in the complex structure of the kauri foliage and 
the thick kauri leaves [11,62,70]. The pronounced water vapour window at 1215 nm is caused by a strong 
absorption from high leaf, respective crown water content. These results confirm the field observations that 
kauri crowns are more distinct in structural features than in colour. Since there was a lot of moisture in the 
forest on the flight day of the AISA sensor, the performance of the selected indices should also be tested 
under dryer conditions.  
Other well-performing indices to identify kauri such as the MSI and NDWI also have bands in the 
NIR1 and NIR2 range and confirm the importance of structural features and water content for kauri 
identification. The lower reflectance values of kauri in all spectral regions is most likely caused by the more 
open crown structure in medium and large kauri compared to neighbouring species.  
The main species that are incorrectly classified as kauri tend to have a similar “rough” foliage or needle-
like leaves such as rimu, tanekaha, rewarewa, tōtara, miro and kawaka (Table II-4, Test B1). Species with 
similar conical shapes in smaller growth stages such as tanekaha, rimu, kahikatea and rewarewa are easily 
confused with small kauri. They show low producer’s accuracies from 57% for rewarewa to 76.2% for miro 
in the individual species classification (Table II-2). While rata has overall high user’s and producer’s 
accuracies of 89.0% and 97.8%, it has wrongly classified pixels with all other tree species, including kauri. 
This confusion is most likely caused by the fact that rata starts its growing cycle as an epiphyte and occurs 
therefore as part of the foliage on other trees. 
The category “dead/dying” is difficult to define because of the graded transition from the two other 
classes for trees with declining foliage and a higher amount of shadow and mixed reflectance with 
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understory layers. In addition, canopy vegetation with a high amount of carbon fibre such as flax and 
cabbage trees, wooden seed capsules on kānuka and older dry foliage on rimu were wrongly classified as 
“dead/dying”. In addition, specular reflections on the smooth waxy surface of kahikatea trees and the shiny 
leaves of tree ferns cause confusion with the class “dead/dying”. Higher producer’s accuracy in a test with 
a crown-aggregated setup revealed that misclassification of the class “dead/dying” is partly caused by single 
pixels on dead branch material in otherwise less symptomatic crowns. While the classification of these 
pixels is correct, they appear as wrongly classified in the confusion matrix because the reference is crown 
based. 
A separated classification for low and high stands (Table II-4, Test C) improved the OA about 1.5%. 
This can be explained by a reduced variability in the dataset after separating young trees with dense foliage 
and lower shrub layers from the mature trees in the higher stands. An alternative to consider different size 
classes is the direct inclusion of a CHM as an additional layer. For a pixel-based classification, this requires 
a sub-pixel matching between the optical data and the CHM, which is difficult to achieve in a varied 
topography with large trees. 
The partial removal of outliers in the training set (Table II-4, Test D) reduced the effect of mixed pixels, 
especially for small crowns and resulted in a slightly enhanced OA by 0.7%. However, this analysis is 
elaborate and should only be considered if it is not possible to include LiDAR data or obtain optical data in 
a higher spatial resolution, which will reduce the number of mixed pixels. 
The 1 m pixel size of the AISA Fenix image put some constraints on the analysis of crowns with a 
diameter smaller than 3 m, with an overall accuracy of 66.6% in the final setup (Table II-4, Test E). The 
identification of small crowns requires a sub-meter spatial resolution, to avoid the effect of mixed pixels.  
While some spaceborne hyperspectral sensors cover the recommended bands in the NIR2, their spatial 
resolution of, e.g. 30 m for the Prisma [71] and the EnMAP mission [72] is too coarse for individual tree 
crown identification. For larger pixel sizes, also in Landsat and Sentinel satellite images, the detection of 
stands with younger kauri trees should be further investigated with a spectral unmixing approach for 
homogenous stand units in combination with LiDAR attributes. The potential of the bright green spring 
aspect for kauri identification could be analysed in a time series of high-resolution satellite data. 
The RF classifier is very efficient to handle classes with a high spectral variability; however, the 
resulting model is difficult to understand. The clear separation of the “kauri” class in the histogram of the 
mNDWI index (Figure II-12) indicates that a manual decision tree can be developed, which would be easier 
to understand and to implement.  
While the large reference dataset of kauri in different growth and symptom stages is representative for 
the Waitakere Ranges, the indices and model for kauri identification should be tested and if necessary 
readjusted in other kauri forests with a different amount and composition of neighbouring species. 
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5 Conclusions 
This study is the first to analyse the spectra of kauri and the main neighbouring canopy tree species 
with an airborne hyperspectral sensor on the full VIS to SWIR spectral range. The main objectives were: 
(1) to describe the kauri spectra and analyse its separability from other neighbouring tree species; (2) to 
identify the best spectral indices to separate the class “kauri” from “other” and “dead dying” canopy 
vegetation; and (3) to define a method for classification of the three target classes that is applicable for large-
area monitoring with multispectral sensors. 
Kauri crowns have characteristic spectra with a steep reflectance feature in the NIR2 spectral region at 
1070 nm, a distinct descent to the water vapour windows at 1215 nm, and lower reflectance features in the 
green and SWIR spectral region than other canopy vegetation. The spectral characteristics indicate that kauri 
crowns are more distinct in their structural than biochemical features. The high separabilities of the kauri 
spectra from 21 other tree species and canopy vegetation with a Jeffries–Matusita separability larger 1.9 
could be confirmed with a high OA of 94.8% for the classification of non-symptomatic crowns larger 5 m 
diameter of kauri and 10 other tree species.  
For the use on a five-band multispectral sensor, five indices (Table II-A3) in the VIS to NIR2 range 
performed best to distinguish the three target classes “kauri”, “dead/dying trees” and “other canopy 
vegetation”. They are suitable for multispectral area-wide forest mapping.  
The RF classifier performed slightly better than Support Vector Machine. The final results with 91.7% 
OA are based on a separated RF classification of low and high forest stand, a binning to 10 nm bandwidth 
and the removal of very small crowns (<3 m diameter). The class “kauri” could be discriminated with high 
user’s and producer’s accuracies of 94.6% and 94.7% from other canopy vegetation by using the selected 
five bands from the red spectrum at 670 to 209 nm in the NIR2 spectrum. The main challenge was the 
confusion between the classes “dead/dying” and “other” canopy vegetation. A further improvement to 
93.8% OA could be achieved by combining “kauri” and “dead/dying” trees in one class as a “kauri mask” 
for the further analysis, e.g. of stress symptoms. Additional indices enhance the overall accuracy only 
slightly, up to 0.6% for an eight-band sensor.  
The method for accurate, cost efficient, wall-to-wall mapping of kauri trees presented in this study has 
important implications for the monitoring of canopy symptoms of kauri dieback disease over the entire 
distribution of New Zealand’s native kauri forests. 
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Appendix II-A 
Table II-A1 Number of crowns and sunlit/shadow pixel for all reference data used in the analysis sorted 
according to the main classes and species resp. vegetation groups. 
  Common Name Scientific Name Crowns Pixels 1 
kauri 
kauri Agathis australis (D.Don) Lindl. ex Loudon 1483 57,700 
kauri group/stand Agathis australis (D.Don) Lindl. ex Loudon 9 850 
dead/dying 
kauri dead/dying Agathis australis (D.Don) Lindl. ex Loudon 326 5329 
unknown dead/dying NN 91 1937 
other dead/dying  NN 22 839 
other  
1. priority 
kahikatea Dacrycarpus dacrydioides (A.Rich.) de Laub. 87 2932 
kānuka  Kunzea spp.  218 4224 
miro Prumnopitys ferruginea (D.Don) de Laub. 21 780 
pohutukawa Metrosideros excelsa Sol. ex Gaertn. 52 2273 
puriri Vitex lucens Kirk 40 1741 
rata Metrosideros robusta A.Cunn. 102 6504 
rewarewa Knightia excelsa R.Br. 93 1082 
rimu Dacrydium cupressinum Sol. ex G.Forst 226 10,841 
tanekaha Phyllocladus trichomanoides G.Benn ex D.Don 126 964 
taraire 
Beilschmiedia tarairi (A.Cunn.) Benth. & 
Hook.f. ex Kirk 
11 253 
taraire/puriri NN 3 79 
tōtara Podocarpus totara D.Don 37 1761 
other  
2. priority 
broadleaf mix NN 16 370 
cabbage tree Cordyline australis (G.Forst.) Endl. 25 302 
coprosma sp. Coprosma spp.  56 790 
flax Phormium tenax J.R.Forst. & G.Forst. 3 91 
karaka Corynocarpus laevigatus J.R.Forst. & G.Forst. 4 73 
kowhai Sophora spp. 5 119 
kawaka Libocedrus plumosa (D.Don) Sarg. 4 84 
matai Prumnopitys taxifolia (Sol. ex D.Don) de Laub. 3 103 
nikau Rhopalostylis sapida H.Wendl. & Drude 27 431 
other pine trees NN 4 360 
pukatea Laurelia novae-zelandiae A.Cunn. 8 215 
shrub mix (nikau, tree 
fern, cabbage…) 
NN 13 1346 
tawa 
Beilschmiedia tawa (A.Cunn.) Benth. & Hook.f. 
ex Kirk 
23 965 
tree fern Cyathea spp. 20 294 
other species (not 
kauri) 
NN 7 406 
Total    3165 106,028 
1 In total, 10,834 shadow pixels, 95,194 sunlit pixels   
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Appendix II-B 
Table II-A2 Spectral separability and confusion of the class “kauri” with “other tree species”. The Jeffries–
Matusita separability is given both for all sunlit pixels and a pixel set with removed outliers. A value over 
1.9 indicates a high spectral separability. 
“Other” classified  
as “kauri” 
Jeffries–Matusita 
Separability to the 
kauri spectrum 






Mean No. of 
confused pixels 
Mean per cent 
confused 
Mean No. of 
test pixels 
rimu 1 1.948 1.995 73.3 0.2% 1821.1 
totara 1 1.929 1.979 50.3 1.1% 321.6 
other pine species 1, 3 1.997 2.000 34.2 4.3% 88.6 
tanekaha 1 1.860 1.992 27.7 2.1% 169.5 
rata 1.989 1,998 25.9 0.3% 1189.3 
rewarewa 1 1.968 1.995 8.8 2.1% 175.6 
miro 1.960 1.995 8.4 2.6% 139.8 
kahikatea 1.983 1.993 6.4 0.7% 530.5 
pohutukawa 1.997 1.999 4.6 0.8% 441.8 
coprosma sp. NN NN 4.3 3.4% 143.3 
kawaka 1.999 2.000 3.6 4.1% 709 
tawa 1.996 2.000 1 1.6% 114.9 
puriri 1.990 1.999 0.9 0.9% 235.7 
scrub mix 1.988 1.997 0.9 4.9% 62.6 
karaka 2.000 2.000 0.7 15.8% 9 
nikau 1.998 2.000 0.6 1.6% 28.1 
pukatea NN NN 0.6 3.9% 18.4 
tree fern 2.000 2.000 0.3 2.1% 8.7 
taraire 1.990 1.999 0.2 2.1% 7.7 
broadleaf mix NN NN 0.1 0.2% 5.8 
kānuka  1.996 2.000 
no confusion of kauri 
with these species 
flax 2.000 2.000 
kānuka  flowering 2.000 2.000 
kowhai 2.000 2.000 
1 Main species that were confused with kauri. 
2 Mean values of a RF classification in a five-fold split in 10 repetitions. 
3 Planted pine trees close to the Piha settlement, without species identification. 
4 The headers of the columns were switched as a correction to the published version.  
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Appendix II-C 
Table II-A3 Selected indices for the detection of kauri and dead/dying trees. 
Name Equation 
Name, description  
(sensitive to…) 
Literature 





Simple Ratio 800/670 
…chlorophyll concentration and Leaf 








Simple Ratio 670/708 








Renormalised Difference VI 







Normalised Difference VI 











Modified Normalised Difference Water 
Index – Hyperion 











Normalised Difference 1074/970 








Photochemical Reflectance Index 








Normalised Nitrogen Index 
…canopy nitrogen  
[76] 







Water Band Index 









Moisture Stress Index  








Normalised Difference Water Index 







Normalised Difference Lignin Index 




Cellulose Absorption Index 
…cellulose, dried plant material 
[80] 
1) The value for the R800 band was averaged with the values of the two neighbouring bands, to reduce noise.  
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Abstract  
The endemic New Zealand kauri trees (Agathis australis) are under threat by the deadly kauri dieback 
disease (Phytophthora agathidicida (PA)). This study aimed to identify spectral index combinations for 
characterising visible stress symptoms in the kauri canopy. The analysis is based on an aerial AISA 
hyperspectral image mosaic and 1258 manually edited reference crowns in three study sites in the Waitakere 
Ranges west of Auckland. A field-based assessment scheme for canopy stress symptoms (levels 1–5) was 
further developed for use with RGB aerial images. A combination of four indices with six bands in the 
spectral range 450–1205 nm resulted in a correlation of 0.93 (mean absolute error 0.27, root mean squared 
error 0.42) for all crown sizes. Comparable results were achieved with five indices in the 450–970 nm 
region. A Random Forest (RF) regression gave the most accurate predictions while an M5P regression tree 
performed nearly as well, and a linear regression resulted in slightly lower correlations. Normalised 
Difference Vegetation Indices (NDVI) in the near-infrared / red spectral range were the most important 
index combinations, followed by indices with bands in the near-infrared and a ratio on the red-edge and red 
bands. A test on different crown sizes revealed that stress symptoms in smaller crowns with denser foliage 
are best described in combination with pigment-sensitive indices with additional bands in the green and red 
spectral range. A stratified approach with individual models for pre-segmented low and high forest stands 
improved the overall performance. The selected indices were also tested in a pixel-based analysis. A manual 
interpretation of the resulting raster map with stress symptom patterns observed in aerial imagery indicated 
a good match. With bandwidths of 10 nm and a maximum number of six bands, the selected index 
combinations can be used for large-area monitoring on an airborne multispectral sensor. This study 
establishes the base for a cost-efficient, objective monitoring method for stress symptoms in kauri canopies, 
suitable to cover large forest areas with an airborne multispectral sensor. 
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1 Introduction 
The New Zealand kauri trees (Agathis australis (D. Don) Lindl.) are a key species of New Zealand’s 
northern indigenous forests [1] and are of high cultural [2] and ecological significance. The conifers are 
threatened by the deadly kauri dieback disease (Phytophthora agathidicida (PA)). The soil-borne disease 
was first officially confirmed by Beever [3] in the Waitakere Ranges, although it might have been in New 
Zealand for decades already [3,4]. Meanwhile, it has been verified over major parts of the kauri distribution 
area [5]. To date, the monitoring of kauri dieback symptoms has relied on fieldwork and the manual 
interpretation of aerial images and photos taken from aircraft and helicopters [6,7]. There is a need for a 
cost-efficient, objective approach for the monitoring of stress symptoms, which allows for the coverage of 
large areas [8]. 
1.1 Kauri and kauri dieback disease 
The New Zealand kauri is an endemic conifer with a natural distribution in the upper North Island. The 
existing stands of mature kauri are what remained from extensive logging by European settlers in the 19th 
and early 20th centuries [9]. Young kauri have a small conical shape with dense foliage. Older kauri emerge 
over the surrounding vegetation and develop a massive trunk and a large dome-shaped crown [10] with 
measured diameters of over 30 m and heights of up to 40 m in the study areas. The lanceolate leaves of 
kauri are broad needle-shaped, ca. 2 to 5 cm long, with a smooth leather-like surface [10] and form a spiky 
foliage surface. While the foliage of small kauri is dense and evenly spread over the crown, the leaves of 
medium and large size kauri are arranged in clusters (Figure III-1) which expose gaps, shadows and visible 
branch material, even in the non-symptomatic stages. The kauri foliage occurs in colour variations from 
darker yellow-green to lighter blue-green (Figure III-2) [10]. 
Infection with PA causes lesions in the trunk and roots, which block the transport of water and nutrients 
[1,3]. The first visible signs of stress in the canopy are yellowing of the leaves and leaf loss in the top of the 
crowns, which exposes bare branches. In some crowns, the symptoms impair only parts of the upper crown 
if the transport system is only partially blocked. With progressing decline, the foliage becomes sparse, bare 
branches become exposed, and the influence of woody material, internal shadows, visible undergrowth and 
ground litter in the canopy reflectance increases. 
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(a) Small  
cdm ≤ 4.8 m 
(b) Medium  
cdm >4.8 m and ≤ 12.2 m 
(c) Large  
cdm > 12.2 m 





Figure III-2 Mature kauri stand in different foliage colour variations in the Waitakere Ranges shown in (a) 
oblique view and (b) nadir view [13]. 
Weakened kauri are less effective in shedding off climbers and epiphytes, which, again, add green plant 
material in the canopy. In the final stage, the remaining foliage turns brown before it falls off and small 
branches drop until only a bare skeleton remains. Dead and dying kauri trees are quickly overgrown by 
undergrowth, neighbouring trees, epiphytes and climbers. 
A variety of factors can accelerate the progress and intensify the symptoms of an existing PA infection, 
including drought conditions, difficult growing conditions on shallow soil and the exposition to strong and 
salty winds from the sea. These factors alone and also infections with other pathogens, e.g., Phytophthora 
cinnamomi [4,14], can cause similar canopy stress symptoms. 
1.2 Remote sensing for stress monitoring 
Various authors have found that there is a good relationship between spectrally derived indicators 
extracted from remotely acquired optical imagery and stress symptoms in tree canopies caused by forest 
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diseases [15–21]. 
Airborne hyperspectral images have been used successfully in many studies to analyse tree canopy 
health in conifers [22–27] and broad-leaved species [28–30]. The full spectral range allows for the 
processing of a spectral continuum and the identification of important bands from a large range of narrow 
bands [31] that are sensitive to subtle reflectance changes for early stress detection [32–34]. However, high 
costs for the data acquisition and maintenance of the sensors, elaborate calibration and processing, and small 
swath widths qualify airborne hyperspectral sensors for the time being more for analytical research tasks 
than regular large-area forest monitoring. 
Spaceborne imagery is the most cost-efficient option to cover larger areas, as it is comparably easy to 
process and has been widely used to monitor stress responses in tree canopies [35–42]. However, satellite 
images often lack the spatial and spectral resolution for an assessment on the individual tree crown level 
and are bound to certain over-flight times [19,39]. Acquisitions with crewed aircraft are a more expensive 
option than satellite imagery but provide more flexible timing and higher spatial and spectral resolutions. 
Unlike unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) sensors [43], multispectral sensors for crewed aircraft are well 
suited to large-area coverage with a large swath width, a low noise-to-signal ratio and a robust sensor setup 
[44–47]. However, the spectral limitation of multispectral sensors to usually four to six bands requires 
previous knowledge about the best band combinations to detect the target features. The approach in this 
study combines the strengths of both the hyperspectral and multispectral platforms. We utilized the high 
spectral resolution imagery from a hyperspectral sensor to define band and index combinations that are 
suitable to be mounted on a multispectral sensor on a crewed aircraft for large-area stress monitoring in 
kauri canopies. The spectral ranges used in this study are defined in Table III-1. 
Table III-1 Spectral ranges with wavelengths used in this study (adapted from [48]). 
Spectral Range Electromagnetic Wavelengths 
Visible (VIS) 437–700 nm 1 
1st near-infrared (NIR1) > 700–970 nm 2 
2nd near-infrared (NIR2) > 970–1327 nm 
1st short-wave infrared (SWIR1)  1467–1771 nm 3 
2nd short-wave infrared (SWIR2) 1994–2435 nm 1,3 
1 The useable bands of the AISA Fenix image used in this study with low noise levels covered the range between 437 and 
2435 nm. 
2 The upper band of NIR1 range marks the shift between the two sensor parts at 970 nm. 
3 The transition from the NIR to SWIR1 and from SWIR1 to SWIR2 regions is marked by atmospheric water absorption 
regions. 
 
Vegetation indices (VI) for stress monitoring usually combine bands that are sensitive to the stress 
parameter(s) with insensitive bands [49]. An ideal VI for stress analysis shows a linear relationship with the 
targeted symptoms, is equally sensitive for all levels of stress, independent of the scale, and shows minimal 
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saturation effects [19,50]. VIs were developed for all levels of stress from the first, even pre-visible, 
reactions on leaf level to obscured canopies of dead crowns. 
Pre-visible stress reactions in tree foliage due to reduced transpiration and reduced photosynthetic 
activity1) have been successfully detected with thermal sensors [51,52] and narrow optical bands in the 
visible (VIS) part of the spectrum [53–56]. The first visible1) stress symptoms are often a reaction to leaf 
pigment alteration and reduced canopy water content. VIs that provide a direct measure for canopy water 
content, like the Moisture Stress Index (MSI) [57], the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) [58] 
and the Water Band Index (WBI) [59], are based on water absorption bands in the near-infrared (NIR) and 
short-wave infrared (SWIR) regions. The yellowing of leaves as an early stress symptom is related to 
biochemical changes in the pigment concentrations, especially leaf chlorophyll [60]. Absorption coefficients 
of chlorophyll are strongest in the blue and red region, around 450 and 680 nm, respectively, where green 
leaves absorb more than 80% of incident light [61]. While indices in these bands ”saturate” rapidly, Gitelson 
(2003) [61] found that ratios with narrow bands in the green and early red-edge regions are more sensitive 
to changes in chlorophyll, also at higher chlorophyll concentrations. 
So-called “greenness” indices describe the reduction in chlorophyll based on its absorption in the red 
spectrum in combination with bands in the NIR region around 850 nm that are influenced by strong photon 
scattering in leaf air–cell–wall interfaces [62,63]. Since these indices are correlated to the amount of 
photosynthetic active material, they also capture a reduction in leaf area and changes in leaf angle and 
thereby, structural changes in the canopy [50,61,63,64]. Increased stress leads to a decline in red absorption 
and a narrowing of the red absorption region, which again causes a blue shift of the red-edge point. The red-
edge region is very responsive to changes in chlorophyll content [61,65,66]. Narrowband index 
combinations with red-edge bands have been successfully used to detect early signs of water stress [67], 
dying material in Pinus radiata [44] and early stress symptoms in conifer woodland [66]. Further indicators 
of plant stress include a relative increase in carotenoid pigments and a reduction in leaf nitrogen content, 
which can be detected with indices that contain absorption bands in the blue region (445 nm) for carotenoids 
[68] and 1510 nm for protein-bound nitrogen [69]. 
Higher amounts of visible dry litter and dead branches are expressed by subtle reflectance 
characteristics of cellulose and lignin in the SWIR regions [70]. However, these characteristics are easily 
obscured by water absorption features and require dry conditions for the most accurate results [62,69,71]. 
Several studies found a close relationship between bands in the NIR and SWIR region and structural changes 
in the canopy due to foliage loss [72,73]. Although these relationships are non-linear and therefore difficult 
to interpret [64], indices in the NIR and SWIR regions were successfully used by Schlerf et al. [74] to 
estimate the Leaf Area Index (LAI) in Norway spruce forests. 
1) This aspect was added afterwards and is not included in the published version of the paper. 
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The reflectance characteristics of conifers—like a higher absorption, lower transmittance and higher 
backscattering—are most distinct in the NIR bands [70]. A high optical depth in the NIR spectral region 
allows a maximum interaction of photons with crown elements in the lower canopy. It thereby enhances the 
influence of woody material and understory vegetation [57,75].  
When upscaling from leaf-scale responses to crown-scale, a range of crown characteristics need to be 
taken into account, such as foliage condition, canopy structure, the influence of non-photosynthetic branch 
and stem material, epiphytes and climbers and, depending on the gap fraction, understory vegetation, soils 
and ground litter as well as illumination conditions, viewing geometry and reflectance from neighbouring 
trees [48,75,76]. These attributes have different cumulative effects depending on the spatial scale, such that 
successful indices at leaf-level often show lower performance at crown level [77,78]. Several studies proved 
that leaf optical properties play only an inferior role in reflectance on canopy scales unless the foliage is 
dense with a more horizontal orientation and a high LAI [75,79,80]. 
1.3 Approach and objectives 
A method for the detection of kauri trees with indices in the VIS to NIR2 range has already been 
presented in Meiforth et al. [11]. This study focuses on the spectral analysis of stress responses in kauri 
crowns over the full hyperspectral range (437–2435 nm) and a reduced range in the visible to NIR1 range 
(437 – 970 nm). The aim was to identify the best index combinations that are suitable for large-area stress 
monitoring with a multispectral sensor.  
To account for the spectral characteristics on crown level and the assessment scale of whole crowns in 
the reference data, we use a crown-based scale for the analysis of canopy stress symptoms over the full 
spectral range from visible to short-wave infrared. We chose to use a combination of indices rather than one 
single index to account for the wide spectral range of stress symptoms and phenological characteristics of 
kauri in different growth and stand situations. With regards to the practical implementation, we pay special 
attention to the performance of the recommended multispectral setup for kauri detection in the context of 
stress detection. And we also explore index combinations in the VIS to NIR range up to 970 nm (VNIR1), 
which are easier to realize on a multispectral sensor. A pixel-based application of the developed crown-
based model was also tested for a more fine-scale prediction of stress responses, especially in larger crowns.  
The objectives of this study are to: 
1) Identify the best band and index combinations to detect stress symptoms in kauri crowns for 
both the full spectral range (VIS–SWIR) and the VNIR1 spectral range. The selected band-
combinations should not exceed six wavelengths, to be suitable for a multispectral platform. 
2) Test the performance of a pre-defined band combination for stress detection, which was defined 
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in Meiforth et al. [11] to locate kauri trees. 
3) Test the performance of the indices-selection that was developed on mean crown values in a 
pixel-based approach. 
To support objective 1, we analysed the inner- and intra-crown spectral variability and described the 
spectral characteristics of kauri crowns for different crown size classes and stress symptom stages from non-
symptomatic to dead. This study addresses symptoms of stress in the canopy that can be caused by PA, but 
they can also have a range of other causes, such as drought, insect damage or other diseases. Proof of a PA 
infection still requires, for the time being, systematic soil sampling and analysis in the laboratory [81]. 
2 Materials and Methods 
2.1 Study area 
The study area is located in the Waitakere Ranges, northwest of central Auckland, close to the West 
Coast. The area has a warm-temperate climate that is influenced by the adjacent sea [82], and rough terrain. 
The three study sites cover a total area of 1680 ha with 1258 sampled reference crowns (Figure III-3). The 
sites contain a representative range of kauri stands in all stages of stress, from younger second-growth forests 
in the Maungaroa area to the remains of mature kauri stands with associated tree species in the Cascade area 
and Kauri Grove Valley (Figure III-3). 
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Figure III-3 Study sites in the Waitakere Ranges with the reference crowns marked in orange. The labels 
give the name of the area and the size in square kilometres. Small map: Location of the Waitakere Ranges 
on the North Island of New Zealand, west of Auckland City (background maps: [83,84]). 
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2.2 Remote sensing data and preparation 
Figure III-4 provides an overview of the workflow for the data preparation. We used a crown height 
model (CHM) generated from LiDAR data to locate and edit the crown polygons for the reference crowns 
that were sampled during the fieldwork. Crown based attributes were calculated as zonal statistics either 
directly on the hyperspectral image or on (indices) raster that were derived from the hyperspectral image. 
The attributes were stratified according to the crown size and forest stand situation. 
The analysis of kauri stress detection is based on an airborne hyperspectral image flown with an AISA 
Fenix hyperspectral sensor by Massey University on 15 March 2017. The original image was delivered in 
23 strips in radiance values with 448 bands from the visible to SWIR range at 1 m pixel resolution. The 
sensor features narrow bandwidths of 3.4 nm, on average, in the VNIR1, and 10 nm in the NIR2 to SWIR2 
part of the spectrum (Table III-1). The image processing included a geographic correction in Parge [85], a 
de-striping, an atmospheric correction in ATCOR 4 [86], an orthorectification with over 2300 ground 
control points in ERDAS IMAGINE, the removal of noisy bands and the creation of a seamless mosaic in 
ArcGIS and ENVI. The processing steps are described in more detail in Meiforth et al. [11]. The final mosaic 
has a selection of 352 bands and covers a total area of 9 km2 over the three study sites. 
 
 
Figure III-4 Workflow for the preparation of crown-based attributes that were used in the analysis. 
Spike-free terrain, surface and crown-height models (DTM, DSM and CHM) [87] were created 
according to a method described in Khosravipour et al. ([87]) with LAStools ([88]). The creation of height 
models is based on a set of LiDAR data flown with a RIEGL LMS-Q1560 sensor on 30 January 2016 by 
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AAM NZ Ltd., with 35 returns/m2 on average (0.5 ground returns/m2) [87]. The LiDAR point cloud was 
delivered with the ground points already classified. For the generation of the height models, we filtered out 
the class 7 “noise”, but kept all other points. 
Two sets of Red-Green-Blue (RGB) aerial images served as a reference to assess the canopy stress 
symptoms in combination with field observations. One set of RGB image was acquired with a 15 cm pixel 
size on the same flight as the LiDAR data on 30 January 2016 [89]. It was delivered in two versions—
orthorectified on the DTM and on the DSM. The second set of RGB aerial images with a higher spatial 
resolution of 7.5 cm was flown on the 2nd and 3rd of May 2017 [90]. It was delivered in an orthorectified 
version on the DTM so that high crowns and crowns on steep slopes were partly displaced compared to the 
correct position on the LiDAR CHM. 
2.3 Reference crowns 
The locations of the plot areas were pre-selected based on an existing vegetation map [91], aerial 
images and a LiDAR CHM to provide representative coverage of terrain and growth conditions, tree sizes 
and symptom stages. The recorded numbers and attributes of kauri crowns were evaluated regularly during 
the fieldwork to ensure a balanced distribution of growth and symptom classes in the reference data set. 
Two methods for locating reference crowns in the field were used, depending on the stand situation. In 
closed, dense stands, the crowns were located in circular sampling plots of 20 and 30 m diameter with 
distance and bearing to a centre point, which was positioned with a mapping grade GNSS (Trimble-GeoXH-
3.5G, Trimble Geospatial NZ). In combination with the recorded cardinal crown spread in the field, it was 
possible to accurately position the resulting crown pattern on the LiDAR CHM, which served as the main 
spatial reference. In more open stands, where it was possible to identify single crowns on aerial images, the 
crown locations were directly edited in the field as point locations on a field tablet, so that the crown polygon 
could be delineated afterwards on the LiDAR CHM. Some dead trees were directly identified on the aerial 
images. While all reference crowns with foliage were identified as kauri, in the category of dead trees, 
especially in the smaller sizes, it was not always possible to distinguish the species. 
The polygons for each reference crown were edited on the LiDAR CHM. A buffer of 10% of the crown 
diameter was removed from the outer edge to avoid edge effects. The core shadow areas were removed 
based on a brightness threshold on the average of the RGB-NIR bands. To avoid the effects of mixed pixels, 
with the 1 m pixel size, only crowns with a mean diameter larger than 3 m were used for this analysis. The 
final reference set includes 1258 crowns with a total sunlit area of 56,629 m2. The crowns were sorted into 
three size classes according to their growth forms and average crown diameter (Figure III-1). Table III-2 
shows the distribution of crown size classes per symptom class, which reflects the crown situation in the 
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study areas, with most of the crowns classified as symptom class 2 and more medium crown sizes (549) 
than smaller (378) and larger crown sizes (331). 
Table III-2 Overview of stress symptom classes in the reference crowns per size class according to the mean 
diameter. 
 
Stress symptom class 3 Total 
1 2 3 4 5  
Crown size  
class 1 
large 34 2 249 17 19 12 331 
medium 23 2 374 44 42 66 549 
small 61 176 35 48 58 378 
total  84 833 96 109 136 1258 
1 Crown size classes according to mean crown diameter (small = 3 to ≤ 4.8 m, medium= 4.8 to ≤ 12.2 m and large >12.2 m 
diameter). 2 Large and medium crowns that were non-symptomatic with dense foliage, but a more open canopy than smaller 
crowns, were noted with the value 1.5 in the analysis. 3 Stress symptom classes were defined from 1 = non-symptomatic to 
5 = dead (see assessment scheme in Appendix III-B). 
2.4 Field attributes and stress assessment 
The recorded attributes in the field included the stem position, the cardinal crown spread, the stem 
diameter at breast height [92], the canopy base height, an estimated crown density and a foliage coverage 
according to the “Foliage Cover Scale” in Department of Conservation (DOC) [93]. Optical characteristics 
like the yellowing of leaves and anomalies like epiphytes or double stems were noted, and each recorded 
kauri was documented with a canopy photo. Dead branches were documented in six percentage classes 
according to an index developed by the Department of Conversion [93]. The field staff assessed an overall 
classification of stress symptoms in the canopy from 1 = “non-symptomatic” to 5 = “dead”, corresponding 
to the classification scheme of Auckland Council (Figure III-A1 in Appendix A). The experienced staff 
ensured that the field reference data were comparable to the surveys of the previous years. 
The final assessment of stress symptoms was based on an evaluation of the fieldwork and visible stress 
symptoms on RGB aerial images from 2016 and 2017. Deviations from the overall field score were reviewed 
in more detail by assessing the particular field attributes and canopy photos. To secure an objective and 
coherent assessment, we developed an assessment scheme for the interpretation of visible stress symptoms 
on RGB aerial images in 5 symptom levels (Table III-A1 in Appendix III-B). It takes into account the leaf 
colour from green, through yellowing, to browning, visible foliage gaps and bare branches. Level 1 describes 
closed green foliage without visible gaps or branch material and only applies to smaller and some medium 
kauri sizes. For large and medium kauri crowns that do not show any signs of stress, but still feature a higher 
number of gaps and visible branch material, we applied the value 1.5. 
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2.5 Calculation and selection of crown based attributes 
The mean spectra of kauri crowns in different size and symptom classes, and their standard deviations, 
were calculated in ENVI from the selected sunlit parts of the crowns. 
A height threshold of 21 m was defined to distinguish “high” and “low” forest stands, which were 
automatically segmented on the LiDAR CHM in eCognition (scale 15 m, shape 0.3 and compactness 0.9 
[94]). Figure 5 illustrates that high forest stands contain a greater number of large (52%) and medium (37%) 
kauri crown sizes, while low forest stands feature mainly medium-sized (50%) and small-sized (48%) kauri 
crowns, with the occasional single large crown (3%). 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure III-5 (a) Crown size classes of the reference crowns (total 1258), used in the analysis per low and 
high forest stand situation. The crown size classes correspond to the classes used in Table III-2. (b) Low 
and high forest stands were distinguished with an average height of 21 m on pre-segmented stand polygons 
based on a LiDAR CHM [89]. 
The aim of the attribute selection was to identify a set of wavelengths and derived indices with a high 
correlation to the stress symptom levels. The indices should be based on no more than six bands in total and 
be efficient in bandwidths of at least 10 nm, to match the requirements for multispectral airborne 
acquisitions. 
The initial selection of 95 indices for the whole spectral range was based on the selection of indices for 
forest health evaluation in ENVI [95] and the EnMAP toolbox [96] and supplemented with indices from the 
literature review on VIs summarised previously. The indices were calculated as raster images on the 352 
selected hyperspectral bands that were resampled to 10 nm bandwidths with the “Spectral resampling tool” 
in ENVI. The wavelengths of some indices were slightly modified to reduce the number of required bands 
for the final index selection. These indices are marked with a prefix “m” in Table III-A2 in Appendix C. 
The resulting index rasters were normalised from 0 to 1 with a linear transformation. The mean index 
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values of the sunlit crown parts were calculated with a zonal statistic tool in QGIS. The analysis was 
performed on the aggregated mean crown values, to match the crown-based reference data. Highly 
correlated indices were removed by keeping indices with fewer bands. A first subset was defined by 
combining the results of a wrapper-, a classifier- and a correlation-based feature subset selection in WEKA 
[97]. The further selection process was based on a take-one-out method with a Random Forest regression in 
10-fold cross-validation under consideration of the best correlation and attribute importance for a maximum 
of six bands. The selection process was repeated with indices only in the visible to NIR1 spectral range (437 
to 970 nm) and for individual crown size classes. 
2.6 Selection and parameterisation of the algorithms  
Following other studies on tree health assessment [28,98], we applied a regression approach to analyse 
the continuous stress symptom responses in kauri crowns. The predicted range of values from a regression 
analysis is better suited to match the gradually declining symptoms in the forest crowns than nominal 
categories. There is a lot more information in the spectral indices than a 5-step reference scheme can capture, 
and the regression approach enables to better utilize this information. The continuous range of output values 
in a regression helps to improve the distinction of first stages of decline, which are of special interest for the 
management and to account for the spectral differences in the different growth stages. 
We compared the performance of six regression models in WEKA (Random Forest, Reduced-Error 
Pruning Tree, Random Tree, Decision Stump, k Nearest Neighbour and Elastic Net) in a 3-fold random split 
of all reference crowns in 1000 repetitions, by calculating the correlation coefficient with standard 
deviations. The Random Forest (RF) regression performed best. 
The RF algorithm creates a large number of decision trees from bootstrap samples and predicts the 
mean value of the individual trees [99]. RF models are robust against outliers in training data, can handle a 
wide variety in the reference data and produce high correlations between the predicting variables [100]. 
They do not have requirements for the data distribution and do not tend to overfit [101,102]. We 
parameterised the model to a depth of 8 and set the number of iterations to 300 according to the learning 
curve for an out-of-bag accuracy. However, the resulting algorithm was still relatively complicated—a 
maximum tree depth of 8 resulted in a regression tree with 199 nodes. 
For an easier application, we also calculated a linear regression (LR) and M5P regression in WEKA. 
While the RF model requires a file to be transferred to other datasets, the resulting models of the M5P and 
LR can be plotted as an equation, which can be directly applied to new data. The LR is a simple parametric 
statistical model that is fast to train. The WEKA implementation estimates coefficients for a line or 
hyperplane to fit the training data by reducing the complexity of the learned model with a ridge 
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regularisation technique [103]. However, the LR works best with a linear relationship between the criterion 
and predictor variable. The M5P regression in WEKA combines several linear regression models in a tree-
based structure, a method that is better adapted to non-linear relationships and can handle tasks with a high 
dimensionality [104]. Based on a systematic test, we pruned the M5P decision tree to a minimum number 
of 50 instances allowed at each node. 
To account for the different assumptions of the RF, M5P and LR models and deviations in the reference 
scheme from an ideal linear relationship with equal variances, we only used the correlation value to train 
and compare the models. The mean absolute error (MAE) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) were 
used to compare different test setups within one model, not between the different models. We also tested a 
rescaling of the reference values, to establish a more linear relationship between the results and reference 
values for an easier interpretation of the predictions. 
2.7 Test of Pixel-Based Application 
According to the scale of the crown reference data, the development of the model to predict canopy 
stress symptoms was based on mean crown values. However, a crown-segmentation is elaborate and 
introduces additional mistakes [105–107]. An area-based method would be easier to apply and enable the 
direct use of predefined kauri locations from Meiforth et al. [11] as a mask for further stress analysis. 
Moreover, the resulting pixel-based map gives a more representative description of partly declining crowns. 
The results can still be aggregated in a crown- or stand-based manner afterwards if needed. To test the pixel-
based application, we applied an RF regression on the raster images of the chosen index combination for the 
full spectral range. We then compared the resulting stress index values visually with the values of the reference 
crowns and the RGB aerial images. 
3 Results 
3.1 Inter- versus within crown-variability 
The spectra of non-symptomatic kauri crowns are described in detail in Meiforth et al. [11]. Figure 
III-6 shows that the variability of the reflectance values between different kauri crowns (a, b) exceeds the 
maximum variability of reflectance within single kauri crowns (c, d), expressed by the standard deviation 
per crown. The reflectance values were multiplied by 10000. Large and small crowns show overall the same 
reflectance patterns, with low separabilities in all spectral regions (Table III-A3 in Appendix D). Large 
crowns show a higher within-crown variability, while the inter-crown variability is higher in small crowns. 
The spectral regions with the highest variability are the NIR1 and NIR2 range from 750 to 1400 nm both 
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between and within kauri crowns. The difference in reflectance values between crowns at the NIR plateau 
at 870 nm reaches 3230 in small crowns and 2770 in large crowns, while the standard deviation of the 
reflectance at 870 nm of small crowns goes up to 1250 in small crowns and 1500 in large crowns.  
This is also confirmed by the higher separability values and the higher differences in the shape values 
in the NIR1 and NIR2 spectral ranges, while the differences in the amplitude of the mean crown spectra are 
most distinct in the visible and SWIR spectral ranges (Table III-A3 in Appendix D). 
  
(a) small crowns, 
mean spectra for each crown 
(b) medium-to-large crowns, 
mean spectra for each crown 
  
(c) small crowns, 
standard deviations for each crown 
(d) medium-to-large crowns, 
standard deviations for each crown 
 
Figure III-6 Inter-crown (a, b) and within-crown (c, d) spectral variability for the sunlit part of 189 non-
symptomatic small kauri crowns (crown diameter > 3–4.8 m) (a, c) and 337 large kauri crowns with no 
visible stress symptoms (crown diameter >12.8 m) (b, d). The mean spectra are marked in colour. 
3.2 Spectral characteristics of kauri for different stress symptom and size classes 
The mean spectra and standard deviations of all reference crowns for three stress levels are illustrated 
in Figure III-7. The spectra of non-symptomatic crowns show the characteristic spectral features for kauri 
with two even peaks in the NIR2, a steep ascent to the 1074 nm peak and a long steep descent to the 
pronounced absorption feature at 1215 nm [11]. With increasing stress levels, the chlorophyll absorption in 
the visible spectral range decreases, especially in the blue and red regions, which leads to a decline in the 
“green peak” from 409 to 360 reflectance between the non-symptomatic and medium-stress stages. Lower 
overall reflectance in the NIR1 and a reduced absorption in the red lead to a blue shift in the red-edge 
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spectral region at around 750 nm. The NIR plateau at 880 nm, the reflectance “peak” at 1070 nm and the 
following water absorption feature decline significantly, which leads to a flattening of the adjacent slopes, 
so that the spectra lose characteristic kauri features. The mean reflectance at the NIR1 plateau around 
880 nm drops between the non-symptomatic and medium stress levels from 3470 to 2695. However, the 
decline in the reflectance feature at 1280 nm is less distinct with a drop of reflectance values from 2323 to 
2067. Also noticeable is a blue shift in the water vapour valley between 1150 and 1190 nm. Stress responses 
in the SWIR region include a rise in overall reflectance values, a steeper slope in the SWIR1 region and 
more distinct absorption features. The difference in SWIR1 values is most distinct between the mean spectra 
of medium stress levels and dead crowns with a raise at 1650 nm from 760 to 1360 reflectance. In addition, 
the standard deviation increases with increasing stress levels and is particularly high for the mean spectra 
of dead trees in the SWIR region. 
 
 
Figure III-7 Mean spectra (bold signatures) and standard deviation (stdev, thin signatures) of kauri in three 
symptom levels: Non-symptomatic (level 1, green), medium symptoms (level 3, orange) and dead trees 
(level 5, red). The number of pixels (pix) for the different levels is given in parentheses. 
 
While the overall spectral patterns of the different crown sizes (Figure III-8) are similar to the mean 
spectra of all size classes combined (Figure III-7), there are some distinct differences between the size 
classes. In the non-symptomatic condition, the smaller crown sizes show higher reflectance values, with 
more pronounced reflectance “peaks”, especially in the green and SWIR1 spectral region, than the medium 
and large crown sizes. With increasing stress symptoms, the reflectance values of smaller crowns decline at 
a higher rate than the reflectance values of larger crowns. The spectra of non-symptomatic large crowns 
show a slightly lower absorption in the blue and red bands and overall lower reflectance in the green and 
NIR spectral range. 
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Figure III-8 Spectra of kauri in three different size classes according to their mean crown diameter (cdm) 
(S = small 3–4.8 m cdm, M = medium >4.8–12.2 m cdm, L = large >12.2 m cdm) sorted in three symptom 
levels: “Non-symptomatic” (green), “medium stress symptoms” (orange) and “dead crowns” (red), which 
include visible undergrowth and epiphytes. For better readability, the spectra of crowns with medium 
symptoms and dead trees were offset by 3000 and 6000 units, respectively. 
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3.3 Objective 1: Best correlating band and index combinations with canopy stress symptoms 
Table III-3 and Table III-4 give an overview of the regression results for the selected index 
combinations in the full spectral range and the VNIR1 spectral range. A detailed description of the indices 
is provided in Table III-A2 in Appendix C. Overall, the Random Forest (RF) regression performed best, 
while the results of the M5P regression were usually better than the linear regression (LR) and equal or 
slightly lower than the RF regression. In the following sections, we use the correlations to the stress 
symptom levels of the RF regression to compare the performance of different indices combinations. 
3.3.1 Indices for stress detection in the full spectral range (VIS–SWIR2) 
The best band combination (“baseline combination”) for a six-band sensor on the full spectral range 
achieved a correlation of 0.932 in an RF regression (Table III-3). It includes four indices with a Normalized 
Vegetation Index from Haboudane (NDVI-H) on NIR1/red bands as the most important index, followed by 
a simple ratio (SR670, 800) on the same bands, a Leaf Water Vegetation Index 2 (LWVI2) in the NIR2 
range and a Blue-Green Pigment Index (BGI). A four-band combination without the blue and green bands 
was slightly less accurate, with a correlation of 0.926. Additional two indices on four bands in the SWIR1 
and SWIR2 regions allow adding the Normalized Difference Nitrogen Index (NDNI) and a modified Short-
wave Infrared Green Vegetation Index (mSWIRVI), which enhanced the correlation to 0.938. 
An individual RF regression of the six-band combination for the different crown sizes resulted in a 
lower performance of only the small (0.92) and large (0.89) crowns than the results for all crown sizes 
(0.93). In contrast, the correlation for the medium crowns was higher with 0.945 (Table III-3). A similar 
test with the four-band combination without the blue and green bands performed slightly worse than the 
“baseline” six-band combination. An application of the baseline combination for crowns in different forest 
stands reached a correlation of 0.933 in low stands and 0.905 for high stands. 
With individually selected six-band index combinations for each crown size class, the overall 
performance could only be slightly enhanced for the small and large crown sizes (about 0.01 correlation). 
The best performing indices for the small crown sizes include the LWVI2 and a modified Red-Green 
pigment index (mRGI) in combination with an NDNI. The NDVI-H and mSWIRVI indices were most 
important for the medium crown sizes, followed by the NDNI. The index combination for large crowns 
contains the Moisture Stress Index (MSI) with bands in the NIR1 and SWIR1, followed by a simple ratio 
on red and early red-edge (mSRa) bands and the mSWIRVI with bands in the SWIR2 region. 
The median values in Figure III-9a illustrate a reasonable fit of the baseline model for stress symptoms 
in all crown sizes. However, the diagram reveals a higher overlap in the first stress categories (1 and 2). The 
later stages of stress and the dead crowns also show a higher range of outliers. A rescaling of the reference 
values for dead crowns from 5 to 8 (Figure III-9b) establishes a more linear relationship between the 
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predicted and actual values. A test of the correlation coefficients after the rescaling revealed that they were 




Figure III-9 Box-plot diagrams of the predicted values versus the actual reference crown values for crowns 
in all sizes classes. Figure (a) shows the results of the original scale from 1 = “non-symptomatic” to 5 = 
“dead”. Figure (b) shows the results for a rescaled range, with the former value 5 for dead trees changed to 
value 8. The analysis is based on an RF regression with 1000 iterations in 10-fold cross-validation on the 
baseline 6-band index combination for the full spectral range. 
3.3.2. Indices for stress detection in the VIS-NIR1 spectral range 
Table III-4 gives an overview of the performance of selected index combinations in the visible to NIR1 
spectral range. A combination of three indices on five wavelengths in the VNIR1 range (437–970 nm) 
achieved a correlation of 0.92 to the numeric stress symptom classes on all crown sizes. An NDVI on a 
NIR1 and red band (mNDVI-A 900 and 685 nm) had the highest attribute importance in this combination. 
Other selected indices include the mRGI, the Gitelson and Merzlyak index-2 (GM2 750 and 700 nm) and a 
modified Ratio Vegetation Index (mRVI 750 and 685 nm) [108]. The correlation could be increased to 0.93 
with an additional band at 970 nm and the Water Band Index (WBI), a ratio on the 900 and 970 nm bands. 
This index combination is further referred to as the “VNIR1-baseline” index combination. The application 
of the six-band VNIR1-baseline index combination for crowns in different forest stands results in a 
correlation of 0.93 for low stands and 0.90 for high stands. 
With individual RF models developed for each of the three crown sizes on the VNIR1 baseline 
combination, the model for medium crown sizes achieved the highest correlation of 0.94, followed by small 
crowns with 0.90 and large crowns with 0.88 correlation. 
Individual attribute selection for the three crown sizes slightly enhances the performance. The small 
crowns achieve a correlation of 0.92 with three indices on bands in the visible (Photochemical Reflectance 
Index, PRI), red and NIR spectral range (mNDVI-A, WBI). For the medium crowns, three indices with 
bands in the blue, red and NIR region resulted in a correlation of 0.94. The selection includes the 
Lichtenthaler Index (LIC2, [109]), which was developed on narrow bands to document a functional decline 
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in chlorophyll fluorescence. Although the 10 nm bandwidths in this setup are probably too coarse for this 
purpose, the LIC2 band combination performed better than a modified Blue-Red Pigment Index (BRI) [110] 
on the 450 to 685 nm bands. 
The index selection for the large crown sizes has the lowest correlation, with 0.89, and includes an 
NDVI on a red and NIR1 band, the WBI on the 900 and 970 nm bands and a green-red ratio (M. Locherer 
Chlorophyll Index (MLO 531/645) [111]). 
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Table III-3 Indices and regression results for the full spectral range (VIS to SWIR2). Resulting correlations (Corr), mean absolute errors (MAE) and root mean 
squared errors (RMSE) are given for a Random Forest (RF), M5P and Linear Regression (LR) on selected index combinations in the VIS-SWIR2 spectral range. 
The analysis was carried out in WEKA on 1258 reference crowns on symptom classes in the range from 1 to 5 with a random 3-fold split in 1000 repetitions. 
Bold text marks the four most important wavelengths in the respective index combination. 
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4-Band index combination applied to different crown sizes in individual models 













































1 baseline model with four indices on six wavelengths developed on the mean crown spectra for all crown size classes. 2 the bands were resampled to 10 nm bandwidths 
before calculating the indices. 3 Mean absolute error. 4 Correlation with standard deviation in parenthesis. 
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Table III-3 (continued) 
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Best index combinations for individual crown sizes  















































1 baseline model with four indices on six wavelengths developed on the mean crown spectra for all crown size classes. 2 the bands were resampled to 10 nm bandwidths 
before calculating the indices. 3 Mean absolute error. 4 Correlation with standard deviation in parenthesis. 
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Table III-4 Indices and regression results for the VIS-NIR1 spectral range. Resulting correlations, mean errors and root mean squared errors (RMSE) are 
given for a Random Forest (RF), M5P and Linear Regression (LR) on selected index combinations in the VIS-NIR1 spectral range. The analysis was 
carried out in WEKA on 1258 reference crowns on symptom classes in the range from 1 to 5 with a random 3-fold split in 1000 repetitions. Bold text 





Centre Wavelengths in 
nm (10nm bandwidths) 
Indices 1 RF Regression M5P Regression Linear Regression 












VNIR index combinations on all crown sizes 
All 6 2 





























VNIR baseline index combination applied on individual crown sizes with individual models 
Small 6 2 














Medium 6 2 














Large 6 2 



























































VNIR baseline index combination applied in individual models for different stand situations 
Low 6 2 














High 6 2 














1 The order of the indices indicates their importance in the RF regression. 2 Baseline model for the VNIR1 spectral range with 5 bands on 6 indices. 3 The original 
wavelengths values for bands on 680 and 690 nm, were replaced with 685 nm, to reduce the number of required bands. 4 Mean absolute error. 5 Correlation with standard 
deviation in parenthesis. 
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3.4 Objective 2: Test performance of pre-selected index combination  
The selected band combination for the identification of kauri includes five indices on three wavelengths 
in the red to NIR1 region (670, 700 and 800 nm) and two wavelengths in the NIR2 region (1074 and 1209 
nm) [11] (Table III-5). With an overall correlation of 0.93 in an RF regression for all crown sizes, this index 
combination performed well in the canopy stress analysis (Table III-6). Further bands in the SWIR that were 
selected for kauri identification did not improve the accuracy. A test of the five indices for the different 
crown sizes resulted in the lowest correlation for large crowns (0.89), followed by 0.92 for small crowns 
and the highest correlation for medium crowns (0.94). The performance for crowns in low stands, with a 
0.93 correlation, is higher than for crowns in high forest stands, with 0.90.  
Table III-5 Index selection for the identification of kauri defined by Meiforth et al. [11]. 





Simple Ratio 800/670  






Simple Ratio 670/708  






Renormalized Difference VI  






Normalized Difference VI  








Modified Normalized Difference Water 
Index–Hyperion; vegetation canopy 
water content and canopy structure 
[115] 
Table III-6 Resulting correlations, mean absolute errors (MAE) and root mean squared errors (RMSE) for a 
Random Forest (RF), M5P and Linear Regression (LR) on a 5-band index combination in the VIS-NIR2 range, 
that was selected for the identification of kauri in Meiforth et al. [12] (Table III-5). The analysis was carried 
out in WEKA on the mean indices values of 1258 reference crowns with reference symptom classes in the 




RF Regression M5P Regression Linear Regression 
Corr.1 MAE RMSE Corr.1 MAE RMSE Corr.1 MAE RMSE 
All crowns 0.93 (0.01) 0.27 0.43 0.93 (0.01) 0.29 0.44 0.91 (0.01) 0.36 0.49 
Small 
crowns 
0.92 (0.02) 0.39 0.56 0.91 (0.02) 0.42 0.58 0.91 (0.02) 0.46 0.59 
Medium 
crowns  
0.94 (0.01) 0.25 0.39 0.94 (0.01) 0.29 0.42 0.92 (0.01) 0.35 0.46 
Large 
crowns 
0.89 (0.05) 0.19 0.34 0.84 (0.05) 0.27 0.41 0.87 (0.05) 0.25 0.37 
Low stands 0.93 (0.01) 0.33 0.49 0.93 (0.01) 0.35 0.5 0.91 (0.01) 0.43 0.57 
High stands 0.90 (0.03) 0.21 0.36 0.92 (0.01) 0.23 0.36 0.89 (0.01) 0.28 0.38 
1 Correlation with standard deviations in parentheses. 








Figure III-10 Resulting maps (a, c, e) and corresponding RGB aerial images (b, d, f) (2016) [89] of a pixel-
based application of the baseline index combination for three forest stands with marked reference crowns 
and their reference symptom class values. The analysis was carried out as a Random Forest regression in 
the EnMAP toolbox [96] on selected indices raster for the full spectral range.  
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3.5 Objective 3: Test pixel-based application 
A visual comparison of the pixel-based values in the resulting RF regression map with the crown-based 
reference values and the aerial images from 2016 and 2017 over the whole area showed an overall good 
match. Figure III-10 shows the resulting map and the aerial image from 2016 in three scenes, which cover 
both open and closed stands with larger and smaller tree sizes in all symptom stages. The manual comparison 
showed that dead and dying trees are classified well, and the heterogeneous stress patterns in larger and 
partly dying crowns were also described correctly. 
4 Discussion 
4.1 Discussion: Crown variability and crown spectra in different stress levels 
The higher variability of reflectance values between different kauri crowns compared to the within-
crown variability (Figure III-6) indicates that environmental factors account for the spectral response of the 
trees at the crown level. The higher spectral variability between the different crowns in the small size group 
is most likely caused by mixed pixels with neighbouring areas. In a non-symptomatic stage, the overall high 
spectral variability in the NIR region reflects the importance and range of structural characteristics for the 
spectra of kauri crowns like the crown architecture, canopy thickness, leaf area and leaf angle. The 
variability in the visible and short-wave infrared bands, in contrast, is comparatively low, which indicates a 
high absorption by leaf pigments and canopy water (Figure III-6 and Figure III-7). 
In declining kauri canopies, the loss of photosynthetic foliage causes reduced chlorophyll and water 
absorption, which leads to a characteristic increase in reflectance values in the VIS and SWIR spectral 
regions (Figure III-7). The overall lower reflectance and less pronounced water absorption features in the 
NIR range in declining crowns can be explained by reduced scattering processes and water concentration 
due to foliage loss. Strong water absorption features from green leaf material dominate the spectral response 
in the SWIR region at high LAI [69], the loss of leaf material and canopy water and a relative increase in 
woody stem material and litter allow the spectral absorption features of cellulose and lignin in the SWIR 
regions to emerge at around 1754, 2100 and 2262 nm [116,117]. The higher percentage of stem material in 
declining canopies contributes to a higher reflectance in the red spectral region, a decreased magnitude of 
the NIR plateau, an increase in SWIR reflectance and an equalization of the local maxima in the NIR and 
SWIR regions [118]. 
The increasing spectral variability with rising stress levels, especially in dead crowns, can be explained 
by the spectral influence of understorey vegetation, ground material and a variable number of epiphytes, 
climbers and dry litter in the crowns. The remaining vegetation and water absorption features in the mean 
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spectra of dead crowns are caused by photosynthetic active sub-canopy vegetation and epiphytes. These 
effects correspond to the observations of Baret et al. [119] and Asner [118] that the crown reflectance is 
mainly influenced by the gap fraction when the vegetation cover is less than 70%–80%. 
The phenological differences between the dense homogenous foliage in smaller kauri compared to the 
open, heterogeneous crown structure of large kauri is also reflected in their spectral response. Already in 
the non-symptomatic stage, large kauri crowns show a higher within-crown spectral variability, which is 
caused by the stronger influence of internal shadows, woody material and understory reflectance in the open 
dome shape crown structure. The higher reflectance of small non-symptomatic kauri crowns compared to 
larger crown sizes corresponds to the findings of Rautiainen et al. [70]. She observed a higher reflectance 
for an immature Norway spruce stand compared to a mature stand at all spatial scales, which she attributed 
to different leaf biochemical properties, denser foliage and a higher tree density in smaller stands, with less 
shadowing between the crowns. With increasing stress levels, the NIR reflectance values of the smaller 
crown sizes decline disproportionately faster than the NIR response of larger crown sizes (Figure III-8). 
This effect can be explained by the stronger influence of photosynthetic active green undergrowth and 
epiphytes in the more open larger crown sizes. 
4.2 Discussion objective 1: Index combinations for stress detection  
A description of the observed spectral responses in kauri crowns in different stress and growth stages 
requires the combination of indices in different spectral ranges. With overall high correlations of 0.93 in an 
RF regression for five canopy stress symptom classes, the six-band baseline combinations in both the full 
spectral range and the VNIR1 range (Table III-4) are well suited to describe stress symptoms in kauri 
canopies of all sizes. The continuous output range of the chosen regression approach allows a detailed 
assessment of the severity of stress symptoms, especially in the early symptom stages. Structural indices 
like NDVIs and simple ratios with bands in the NIR1 and red spectrum have the highest attribute importance 
in the RF regression for an overall stress detection for all crown and stand situations1. The 900 nm NIR band 
of the mNDVI-A [120] that was selected in the VNIR1 range is also sensitive to the amount of dry matter, 
which might compensate for the missing SWIR bands in the VNIR1 selection. In the more advanced stages, 
the loss of foliage and branch material causes structural changes and a further loss of canopy water, which 
are captured in the selected Leaf Water Vegetation Index (LWVI), with bands in the NIR2 spectral region 
(1094, 1205 nm) [121] and the WBI and MSI for the VNIR1 spectral range. 
 
1 Sentence changed from the published version: The most important VIs for stress detection for all crown and stand situations are 
NDVIs and simple ratios with bands in the NIR1 and red spectrum, which describe the efficiency drop of photosynthetic absorption 
in the red band and the decrease of reflectance in the NIR1 region.  
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To account for the spectral properties in different size classes, we tested two stratified approaches: A 
distinction between small, medium and large crown sizes according to their mean diameter and separation 
of crowns in low and high forest stands. In small kauri crowns sizes with denser foliage, indices in the red 
and green part of the visible spectrum like the mRGI and PRI were selected. These are more sensitive to 
pigment changes, and they perform better than NIR1/red band combinations in dense foliage with high LAI 
and high concentrations of chlorophyll when NIR1/red indices easily saturate [122]. Furthermore, the NDNI 
(1510 and 1680 nm) that was selected for small crown sizes in the full spectral range is sensitive to changes 
in foliar nitrogen content [69,123]. The mRGI is also included in the VNIR1 baseline combination together 
with the GM2 index that captures a blue shift of the red-edge region [124]. For the more open medium and 
large crown sizes, the selected mSWIRVI with bands in the SWIR2 region (2090 and 2210 nm) on the full 
spectral range is sensitive to the influence of dry matter with cellulose reflectance features [117,125]. 
While these individual band and index selections for different crown sizes showed the highest 
performances for both the full spectral range and the VNIR range, individual models for the different crown 
sizes on the same 6-band baseline combination performed nearly as well. The slightly lower correlations on 
the baseline combination for large crowns (0.89 and 0.88) compared to medium (0.94 and 0.94), and small 
crowns sizes (0.92 and 0.90) can most likely be explained by the higher spectral variability in the larger 
crowns already in the non-symptomatic stages. Moreover, some large crowns show heterogeneous stress 
patterns with different symptom stages in different parts of the crown. Medium crown sizes are less 
influenced by mixed pixels than small crowns and more homogenous than larger crowns. The larger number 
of medium crowns in the reference crown set, according to the crown size distribution in the study areas, 
might contribute to the better fit of the model for medium crown sizes. 
Compared to the application of the baseline indices to small and large crowns, the correlations of 
different RF models for crowns in low and high forest stands on the same index combination are slightly 
higher, with 0.94 (VNIR1: 0.93) for low stands and 0.90 (VNIR1 0.90) for high forest stands. These higher 
correlations can presumably be attributed to the influence of the easier to describe medium crown sizes in 
both stand situations (Figure III-5). 
4.3 Discussion objective 2: Performance of band selection for kauri detection 
The five-band index combination that was selected to identify kauri trees in Meiforth et al. [12] with 
bands in the red, red-edge, NIR1 and NIR2, is similar to the baseline combination for stress detection on the 
full spectral range. It showed a comparably high correlation of 0.93 with the stress symptom classes on all 
crown sizes. The lower performance of this index combination for small crowns with denser foliage can be 
explained by the lack of bands in the green spectrum, which are sensitive to pigment-related reflectance 
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features. The index combination also contains the mNDWI-H, which describes the characteristic spectral 
reflectance and absorption features of kauri in the NIR2 (1074, 1209). These spectral features are most likely 
caused by photon scattering in the thick kauri leaves at the mesophyll and the air–cell–wall interfaces, the 
characteristic spiky foliage surface and the open crown structure in larger kauri that allow the woody 
material from the massive stem and branches to influence the crown reflectance. The more a kauri crown 
declines and loses its foliage, the more it also loses these characteristic structural features. In conclusion, 
this five-band index combination can be used for stress detection in kauri crowns. However, it should be 
improved for smaller crowns by adding a green band. And it would need to be tested for the use in other 
species. 
4.4 Discussion objective 3: Pixel-based application 
The observed high correlation of the pixel-based implementation with the visible stress symptoms in a 
visual comparison with the aerial images (Figure III-10) indicates that this is a practical approach. However, 
the results should be tested more thoroughly, ideally with sub-canopy reference data, that need to be 
accurately aligned with the remote sensing image used in the analysis. The aerial image from 2017 that 
matches the same season as the hyperspectral data was unfortunately not sufficiently aligned for such an 
analysis. A pixel-based approach allows for an easy application since this method does not require a prior 
crown-segmentation. It enables a more detailed assessment of larger crowns, which often show heterogenic 
symptom patterns. It also gives more flexibility to define the aggregated reporting units from single crowns 
to homogenous forest stands. Furthermore, it allows the direct usage of the pixel-based kauri mask, 
described in Meiforth et al. [12]. The crown-based results indicate that further improvements of the pixel-
based regression map can be achieved in separate analyses for low and high forest stands. For the large-area 
monitoring of forest situations like the Waitakere Ranges with a multispectral sensor, we recommend a pixel 
size at around 0.5 m, which is large enough to level out extremes but small enough to capture small crown 
sizes. 
4.5 Discussion: Application and further analysis 
While the RF regression results in high correlations between the predicted and actual values, a slightly 
non-linear relationship, especially towards the dead and dying crowns, results in a shift between the 
predicted and actual value range. A rescaling of the value for the dead trees from value 5 to value 8, improves 
the match between the predicted and actual values (Figure III-9). The resulting levels “5 to 8” describe 
different portions of dead branch material and shadows, which cause extreme values. The correlation 
coefficients for the rescaled value range remained mainly unchanged compared to the original range from 
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1 to 5. The rescaling simplifies the interpretation of the predicted values, while the new resulting values 
from 6 to 8 have no influence on the practical implementation since all crowns with values equal or higher 
5 can be treated as “dead”. 
Another possibility to address the non-linearity in the higher levels of stress symptoms is to first 
distinguish the dead and dying trees in a binary classification and then apply the regression to the remaining 
first to medium symptom stages, which feature a more linear relationship. A test with a binary RF 
classification showed that the aggregated class “dead/dying” can be distinguished with user’s and producer’s 
accuracies of 87.6% respective 93.32% (Table III-A4 in Appendix E). This approach should be tested in 
further studies. 
The use of the resulting maps for management purposes requires an interpretation to translate the 
detected stress symptoms into a health assessment. Canopy stress symptoms in kauri can have a range of 
causes besides a PA infection, such as water shortage and unfavourable growing conditions [4,126]. The 
application of time series allows detecting characteristic temporal trends and spatial patterns of infection 
symptoms and can help to distinguish between different causes of stress [15,127–130]. 
High spectral resolution satellite data like Sentinel-2 and WorldView02 should be tested for cost-
efficient large-area stress detection in time series. The combination with LiDAR attributes can also improve 
the detection of canopy stress symptoms, especially for more advanced stress levels with textural and 
structural changes in the canopy caused by defoliation [131–134]. The challenging sub-pixel co-location 
between optical and LiDAR datasets might be overcome with new multispectral waveform LiDAR sensors 
that allow the direct combination of LiDAR data with multispectral wavelengths in one dataset [135].  
5 Conclusions 
The analysis of an airborne AISA hyperspectral image proved that a combination of six spectral bands 
in the VNIR1 range (550–970 nm) is sufficient to capture the full range of canopy stress symptoms in kauri 
trees on a numeric scale from 1 to 5 with a high correlation of 0.93 (mean absolute error of 0.28, RMSE 
0.43) in a Random Forest (RF) regression. A more linear relationship between predicted and actual values 
can be achieved by rescaling the value for dead trees from 5 to 8. The easier to implement M5P algorithm 
performed nearly as well as a more complicated RF regression model. The most important indices are 
sensitive to structural changes and canopy water, while stress symptoms in smaller kauri crowns with denser 
foliage are best described with additional bands in the green and red spectrum, which are sensitive to 
pigment changes. 
The study was designed to be applicable to large-area monitoring with a large representative reference 
set of 1258 crowns, and selected bandwidths of 10 nm that can be used on multispectral sensors. Based on 
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the reference crowns and field assessment data, we developed a numeric assessment scheme for canopy 
stress symptoms in kauri trees on RGB aerial images, which are better suited for an assessment of the upper 
crown canopy than a limited view through the undergrowth and canopy from the ground. 
Comparable correlations to the VNIR1 selection were achieved with six bands in the VNIR2 spectrum 
(450–1205 nm), while additional bands in the SWIR enhanced the correlation slightly. However, we 
recommend the use of the six-band combination in the VNIR1 range instead of the full spectral range since 
it is easier to implement, the VNIR bands have a higher signal to noise ratio and are less influenced by 
species-specific structural crown attributes. 
The spectral differences of kauri crowns in different size classes respective stand situations advise a 
stratified approach. We recommend the application of the six-band baseline combination with individual 
models for pre-selected crown sizes, respective crowns in low and high forest stands. 
While the analysis is based on mean crown spectra to match the scale of the reference data, an easier 
to apply pixel-based application seem to match well with the observed stress symptoms in the field and 
aerial images. However, this approach needs to be tested more thoroughly in other areas with matching 
reference data. 
The results of this study have important implications for the monitoring of canopy stress symptoms in 
kauri trees in New Zealand. The objective, cost-efficient method for large-area monitoring of canopy stress 
symptoms with a multispectral sensor can help to target the required fieldwork and support management 
decisions to prevent the further spread of the kauri dieback disease. 
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Figure III-A1 Photo illustration of the canopy score scheme for kauri used by Auckland Council in 2015 
with five classes [136]: 1 = Healthy crown—no visible signs of dieback, 2 = Foliage/canopy thinning, 3 = 
Some branch dieback, 4 = Severe dieback, 5 = Dead. 
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Appendix III-B 
Table III-A1 Assessment scheme for stress symptoms in kauri crowns based on RGB aerial images [89,90] for five 
canopy stress symptom classes and three crown sizes. 
Symptom 
class 






Canopy density: dense, 
no to small gaps;  
Bare branches: <1% 






Leaf colour: green to 
yellowish; Canopy 
density: small gaps; 
Bare branches: 1 to 5% 
(small branches) 




Leaves: green with 
yellow or brown; 
Canopy density: small 
to medium gaps visible;  
Bare branches: 5%–30% 




Leaves: yellow-green to 
brown; Canopy 
density: sparse, many 
gaps, understory partly 
visible;  
Bare branches: >=30% 
visible as linear 
structures Epiphytes 
and climbers possible 
   
Value 5—
Dead Trees 
Leaves: dead, brown 
leaves possible 
Epiphytes and climbers 
possible; Canopy 
density: Gaps and 
understory visible,  
Bare branches: 100% 
dead branches, visible 
as linear structures 
   
1. The crown size classes are defined according to their mean crown diameter, see 1. Non-symptomatic large and medium 
crowns with open canopies were given the value 1.5 in the analysis.  
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Appendix III-C 
Table III-A2 Vegetation indices (VI) for the selected index combinations. The combinations cover both the full spectral range (VIS-SWIR2) and only 
visible to near-infrared bands (VIS-NIR1) and crown sizes from small (S) over medium (M) to large (L) crown sizes (see details in Figure III-1). 
Index Equation1 Literature Name, Association VIS-SWIR 2 VIS-NIR 2 
Abbr.1    all S  M  L  all S  M  L  
LIC2 = 440/690 [109] Lichtenthaler Index (light use efficiency)       x  
BGI = 450/550 [110] Blue Green Pigment Index (leaf pigments) x        
PRI = (531 − 570)/(531 + 570) [137] 
Photochemical Reflectance Index  
(light use efficiency) 
     x   
MLO = 531/645 [111] 
M. Locherer Chlorophyll Index  
(light use efficiency) 
       x 
mRGI = 685/550 (original: 690) [110]  Red-Green Pigment Index (leaf pigments)  x   x    
NDVI-H = (800 − 670)/(800 + 670) [138] 
Normalized Difference VI–Haboudane 
(chlorophyll, LAI) 
x  x    x  
SR670_800 = 800/670 [139] 
Simple Ratio 800/670 Ratio VI  
(chlorophyll, LAI) 
x        
mSRa 
675,700 
= 675/700  
(original 672, 708) 
[112] 
Simple Ratio  
(chlorophyll, carotenoids) 
   x     
mNDVI-A 
= (900 − 685)/(900 + 685)  
(original: 680) 
[120] 
Normalized Difference VI–Aparicio 
(broadband Greenness) 
    x x  x 
GM2 = 750/700  [122] Gitelson and Merzlyak Index 2 (chlorophyll)     x    
mRVI 
= 750/680  




    x    
MSI = 1600/820  [57] Moisture Stress Index (canopy water)    x     
WBI = 900/970 [59] Water Band Index (canopy water)     x x x x 
LWVI2 = (1094 − 1205)/(1094 + 1205)  [121] Leaf Water VI (leaf/canopy water) x x       
NDNI = (1510 − 1680)/(1510 + 1680) [69] 
Normalized Difference Nitrogen Index 
(leaf nitrogen) 
x x x      
mSWIRVI 
= 37.27 × (2210 + 2090) +  
26.27 × (2210 − 2090) − 0.57  
(original: 2208) 
[125] 
Short-wave Infrared Green VI 
(cellulose/dry matter) 
x  x x     
1 “m” indicates that wavelengths had been slightly modified compared to the cited literature. The changed wavelengths are marked in italic, and the original wavelengths are 
noted in italic under the equation.  2. see Table III-1 for the range of wavelengths in the spectral regions.  
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Appendix III-D 
Table III-A3 Comparison of the spectra for small (3–4.8m diameter) versus medium and large crowns (>4.8m 
diameter) for each spectral region. The values for the Jeffries Matusita [140] and Transformed Divergense 
[141] separabilities were calculated on the pixel spectra and range from 0 to 2, a value lower 1.9 indicates a 
low separability. The values for the amplitude D and shape ϴ were calculated on the mean crown spectra, 
according to Price 1994 [142]. 
 




Amplitude D Shape ϴ 
VIS 437–700 nm 1.401 1.460 1.54 0.002 
NIR1 700–970 nm 1.475 1.529 1.28 0.013 
NIR2 970–1327 nm 1.419 1.524 1.13 0.013 
SWIR1 1467–1771 nm 1.369 1.456 1.51 0.006 
SWIR2 1994–2435 nm 1.373 1.461 1.55 0.003 
 
Appendix III-E 
Table III-A4 RF classification (1000 repetitions, 10-fold cross-validation) for the baseline VNIR index 
combination (6 bands, 5 indices) on 2 aggregated classes, to distinguish dead and dying trees (“level 45”) from 
the other symptom stages (“level 123”). 
 Level 123 Level 45 Total Producer’s Accuracy 
Level 123 1043 13 1056 98.8 
Level 45 25 177 202 87.6 
Total 1068 190 1258  
User’s Accuracy 97.7 93.2  97.0 
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Abstract 
New Zealand kauri trees are threatened by the kauri dieback disease (Phytophthora agathidicida (PA)). 
In this study, we investigate the use of WorldView-2 (WV2) satellite and Light Detection and Ranging 
(LiDAR) data for detecting stress symptoms in the canopy of kauri trees. A total of 1089 reference crowns 
were located in the Waitakere Ranges west of Auckland and assessed by fieldwork and the interpretation of 
aerial images. Canopy stress symptoms were graded based on five basic stress levels and further refined for 
the first symptom stages. The crown polygons were manually edited on a LiDAR crown height model. 
Crowns with a mean diameter smaller than 4 m caused most outliers with the 1.8 m pixel size of WV2 
multispectral bands, especially at the more advanced stress levels of dying and dead trees. The exclusion of 
crowns with a diameter smaller than 4 m increased the correlation in an object-based Random Forest 
regression from 0.85 to 0.89 with only WV2 attributes (Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of 0.48, Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE) of 0.34). Additional LIDAR attributes increased the correlation to 0.92 (RMSE of 
0.43, MAE of 0.31). A red/near-infrared (NIR) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index and a ratio of the 
red and green bands are the most important indices for an assessment of the full range of stress symptoms. 
For the detection of first stress symptoms, an NDVI on the red-edge and green bands increased the 
performance. The method presented in this study shows promising results for a cost-efficient stress 
monitoring of kauri crowns over large areas. It should be tested in a full processing chain with automatic 
kauri identification and crown-segmentation. 
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1 Introduction 
The deadly kauri dieback disease (Phytophthora agathidicida (PA)) was first officially confirmed as a 
new pathogen by Beever in 2008 [1] in the Waitakere Ranges west of Auckland and later taxonomically 
described by Weir et al. [2]. Meanwhile, it was detected over most of the natural distribution range of New 
Zealand kauri [3]. The endemic kauri trees (Agathis australis) are a key species for the forest ecosystems 
on the North Island [4], a famous tourist attraction, and of high cultural significance for the Māori [5,6]. 
Regular monitoring of stress symptoms in tree canopies requires a cost-efficient, objective method that is 
suitable for covering large areas and able to detect first signs of stress. Multispectral band and index 
combinations for the detection of kauri and canopy stress symptoms have been identified by Meiforth et al. 
[7,8]. Airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data recently became available for the northern kauri 
forests, so that the main part of the distribution range of kauri trees in New Zealand is now covered. In this 
study, we analyse the use of WorldView-2 (WV2) satellite data in combination with LiDAR data to detect 
stress symptoms in kauri trees in an object-based approach on manually segmented kauri crowns. 
1.1 Kauri trees and kauri dieback symptoms 
Kauri trees show a large phenological variety, from young conical trees with dense foliage to large 
open dome-shaped crowns (Figure IV-1). The mature trees develop a massive trunk and large side branches, 
and reach heights of up to 40 m in the study areas. The color of the foliage in non-symptomatic kauri varies, 
depending on the exposition to light and thickness of the wax coating, from light green to a darker blue-
green. The flat lanceolate needle-like leaves create a spiky foliage surface. The foliage forms clusters in the 
medium growth stages and mature crowns show a more open canopy [5], with visible branch material and 
gaps from an aerial viewpoint. Stress symptoms of PA first become visible as a yellowing and thinning of 
foliage, which exposes small top branches. Later stages of stress lead to structural changes caused by an 
ongoing loss of foliage, with an increase of visible bare branch material and gaps, until the tree dies [1,9]. 
The higher gap fraction increases the influence of undergrowth on the canopy reflectance. Small trees with 
a conical shape develop first a bare top of the main stem, while the foliage in the lower part of the canopy 
is affected in later stages. However, these types of symptoms can also have other causes, such as continuing 
drought periods [10], storm damage, or other diseases [1]. 
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Figure IV-1 Kauri crown size classes: Non-symptomatic small, medium, and large kauri crowns, as a profile 
on a Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) point cloud (a, b, c) [11] and on 7.5 cm RGB aerial images 
below (d, e, f) [12]. 
 
1.2 Study area 
The Waitakere Ranges on the West coast of Auckland are amongst the highest PA-affected forest areas, 
and the first officially confirmed site in New Zealand with a verified PA infection (Figure IV-2a, [1]). The 
ranges are characterized by a warm temperate climate and a rough terrain, with steep slopes and elevations 
from sea level to 474 m [13]. The three selected study sites (Figure IV-2b) cover trees with the full range of 
symptom stages in both homogenous and mixed stands, with mainly second-growth kauri forests in the 
Maungaroa area, larger trees in the Kauri Grove area and all growth stages of kauri in the Cascades. 
18m 25m 




Figure IV-2 (a) Location of the Waitakere Ranges on the North Island of New Zealand west of Auckland 
City, with the natural range of kauri distribution and Phytophthora agathidicida (PA)-positive samples 
[14,15]. (b) Study sites and extent of the remote sensing datasets in the Waitakere Ranges, with the reference 
crowns marked in orange (background map: LINZ 2019 [16]). 
1.3 Research background 
High-resolution satellites have been successfully used to monitor forest health [17,18], both at a stand 
level [19-23] and individual tree crown level [24-27]. 
Amongst the most widely used vegetation indices for canopy stress detection with broader bandwidths 
of satellite images are combinations of near-infrared (NIR) and red bands, which provide a measure for 
chlorophyll reflectance in green vegetation. Other widely used indices are based on red and green bands 
sensitive to stress-related changes in leaf pigment compositions and bands in the NIR spectrum, which are 
influenced by the amount of leaf and canopy water and thus also structural changes due to foliage loss 
[17,28-31]. 
A new generation of commercial high-resolution satellites, such as WorldView (WV) and RapidEye 
(RE), launched in 2009 and 2008, respectively, have provided additional red-edge bands (WV, 705–745 
nm; RE, 690-730 nm). In green vegetation, the red-edge region covers a steep increase in reflectance values 
between the red and NIR1 spectra and shows a high sensitivity to changes in chlorophyll, which causes a 
blue shift of the central red-edge region. Several studies have successfully applied spectral indices with red-
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edge bands from satellite data for stress detection in tree canopies. Oumar and Mutanga [32] utilized indices 
on the NIR and red-edge bands from WV2 data to detect a decline in Eucalypt plantations in South Africa. 
Ortiz et al. [21] detected early stages of bark beetle attack by combining TerraSAR-X and RapidEye data. 
Eitel et al. [33] proved that a Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) with a red-edge band is 
suitable for detecting early stress symptoms in conifer woodland trees in New Mexico. 
Textural information derived from satellite imagery has successfully been used to assess structural 
features in tree canopies [34-36]. It also improved the analysis of stress symptoms in tree canopies, 
especially in later stages of decline with structural changes in the canopy [23,27]. 
Stress symptoms in kauri trees were analysed with airborne hyperspectral data in Meiforth et al. [8]. 
According to this study, a NIR/red NDVI, followed by indices with bands in the NIR and red-edge range 
are the most important for describing the full range of stress symptoms. However, pigment-sensitive indices 
with green and red bands had a higher importance for the detection of stress symptoms in smaller crowns 
with denser foliage. Indices with NIR bands, such as the Water Band Index (WBI) at 900 and 970 nm, were 
more relevant to describe stress symptoms in larger crown sizes with an open crown structure. The NIR 
bands are sensitive to structural changes and changes in the leaf water content. The paper recommends a 
stratified approach according to different growth stages of kauri. 
An appropriate spatial resolution for the target objects is important for the successful use of satellite 
imagery, in order to avoid mixed pixels with shadow, neighboring vegetation, and soil [37]. In Meiforth et 
al. [8], a minimum crown diameter of 3 m was defined for stress detection in kauri trees for the 1 m 
resolution of a hyperspectral image. Fassnacht et al. [38] found that the 5 m pixel resolution of their HyMAP 
data was too coarse to evaluate bark beetle infections at crown level. However, dead trees could still be 
mapped with a high overall accuracy (84%–96%). Immitzer et al. [39] and Pu and Shawn [40] only used 
tree crowns that could be manually identified on WV2 respective Ikonos images. Immitzer et al. defined at 
least two pixels (=4 m) per object as the minimum target size for an analysis of tree canopies with a WV2 
image. Other studies have analysed larger forest stands. Meddens et al. [41] discovered that a spatial 
resolution of 2.4 m performed best when mapping the infestation of forest stands with mountain pine beetle 
infection in Colorado. They demonstrated that a higher spatial resolution also increases the variability within 
the same level of crown damage and can cause a problematic “salt and pepper” effect in a pixel-based 
analysis. Lottering [42] and Ismail et al. [43] showed that higher-resolution data (1.25 and <1.75 m) is better 
suited to detecting early stages of stress in eucalyptus stands and a pine plantation, while later stages of 
stress are best described with lower spatial resolutions of 2.5 and 2.3 m. 
An object-based approach is well-suited to handling a high variance in target objects [44-47]. Several 
studies have found that object-based methods are superior to pixel-based methods for single tree crown 
analysis [39,48-50]. They have also been successfully applied for stress analysis and change detections in 
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tree canopies [51-53]. For use in forest areas, an object-based approach requires a prior segmentation of 
crowns with respect to homogenous forest stands. An object-based analysis simplifies the combination of 
different data sources under the requirement that these are accurately aligned [54-56]. However, an essential 
condition for utilizing the advantages of an object-based approach is, that the pixel size is significantly 
smaller than the average size of the objects of interest [46]. 
The fusion of multispectral bands with a higher-resolution panchromatic channel, so-called PAN 
sharpening, allows the creation of a higher-spatial-resolution multispectral image. It can improve the use of 
textural attributes in an object-based analysis [57]. While some pan-sharpening methods can alter the 
spectral information, certain techniques, such as the Gram-Schmidt and Ehlers pan-sharpening methods, 
have been tested and shown to be superior for preserving the spectral values [58,59]. 
Stress symptoms in tree canopies caused by soil pathogens are expressed as a multifactor gradient with 
different states of chlorosis and defoliation, until only bare branches are left [30]. While classification 
algorithms only distinguish between discrete classes, regression algorithms give a more detailed description 
of symptom stages with a continuous output. A regression approach also facilitates a more differentiated 
evaluation of changes in a time series. Training based on the correlation coefficient allows regression models 
to handle a high variance in the data. Several studies have successfully used regression approaches to analyse 
stress symptoms in tree canopies [23,60], predict tree mortality [61], and evaluate foliar moisture [62]. 
However, a non-linear relationship in the numeric range of reference values causes a shift between the scales 
of the reference and predicted values. Meiforth et al. [8] enhanced the linearity by rescaling the value range 
and also suggested testing a two-step approach, in which the dead and dying trees are first identified in a 
binary classification. The remaining stress levels can then be analysed in a regression approach. 
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) systems generate an accurate, high-resolution, three-
dimensional point cloud, which enable to segment single tree crowns and homogenous units of forest stands 
[63-68]. LiDAR data allows estimating crown parameters, such as the tree height, crown shape, canopy 
density, foliage texture, and structural crown characteristics [69,70]. The LiDAR intensity values add a 
spectral component as the amount of reflected energy at the peak amplitude of the returned LiDAR signal 
in the near-infrared region, usually at 1064 or 1550 nm. Intensity data has been successfully used to describe 
tree canopies and detect tree species [64,71-73]. The suitability of LiDAR attributes for assessing structural 
crown characteristics as a measure of defoliation has been proven in Scots pine forests at both stand level 
[74-76] and single tree level [75]. In combination with biochemical and biophysical information from 
passive optical sensors, LiDAR data can demonstrably enhance individual tree analysis [39,55,64,77,78]. 
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1.4 Objectives 
Spectral indicators with a sensitivity to stress symptoms in kauri trees have already been defined in 
Meiforth et al. [8] for use with an airborne multispectral system. This study analyses whether these findings 
can be implemented in an operational detection strategy based on WV2 satellite data. With LiDAR data 
available for most of the distribution range of New Zealand kauri, LiDAR-based crown attributes were 
integrated for crown stratification and to test their use for stress detection. The study pays special attention 
to differentiating early signs of stress. It has the following objectives: 
1. Test the performance of WV2 attributes for crown-based stress detection in kauri trees and 
define the recommended minimum crown size. 
2. Test a two-step method on WV2 attributes by first identifying dead and dying trees in a 
classification and then applying a regression for the remaining stress symptom levels. 
3. Test the performance of LiDAR attributes in combination with WV2 data for canopy stress 
detection. 
A minimum requirement for the performance of the developed method for a value range of symptom 
levels from 1 to 5 is a root mean square error (RMSE) smaller than 0.5, so that the predicted symptom values 
stay mainly within one reference symptom level. While the analysis in this study is based on manually edited 
crowns, the application for monitoring does require additional steps to automatically pre-segment crowns 
with respect to homogenous stand units for the existing LiDAR data and to define kauri trees. 
2 Materials and methods 
2.1 LiDAR data and aerial images 
Airborne LiDAR data was obtained for the study areas on the 30 January 2016 by AAM New Zealand, 
with a Q1560 LiDAR sensor (400 kHz, 58° field of view) [11]. The sensor achieved five pulses/m² on 
average, which resulted in 35 average returns/m² and 0.17 m average point spacing. The ground return, 
however, was significantly less, with 0.8–1.5 ground returns per m² in the dense forest stands. The sensor 
utilises the 1064 nm wavelength to record intensity. 
A Digital Terrain Model (DTM), Digital Surface Model (DSM), and ground normalized Crown Height 
Model (CHM) were generated in LAStools [79] with the “spike-free” method, according to Khosravipoura 
et al. [80]. Outliers that were classified as “noise” were removed. The method uses all returns to create a 
triangular irregular network (TIN) from the highest returns downwards. The user defines a “freeze distance” 
for the maximum length of the triangle sides, and an “insertion buffer” in a vertical downward direction, 
which defines the points that are included in the TIN creation, before the freezing process starts. All triangles 
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which sides are shorter than the freeze distance are preserved and underlying points are ignored in the further 
steps of the TIN creation for the remaining LiDAR points. This method prevents the creation of downward 
spikes. In the final step, the surface model is created through a linear interpolation of the spike-free TIN. As 
a rule of thumb, the lengths of the triangle sides should be around three times the average pulse spacing. We 
calculated two versions of height models with freeze distances of 0.6 m and 1 m and a pixel size of 0.25 m, 
which is larger than the average pulse spacing of the last returns of 0.23 m for this dataset. 
A three-band RGB aerial image was acquired during the same flight as the LiDAR data collection, with 
a 15 cm pixel resolution. It was delivered in two versions, orthorectified on the surface model and the terrain 
model [11]. Another aerial image was obtained by order of Auckland Council in May 2017, with three RGB 
bands at a 7.5 cm resolution and orthorectified on a DTM [12]. 
2.2 WorldView-2 image 
The WV2 image was captured on 15 March 2017 at 11:33 a.m. (local time) during cloud-free 
conditions. It covers 100 km² of the Waitakere Ranges (Figure IV-2b) and was delivered as standard imagery 
with nearest neighbour resampling in an “ortho ready” format. The eight multispectral bands have a 
resolution of 1.8 m, and the PAN channel features a 0.45 m resolution (Table IV-1, Figure IV-3). They reach 
up to 1043 nm wavelength but they do not cover the characteristic spectral pattern of kauri trees in the NIR2 
range (Figure IV-3). 
Table IV-1 WorldView-2 image: Wavelengths, bandwidths, and spatial resolution [87] 
Nr. Band name Center wavelength 
(nm) 
Lower band edge 
(nm) 
Upper band edge 
(nm) 
Spatial resolution in 
m 
 Panchromatic 627 447 808 0.45 
1 Coastal Blue 427 396 458 1.8 
2 Blue 478 442 515 1.8 
3 Green 546 506 586 1.8 
4 Yellow 608 584 632 1.8 
5 Red 659 624 694 1.8 
6 Red-Edge 724 699 749 1.8 
7 NIR1 833 765 901 1.8 
8 NIR2 949 856 1043 1.8 
 
Atmospheric correction of the multispectral bands was carried out with the Fast Line-of-sight 
Atmospheric Analysis of Hypercubes (FLAASH) module in ENVI, which incorporates the MODTRAN 
radiation transfer model [81]. The eight multispectral bands were pan-sharpened to a 0.5 m resolution with 
the Gram-Schmidt method [82] using ENVI’s SPEAR tools. The Gram-Schmidt method performs well in 
retaining spectral information [58,83] and has been used in several studies with satellite images for the 
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analysis of tree canopies [84,85]. The pan-sharpened image was georeferenced with a second-order 
polynomial transformation based on 1102 ground control points. The LiDAR CHM and the aerial image 
were used as a reference. Shadow areas were defined with a threshold value of 300 on a brightness layer, to 
match manually identified outer crown shadows while keeping internal crown shadows. The brightness layer 







Figure IV-3 Position of WV2 bands and kauri spectra for non-symptomatic, medium and dead crowns based 
on (a) an AISA hyperspectral image (448 spectral bands) and (b) the pan-sharpened WV2 multispectral 
bands [7,87]. 
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2.3 Reference crown set 
The reference crown set with 1089 crowns of kauri and dead/dying trees is based on the crown locations 
and attributes acquired during fieldwork in the summer of 2015/16 and complemented and updated during 
the summer season of 2016/17 [7,8] (Table IV-2). The recorded crown attributes in the field include basic 
metrics, such as the stem diameter at breast height, the cardinal crown spread, and the canopy base height, 
as well as a detailed description of canopy characteristics, such as an estimated crown density, coverage in 
percentage classes [88], and the amount of dead branches [88]. In addition, other signs of stress were 
recorded such as decoloration of the foliage and the amount of epiphytes. The crowns used in this analysis 
have a mean diameter of at least 3 m and were stratified into three growth stages using the mean crown 
diameter (Figure IV-1). An outer buffer of 10% of the mean diameter was removed before the analysis to 
reduce edge effects. After removing the shadow areas, only crowns with sunlit areas larger than 50% 
compared to the full crown size were considered for the analysis. 
2.4 Reference values for stress assessment 
An overall canopy score for stress symptoms was assessed for each crown at five levels, from 1 for 
non-symptomatic dense foliage, to 5 for “dead tree”. This score was based on the fieldwork and the 
assessment of aerial images, according to a method described by Meiforth et al. [8]. For a more detailed 
evaluation of the first stress symptoms, the stress levels 1 to 3 were refined in half-steps (Figure IV-4) for 
this study. Level 1 describes crowns with non-symptomatic dense green foliage, which is mainly found in 
small and some medium crowns. Level 1.5 applies to crowns with still green, but more open foliage, with 
exposed gaps and single patches of visible branch material from an aerial viewpoint. This level is typically 
found in non-symptomatic medium and larger crowns. The stress level 2 features visible smaller branches 
over the full crown extent and the partial yellowing of foliage. Further increasing gaps and visible small to 
medium bare branches are the main visible characteristics of level 2.5 in the aerial images, as well as a more 
intense yellowing in some trees. Level 3 features large branches that become visible as linear structures. 
Level 4 marks a degree of foliage loss that deteriorates the overall crown architecture and shows a 
decoloration from yellow-green to brown in the remaining foliage. Level 5 describes dead crowns, and also 
includes different amounts of photosynthetic active undergrowth and epiphytes. Figure IV-5 gives an 
impression of the crown polygons for different forest stands on the WV2 image with an indication of the 
crown stress symptom values. To account for the fact that the LiDAR data was acquired in 2016, one season 
before the WV2 image, the aerial images from both years were compared, and crowns that showed visible 
changes or where the status of the crown could not be identified on both aerial images were removed. Since 
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both summers were relatively moist, the stress symptoms had not changed as rapidly as in a drought 
situation. 
Table IV-2 Distribution of crown size classes according to their mean diameter per stress symptom level for 




Stress level Total 
  level 1 level 1.5 level 2 level 2.5 level 3 level 4 level 5  
Very small 3 - 4m 35 39 29 24 25 12 30 194 
Small 4 - 4.8m 15 21 18 14 18 7 24 117 
Medium 4.8 - 12.2m 20 117 126 87 61 10 63 484 
Large >12.2 m 
 
29 144 78 26 3 14 294 
Total  70 206 317 203 130 32 131 1089 
 
    




(b) Stress level 1.5 
(crown opening up) 
(c) Stress level 2 
(first symptoms, visible 
patches of branches) 




   
 
(e) Stress level 3 
(medium symptoms) 
(f) Stress level 4 
(dying) 
(g) Stress level 5 (dead)  
Figure IV-4 Aerial images from (a) non-symptomatic kauri, several states of decline in kauri crowns (b-f), 
to (g) dead trees. All crowns have a medium-size (mean diameter 4 to 12.2 m) [12]. 
 




Figure IV-5 Reference crowns in a high kauri stand (a) and a low stand (b), with symptom values from 1 
= non-symptomatic to 5 = dead, on a NIR1-Green-Blue composite of the WorldView-2 (WV2) image. 
2.5 Attribute calculation 
A total of 203 LiDAR attributes were calculated for crown stratification and stress detection. For the 
stratification of crown sizes, basic crown metrics were derived from the coarser CHM with the 1 m spike-
free threshold, such as the maximum crown height and mean diameter. Figure IV-6 gives an overview of 
the workflow for the attribute calculation. 
For stress detection, LiDAR attributes were calculated on both versions of the DSM and CHM (0.6 m 
and 1 m spike-free threshold). They describe the shape, the crown structure and texture. The range of 
attributes covers height ratios, percentiles and bincentiles, point density and coverage, shape roundness, 
slope, and curvatures, as well as first- and second-order texture measures, such as the variance, range, 
kurtosis, homogeneity, and skewness (see Table IV-A1, Appendix A). These measures were either 
calculated directly on the LiDAR point cloud for the crown polygons or first calculated as rasters with 
different kernel sizes. If possible, statistics were calculated on the DSM to avoid distortions caused by a 
ground normalization of the CHM on steep terrain. We also calculated statistics from the intensity values of 
the first returns. Height cutoffs of six and eight meters for calculation of the density and coverage on the 
LiDAR point cloud for low and high stands, were derived from the field measurements of the canopy base 
height. Table IV-A1 in Appendix A gives an overview of the attributes and tools. 
Spectral (43) and textural (111) attributes were calculated on the eight pan-sharpened multispectral 
WV2 bands with the band math tool in ENVI. The original set of 31 calculated vegetation indices is based 
on literature research. They also include the best performing indices from the hyperspectral analysis 
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presented in Meiforth et al. [8], as far as the wavelengths and bandwidths of the WV2 image allowed a 
calculation. In addition to the indices, bands from a Minimum Noise Fracture (MNF) transformation, a 
three-band Munsell Hue-, Saturation-, and Value-Transformation (HSVM) and a brightness layer [86] were 
calculated. 110 texture rasters were based on the PAN channel and band 7 with occurrence and co-
occurrence matrices on different kernel sizes. For more details, see Table IV-A2 in Appendix A. 
The rasters were scaled to the 1-99 or 2-98 percentiles, according to the histogram distribution, to 
remove outliers. The resulting attribute rasters were aggregated on the crown polygons with the zonal 
statistic tool in QGIS by the mean crown value and the standard deviation for the spatial attributes. 
 
 
Figure IV-6 Workflow diagram for the attribute calculation. 
2.6 Attribute selection and regression approach 
The aim of the attribute selection was to identify the subset of attributes with the highest correlation to 
the stress symptom levels. First, highly correlated and redundant attributes were removed. The attributes 
were clustered according to their origin (WV2, LiDAR height and LiDAR intensity) and function as spectral 
or structural. In each of the clusters, pre-selection was performed with a Wrapper Subset Evaluator [89,90], 
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which outperformed other subset selection methods, such as the Correlation-based Feature Selection (Cfs) 
and Classifier Subset Evaluator. We used the open source data mining software WEKA, which was 
developed by the Waikato University in New Zealand [91]. 
The wrapper method evaluates attribute combinations with a specified machine learning algorithm 
based on a defined evaluation criterion. We used a Random Forest (RF) regression in 200 iterations, with 
the Pearson correlation coefficient (correlation) as the evaluation measure. The RF regression also 
corresponds to the algorithm used for the analysis in this paper and a former analysis of kauri stress 
symptoms [8]. RF is a non-parametric algorithm that does not require a certain distribution of data [92]. It 
can handle a large number of input variables with a high variance and is less sensitive to overfitting, unless 
the data is noisy [93]. To avoid overfitting, we tested and pruned the RF tree to a maximal depth of eight. 
We tested several search methods and “best first” with bidirectional selection, and a search termination of 
eight consecutive non-improving nodes gave the best results. The “best first” method combines a backward 
elimination with a forward selection by finding the best attribute subset from the Wrapper Subset Evaluator. 
The pre-selected subsets were complemented with other attributes highly correlated to the stress levels, 
which were identified with the Correlation Attribute Evaluator in WEKA. The subset selection of all 
attributes was repeated, with different seed values. Depending on the number of attributes selected, the 
resulting attributes from all subsets were again combined, and the subset selection was repeated with a 
different range of seed values, in order to reduce the selection to the most relevant attributes. Figure IV-7 
shows four raster images of the selected attributes. 
The performance of each subset from the final selection round was then tested in an RF regression with 
a three-fold split and 1000 repetitions, to define the best performing subset. The correlation, the root mean 
squared error (RMSE), and the mean absolute error (MAE) were calculated as evaluation metrics. When 
two subsets performed equally well, the one with fewer attributes was chosen. The importance of each 
attribute in the final selection was calculated as the average impurity decrease for the RF regression. 
We also tested an approach that was discussed in Meiforth et al. [8], by first identifying the dead and 
dying trees in a binary RF classification, before applying a regression for the lower symptom levels. 
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(a) NDVI (b) RGRI 
 
  
(c) Variance (d) CHM 
Figure IV-7 Raster datasets of selected attributes with reference crowns marked as red polygons and 
labelled stress symptom values. The images show (a) a Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) 
on red and NIR1 bands (NDVI_75), (b) the Red-Green Ratio Index (RGRI) on the red and green bands, (c) 
a variance raster for a 5x5 kernel on a Crown Height Model (CHM), and (d) a CHM with a freeze distance 
of 0.60 m. The grey areas on the spectral rasters (a and b) mark shadows and no-data pixels that were 
masked out for the analysis. 
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3 Results 
3.1 Results objective 1: Performance of WV2 attributes and minimum crown size 
A selection of eight WV2 attributes and the maximum crown height resulted in a correlation of 0.85 
and an RMSE of 0.59 for all 1089 crowns with a minimum diameter of 3 m (Table IV-3, Table IV-A3 in 
Appendix B). For a minimum crown diameter of 4 m, the correlation increased to 0.89, while the RMSE 
decreased to 0.48 (Table IV-3). Figure IV-8 and Figure IV-9 show that mainly the small crown sizes and 
higher stress levels caused outliers (error > 1). The boxplot diagram in Figure IV-10a confirms the overall 
good match of the model, with a correlation of 0.89 for all crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m. However, 
the first quartiles of the half-step levels (1 to 1.5 and 2 to 2.5) and the levels 3 and 4 overlap, while the first 
quartiles of the other levels are more separated. The diagram also shows a slightly non-linear relationship 
between the actual and predicted values, especially towards the dead and dying trees. After a rescaling of 
the value for dead trees from 5 to 7, a more linear relationship could be established, facilitating the 
interpretation of the results (Figure IV-10b). The correlation for the rescaled value range remained 
unchanged, while the RMSE and MAE values increased with the higher value range. 
The most important attributes are a combination of red/NIR1 bands in a Normalized Vegetation Index 
(NDVI_75), followed by a ratio of the red and green bands (Red-Green Ratio Index (RGRI)) and the 
standard deviation of the first band of an MNF transformation (Table IV-4). Mean crown values of a Green 
NDVI (gNDVI) with red-edge and green bands, the red-edge band, and a brightness layer were also selected. 
Further attributes include the mean value of a seven-pixel kernel of the PAN band and the range of a three-
pixel kernel on the NIR1 band. 
An M5P and linear regression resulted in slightly lower correlations (0.87 and 0.86, respectively) and 
higher RMSE values (0.52 and 0.55, respectively) compared to the RF regression (correlation of 0.89, 
RMSE of 0.48) for the seven stress levels and crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m. 
A comparison with a reference scheme on the basic five stress levels showed a lower performance 
(correlation of 0.88, RMSE of 0.55) than the seven-level reference scheme with a more detailed assessment 
of the first symptoms (Table IV-A3 in Appendix B). While the gNDVI and red-edge band were not selected 
for the five stress levels, a ratio of the two NIR bands (modified Normalized Difference Water Index 
(mNDWI)) improved the performance. 
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Table IV-3 Test of different minimum crown diameters for WV2 attributes for all crowns for seven stress 
levels. In addition to eight WV2 attributes, the maximum crown height value was included for crown 
stratification. The performance was tested with an RF regression with three random folds in 1000 repetitions 
and a depth of 8. 
Crown diameter No of crowns Corr.1 RMSE MAE 
>3.0 m 1089 0.85 0.59 0.4 
>3.5 m 1000 0.86 0.56 0.38 
>4.0 m 895 0.89 0.48 0.34 
>4.5 m 825 0.9 0.45 0.32 




Figure IV-8 Bar chart showing the absolute numbers of outliers (error > 1) in four crown diameter classes 
(total 1089) and five aggregated stress levels for a Random Forest (RF) regression with nine attributes in a 
10-fold cross validation. 
 
  
(a) 3 m minimum crown diameter (b) 4 m minimum crown diameter 
Figure IV-9 A combination of jitter- and boxplot diagrams for an RF regression on WV2 attributes for the 
seven stress levels, based on (a) crowns with a diameter larger than 3 m (1089) and (b) crowns with a 
diameter larger than 4 m (895). 




Figure IV-10 Boxplot for the predicted and actual values from an RF regression on the seven-level reference 
scheme for crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m (total 895). Figure (a) shows the basic scale from 1 to 5 
and figure (b) presents the results after rescaling the value 5 for “dead” tree crowns to 7. 
 
Table IV-4 Selection of WV2 attributes and their importance for a description of the seven-level reference 
scheme for canopy stress symptoms. The maximum crown height value was added for crown stratification. The 
attribute importance (imp.) for the RF regression was calculated as the average impurity decrease and 









NDVI 32.5 −0.83 mean Normalized Difference VI (b7 − b5)/(b7 + b5) [94,95] 
RGRI 25.0 0.79 mean Red-Green Ratio Index b5/b3 [96] 
MNF1 12.6 0.68 stdev 1st band of an MNF 
transformation 
 [97] 
gNDVI 9.2 0.70 mean Green Normalized Difference VI (b6 − b3)/(b6 + b3)) [98] 
b7O3rg 4.3 −0.05 mean Range of a 3x3 kernel of band 7  [99] 
Bright 3.9 −0.14 mean Brightness band (b2 + b3 + b5 + b7)/4 [86] 
b06 3.7 −0.15 mean Mean of band 6 (red-edge)   
PO7mn 2.8 −0.21 stdev Mean of a 7x7 kernel of the PAN 
band 
 [99] 
CHM 5.8 −0.18 max Maximum height on a CHM 
raster (1 m freeze distance) 
 [80] 
 
Table IV-5 Performance of an RF regression for the basic five-level reference scheme and the refined 
reference scheme with seven stress levels based on WV2 attributes for crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m. 
The correlation (corr.), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) were calculated for 
an RF regression (depth 8, 200 iterations) in a three-fold random split with 1000 repetitions. 
 Nr Att. Corr. RMSE MAE 
5 level, basic reference scheme 
(1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5) 
8 0.88 0.55 0.38 
7 level, refined reference scheme  
(1 – 1.5 – 2 – 2.5 – 3 – 4 – 5) 
9 0.89 0.48 0.34 
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3.2 Results objective 2: Classification to identify dead and dying trees 
Dying and dead trees (level 4 and 5) with a diameter larger than 4 m could be identified in an RF 
classification based on WV2 attributes, with a user’s accuracy of 84.3% and a producer’s accuracy of 88.7% 
(Table IV-6). The remaining stress levels from 1 (non-symptomatic) to 3 (medium symptoms) could be 
described for crowns larger than 4 m, with an RMSE value of 0.37 (MAE of 0.28, correlation of 0.72). The 
main differences in the attribute selection to the full symptom range are the higher importance of the gNDVI 
with red-edge and green bands and the selection of the mNDWI on the NIR bands for the first stress levels 
from 1 to 3 (Table IV-A3 in Appendix B). 
Table IV-6 Confusion matrix for an RF classification to identify dead and dying trees (level 4 and 5) with 
WV2 and LiDAR attributes for crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m (895 total). 
Classified as --> Level 1–3 Level 4, 5 Total User’s Acc. 
Level 1–3 761 13 774 98.3 
Level 4, 5 19 102 121 84.3 
Total 780 115 895  
Producer’s Acc. 97.6 88.7  96.4 
 
3.3 Results Objective 3: Test the performance of LiDAR attributes for stress detection 
The combination with LiDAR attributes improved the stress detection compared to only WV2 attributes 
for all tested reference schemes (Table IV-7). For crowns larger than 4 m and seven stress levels, the 
correlation increased from 0.89 to 0.92 and the RMSE was lowered from 0.49 to 0.43. While the removal 
of very small crowns under 4 m diameter notably improved the correlation and RMSE for WV2 attributes, 
the correlation for only LiDAR attributes did not change and the RMSE only improved slightly (Figure 
IV-11). 
The most important attributes for a combination of LiDAR and WV2 data (Table IV-8) are the NDVI 
on the red/NIR1 bands, followed by the ratio between the maximum height and the 50 percentile crown 
height (R_max_P50) and the average intensity values. The standard deviation of the first MNF band was 
also selected with a high importance amongst other spatial attributes for crowns with a diameter larger than 
4 m. 
Both the identification of dead and dying trees (Table IV-9, Table IV-A4) as well as the detection of 
first stress symptoms (level 1 to 3), improved with additional LiDAR attributes. In the attribute selection 
for the first stress symptom, the intensity values had a higher importance, while the R_max_P50 and 
Brightness attributes were not selected (Table IV-8).  
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Table IV-7 Performance of an RF regression for the first stress symptoms and seven stress levels with and 
without LiDAR attributes. The resulting values are based on individual attribute selections for each setup and 
crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m (total 895 crowns). 
 No  WV2 1 WV2 & LiDAR  
crowns No 
Att. 
Corr. 2 RMSE MAE No 
Att. 
Corr. 2 RMSE MAE 
7 level reference scheme  
(1 – 1.5 – 2 – 2.5 – 3 – 4 – 5) 
895 9 0.89 0.48 0.34 11 0.92 0.43 0.31 
First symptoms  
(1 – 1.5 – 2 – 2.5 – 3) 
774 9 0.72 0.37 0.28 6 0.76 0.34 0.26 




Figure IV-11 Correlations (a) and RMSE (b) of WV2 and LiDAR attributes for an RF regression on seven 
stress symptom levels. The performance was tested for crowns with a mean diameter larger than 3 m (light 
color, total 1089) and larger than 4 m (dark color, total 895). The RF regression was carried out in 1000 
repetitions for a random three-fold split with a tree depth of eight. 
Table IV-8 Selected attributes for a stress analysis with WV2 and LiDAR attributes for seven stress levels and 
the first symptoms of stress (level 1 to 3) for crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m. The attribute importance 
in % is based on an RF regression in a 10-fold cross validation. 
 Crown  First symptoms 7-Level symptoms Description Source 
 statistics Imp. % Corr. Imp. % Corr.  
 
NDVI75 mean 31.8 −0.67 33.3 −0.83 
Normalized Difference Vegetation 




   21.5 0.61 Ratio max. height and 50 percentile [79] 
intensity mean 26.9 −0.60 16.8 −0.71 Intensity values [79] 
MNF_b1 st. dev. 10.1 0.38 14.1 0.68 1st band of a MNF transformation [97,100] 
Pan_k7m
n 
st. dev. 7.8 −0.22   
Mean of a 7x7 kernel on the PAN 
band 
[99] 
Cg1Cor7 mean 13.3 −0.35 4.5 −0.43 Correlation on a 7x7 kernel CHM 1 [99] 
CHM 1 max. 10.0 0.14 3.8 −0.18 
Maximum crown height from a 
CHM 
[79] 
b7_k3Rg mean   3.5 −0.05 Range of a 3x3 kernel on band 7 [99] 
Bright mean   2.4 −0.14 Brightness layer (b2 + b3 + b5 + b7)/4 [86] 
1 The CHM was calculated with a 1 m spike-free threshold according to the method of Khosravipoura [80]. 
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Table IV-9 Accuracies (Acc.) for an RF classification to identify dead and dying trees (level 4 and 5) with 
WV2 and LiDAR attributes for crowns with a diameter larger than 3 m (1089 total) and larger than 4 m (895 
total). The RF classifier was set up with 1000 iterations in a 10-fold cross-validation. 
Attribute Type Min. Crown 
Diameter 
No Attributes Overall 
Accuracy 
Level 4 and 5 
(Dying and Dead Trees) 
    User’s Acc. Prod. Acc. 
WV2 3 m 5 94.9 73.6 90.2 
WV2 & LIDAR 3 m 7 96.7 87.1 90.4 
WV2 4 m 5 96.4 84.3 88.7 
WV2 & LiDAR 4 m 6 97.2 86.0 92.9 
 
4 Discussion 
The high overall performance of WV2 attributes with a correlation of 0.89 (RMSE of 0.48, MAE of 
0.34) for the seven stress symptom levels and crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m diameter showed that 
WV2 data is well-suited to describing stress symptoms in kauri canopies. The seven-level reference scheme 
includes a refined description of the first stress symptoms, which is important for an early identification of 
potentially infected stands. 
4.1 Discussion: Minimum crown size and stratified approach 
The high number of outliers in crowns with a diameter smaller than 4 m, especially for dead and dying 
trees, is an indicator that the multispectral resolution of 1.8 m in the WV2 image causes mixed pixels in 
small crowns and is too coarse to detect the small bare top branch of severely affected small crowns. 
Misalignment between the WV2 image and the CHM can also cause errors; however, this cannot be 
completely avoided, especially in steep terrain with high crown heights [101]. 
For the use of only WV2 attributes on the full range of stress symptoms, a minimum crown size of at 
least 4 m is recommended, which improves the correlation from 0.85 to 0.89 and the RMSE from 0.59 to 
0.48. Stands with kauri of smaller crown sizes should be pre-segmented and analysed in homogenous stand 
units. 
The different appearance of kauri growth stages requires a stratified approach [8]. If only WV2 data is 
available for regular monitoring, the inclusion of the maximum crown height derived from LiDAR data of 
former years allows such a stratification. 
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4.2 Discussion: Attribute performance 
According to the findings presented in Meiforth et al. [8], an NDVI with a red and NIR1 band 
combination (NDVI_75) and a red-green ratio (RGRI) are the most important attributes for stress detection 
in the full seven-level symptom range (32.5% and 25% importance, respectively), including dead and dying 
trees. While the NDVI_75 saturates for high chlorophyll concentrations, it is able to capture the loss of 
photosynthetic activity and structural changes caused by foliage loss [94,95]. The also selected RGRI 
combination, the green NDVI (9.2% importance), and the mean of the red-edge band (3.7%) are more 
sensitive to pigment changes [98,102]. The standard deviation of the first band of an MNF transformation 
(12.6% importance) and the range of the NIR1 band (4.3%) provide information on structural and textural 
crown characteristics, which are influenced by a higher number of large bare branches and internal shadows. 
The same features are also captured by a selected brightness layer (3.9%). These attributes have a higher 
importance in a five-level reference scheme with a greater emphasis on advanced stress levels (Table IV-
A3, Appendix B). 
For the detection of first stress symptoms in trees with still an intact crown architecture (level 1 to 3), 
the green NDVI has a higher importance. It detects the blue shift of the red-edge point caused by a decline 
in photosynthetic activity and changes in the foliage pigment concentrations [102]. A modified Normalized 
Difference Water Index (mNDWI) for the NIR1 and NIR2 bands was also selected for the first stress levels, 
and is sensitive to a reduction of leaf-cell wall scattering and reduced canopy water caused by foliage loss 
[103]. 
4.3 Discussion: Dealing with non-linearity: Rescaling and a two-step approach 
While the RF regression is well suited to handle non-linear relationships, the boxplot in Figure IV-10a 
shows that the medians of the resulting values for dead and dying crowns are slightly lower than the actual 
values. This effect of non-linearity is mainly caused by the more extreme reflectance values of dead branches 
and shadows in the later stages of decline. 
A rescaling of the reference values for the dead crowns (i.e. subdividing the range for this crown state 
in several levels of severity) suggested in Meiforth et al. [8] leads to a better match between the medians of 
the results compared to the actual values Figure IV-10b), while the overall correlation coefficients remain 
unchanged. Merging the mapped severity classes again after the prediction process allows to maintain the 
original value range from 1 (non-symptomatic) to 5 (dead), which also corresponds to the field reference 
scheme used by Auckland Council. A change detection however should be based on the original resulting 
values to utilize the detailed information in the continuous output range of the regression analysis. 
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The test of a two-step approach showed that the identification of dead and dying crowns in a binary RF 
classification requires additional LiDAR data for a stress description of crown sizes smaller than 4 m (Table 
IV-9). If only WV2 attributes are available, the minimum crown size should be 4 m mean diameter. 
Although, even for crowns larger than 4 m, ca. 15% of the dead and dying crowns were still misclassified 
as less symptomatic. The remaining lower stress levels from 1 to 3 can be described in a regression with the 
pre-selected attribute sets with an RMSE of 0.37. However, the mistakes from prior classification need to 
be added to these results, which makes the interpretation more complicated, especially when this method is 
used in a change detection. For an easier interpretation, we recommend using only a regression approach. 
4.4 Discussion: Performance of additional LiDAR attributes for stress detection 
The increasing performance with additional LiDAR attributes for stress detection can be explained by 
the additional 3D information in a higher spatial resolution, a high spatial accuracy and the spectral 
information in the intensity values. The ratio between the maximum crown height and 50-percentile height 
has a high importance for reference schemes that include dead and dying crowns, but it was not selected to 
assess the first stress symptoms. The advanced loss of foliage is characterized by a lower 50-percentile 
height of the LiDAR returns, while the maximum height in the form of branches still remains high, even in 
the later stress stages, caused by the remaining (dead) branches. Further selected LIDAR height attributes 
describe textural characteristics, as an indicator of foliage loss that exposes gaps and bare branches, such as 
the variance, standard deviation, and cross-curvature in CHM and DSM models. However, the performance 
of these attributes depends on an accurate spatial alignment, since their values increase on the edge of the 
crowns (Figure IV-7c). For the time being, the acquisition of airborne LiDAR data is still too expensive for 
regularly monitoring stress symptoms. 
4.5 Discussion: Recommendations for further studies 
The resulting stress symptom values of the remote sensing analysis need to be interpreted to translate 
them into health categories by local experts considering the growth stage, the stand situation, the 
environmental conditions, and other possible causes of stress. Spatiotemporal dynamics of stress symptoms 
over several years analysed in change detections might also help to distinguish between PA infection and 
other causes of stress [20,104,105]. We also recommend testing the use of the original, not pan-sharpened 
multispectral bands, especially for the stress detection in medium and larger crown sizes. 
Further studies should investigate crown- and stand-segmentation in kauri forests based on LiDAR 
data. Zörner et al. [106] developed a method for large tree detection in native New Zealand forest in the 
Wellington region. Another promising method for canopy segmentation was developed by Wagner et al. 
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[68] in an Atlantic rainforest based on a U-net convolutional network. 
A stand-based analysis of stress symptoms with satellite data requires a better understanding of spectral 
stress responses in associated tree species. Meiforth et al. [7] showed that the effect of waxy, shiny foliage 
surface in kahikatea, wooden seed capsules in kānuka , and the influence of older needle cohorts in perennial 
conifers like rimu can lead to confusion with dead and dying crowns [7]. A spectral unmixing of forest 
stands with known spectra of kauri and other tree species might also help with the interpretation of stress 
assessment in mixed forest stands [37,107,108]. 
We also recommend testing the use of other datasets, which offer more cost-efficient options, such as 
optical height models derived from stereo-images, instead of LiDAR [109]. Additionally, the newly 
launched constellations of micro-satellites could be tested, which offer opportunities for producing very-
high-spatial-resolution data at a relatively low cost [110]. 
5 Conclusions 
This study presents a method for detecting stress symptoms in the canopies of New Zealand kauri trees 
with LiDAR and WV2 data based on 1089 manually segmented crowns. A reference scheme for stress 
symptoms in five levels was refined to seven levels with a higher differentiation of the first stages of stress. 
A crown diameter of 4 m was determined as the recommended minimum object size for stress detection, to 
avoid higher numbers of outliers and mixed pixels for smaller crown sizes. A selection of eight WV2 
attributes in combination with the maximum crown height resulted in a correlation of 0.89 (RMSE of 0.48, 
MAE of 0.34) in an RF regression for crown sizes larger than 4 m. The performance was further improved 
by adding LiDAR attributes (correlation of 0.92, RMSE of 0.43). For a cost efficient regular monitoring of 
stress symptoms, we recommend the use of WV2 satellite data on pre-segmented crowns with a diameter 
larger than 4 m and homogenous stand units for smaller crown sizes. The maximum crown height should 
be included in the analysis to allow for a stratification. With the newly available LiDAR data for crown-
segmentation over the main distribution area of natural kauri forests, the results of this study have important 
implications for cost-efficient large-area monitoring of stress symptoms in New Zealand’s kauri forests. 
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Appendix IV-A 
Table IV-A1 LiDAR attributes (203 total). 
Total Based on Attributes 2 Software/tools 
14 Intensity values 
Avg, qav, std, ske, kur 
Percentiles (01, 05, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95, 99) 
LAStools, LAScanopy 
88 DSM 1 
Stdev, var, rang, crosc, longc, mnc, mxc, slp, avgdev, kur, 
skw, on 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 kernel size 
QGIS zonal statistic, 
GRASS: r.param.scale 
55 CHM 1 
Mean, max, stdev, rang, med, maj, var, vart, prc conv,sa, 
var, ent, asm, con, cor, idm, con, cor 
> all attributes were calculated on 3, 5, 7 kernel sizes 







Ratio of max height with/95, 75 and50 percentile and avg 
height of outer crown edge; 
Difference of max height with 75 and 50 percentile, peak 
density, height, mdm, shp area and roundness (shp 





Std, ske, kur, cov, dns (cut value 6 m and 8 m), min, max, 
avg, avg 1st return, percentiles (01, 05, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95, 
99), bincentiles (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90) 
LAStools 
LAScanopy 
1 The Digital Surface Model (DSM) and the Crown Height Model (CHM) were calculated with LAStools as spike-free rasters, 
according to Khosravipoura et al. [80], in two versions with a “freeze distance” of 60 and 100 cm. 2 Abbreviations, see below 
Table IV-A2 Attributes calculated on the WorldView-2 image (154 total). 
Total Attributes 2 Crown statistic Software 
8 Multispectral bands 1–8 mean ENVI  
1 MNF transformation (1st band) stdev ENVI  
4 HSVM transformation (3 bands), Brightness layer (1 band) mean ENVI 
31 31 Vegetation Indices mean ENVI 
110 
Textures on PAN channel and band 7 (NIR1) with 3x3, 
5x5, and 7x7 kernels: Rang, mean, var, ent, skw, hom, con, 




2 Abbreviations for table A1 and A2 
asm angular second moment  mdm  mean diameter 
avg  average  mnc  mean curvature 
avgdev  average deviation  mxc  max curvature 
con  contrast  planc  plan curvature 
cor  correlation  prc conv percent convex 
cov  coverage  profc  profile curvature 
crosc  cross-sectional curvature  qav  quadratic average 
dis  dissimilarity  rang  range 
dns  density  skw  skewness 
ent  entropy  slp  slope 
hom  homogeneity  sm  second moment 
idm  inverse difference  stedv  standard deviation 
kur  kurtosis  var  variance 
longc  longitudinal curvature  vart  variety 
maj  majority  
 




Table IV-A3 Selected attributes and attribute importance in percent for different stress symptom references (basic 5 levels1, first symptoms2, refined 7 
levels3) based on crowns with a diameter larger than 4 m for WV2 attributes. The attribute importance for an RF regression was calculated as the average 
impurity decrease and converted to percentages. 
Abbrev. Band 5 level1 First2 7 Level3 Crown 
Statistic 
Description Algorithm Ref. 
  Imp. % Imp. % Imp. %     
NDVI 5, 7 32.2 26.7 31.5 mean Normalized Difference VI  (b7 − b5)/(b7 + b5) [94,95] 
RGRI 3, 5 29.5 20.3 24.2 mean Red Green Ratio Index b5/b3 [96] 
MNF1 all 15.2 9.9 12.3 st. dev 1st band of an MNF transformation  [97] 
gNDVI 3, 6  13.1 9 mean Green Normalized Difference VI  (b6 − b3)/(b6 + b3))  [98] 
mNDWI 7, 8 5.0 5.7  mean Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (b7 − b8)/(b7 + b8) [103] 
Bright 2, 3, 5, 7 4.7  3.8 mean Brightness band  (b2 + b3 + b5 + b7)/4 [86] 
b6 6   3.6 mean Mean of band 6   
b7_3krg 7  7.4 4.2 mean Range of a 3x3 kernel on band 7  [99] 
b7_5krg 7  8.8  st. dev Range of a 5x5- kernel on band 7  [99] 
Pn_k7sm PAN 3.7   mean Second moment of a 3x3 kernel on the PAN band  [99] 
Pn_k7mn PAN 3.6 8.0 2.7 st. dev Mean of a 7x7 kernel on the PAN band  [99] 
CHM  6.2  5.7 max 
Maximum height on CHM raster (spike-free 
thresh. 1m) 
 [80] 
1 5-level value range (1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5); 
2 First Symptoms value range (1 – 1.5 – 2 – 2.5 – 3); 
3 7-level value range (1 – 1.5 – 2 – 2.5 – 3 – 4 – 5). 
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Appendix IV-C 
Table IV-A4 Selected attributes to identify dead and dying trees for all crown sizes (total 1089) with a Random Forest classifier based on WV2 attributes only 
(WV2) and in combination with LiDAR attributes (WV2 & LiDAR). The attribute importance was calculated as the average impurity decrease. 
Abbrev. Crown Description WV2 WV2 & LiDAR Ref. 
 statistic  1089 Cr. > 3 m 895 Cr. > 4 m 1089 Cr. > 3 m 895 Cr. > 4 m  
   imp. % corr. imp. % corr. imp. % corr. imp. % corr.  
NDVI_75 mean Normalized Difference VI  (b7 − b5)/(b7 + b5)   25.8 0.75   15.7 0.75 [94,95] 
MCARI mean 
Modified chlorophyll absorption in reflectance index 
1.2*(2.5*(b7-b5)-1.3*(b7-b3)) 
      16.2 0.39 [111] 
gNDVI mean Green Normalized Difference VI (b6 − b3)/(b6 + b3)) 26.7 0.55       [98] 
RDVI mean Renormalized Difference VI (b7−b5) /sqrt(b7+b5) 22.2 0.51       [111] 
ARVI mean 
Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index 
(b7) - (2*b5-b2)/(b7) + (2*b5-b2) 
18.5 0.70   16.5 0.70   [112] 
MNF_1st st. dev. 1st band of an MNF transformation       15.5 0.65 [97] 
Pan_k3sk mean Skewness of a 3x3 kernel on the PAN band 17.2 0.01       [99] 
Bright mean Brightness band (b2 + b3 + b5 + b7)/4   20.2 0.06     [86] 
Pan_k3h
m 
mean Homogeneity of a 3x3 kernel on the PAN band   21.4 0.10     [99] 
Pan_k5C
r 
mean Correlation of a 5x5 kernel on the PAN band   15.7 0.03     [99] 
b7_k3rg mean Range of a 3x3 kernel on the band 7 15.5 0.02 16.9 0.07 18.2 0.02 16.4 0.07 [99] 
intensity skewness LiDAR intensity value     14.7 0.55 12.1 0.52 [79] 
D6_k5var variance 
Variance of a 5x5 kernel on the DSM  
(spike-free thresh. 0.6m) 




Variance of a 5x5 kernel on the CHM  
(spike-free thresh. 0.6m) 
      12.3 0.51 [99] 
RatDMH
ght 
 Ratio between the mean diameter and maximum 
height 
    13.6 0.00    
R_max_P
50 
 Ratio between the maximum height and the 50 
percentile 




Maximum height on CHM raster  
(spike-free thresh. 1m) 
    11.8 0.28 11.8 0.27 [80] 
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1 Main findings 
This chapter summarizes the main findings of the three papers as well as general “lessons learned” that 
can be helpful for future remote sensing projects in New Zealand’s native forests.  
1.1 Main findings paper I: Kauri identification 
The aim of this study was to develop a method to identify kauri trees by optical RS, which can be 
applied in area-wide monitoring. The analysis was based on an airborne hyperspectral AISA Fenix image 
(437–2337 nm, 1 m2 pixel resolution). The reference dataset covered a representative selection of 3165 
precisely located crowns of kauri and 21 other canopy species in three study sites in the Waitakere Ranges 
west of Auckland. The method for kauri identification distinguishes three classes: “kauri with no to medium 
stress symptoms”, “other canopy vegetation with no to medium stress symptoms” and “dead and dying 
trees”. 
The hyperspectral analysis revealed a characteristic reflectance pattern of kauri trees with a distinct 
long descent in the far near-infrared (NIR2) region caused by structural crown characteristics. This spectral 
feature can be described with a modified Normalised Water Index (mNDWI-Hyp). This index allows 
identifying kauri trees with high user’s and producer’s accuracies of 94.6% and 94.8% in a Random Forest 
(RF) classification from 21 other canopy vegetation spectra and dead and dying trees. A minimum crown 
diameter of 3 m was defined for the use of the AISA image with a 1m pixel size. The RF classifier performed 
slightly better than Support Vector Machine. 
The main species that were confused with kauri in the classification show similar spectral features in 
the far NIR region and tend to have a similar “rough” foliage or needle-like leaves, such as rimu, tanekaha, 
rewarewa, tōtara, miro and kawaka. In addition, species with similar conical shapes in smaller growth stages, 
such as tanekaha, rimu, kahikatea and rewarewa, are easily confused with small kauri. 
However, the separation of “dead/dying trees” from “other” canopy vegetation presented the main 
challenge. The overall accuracy (OA) of 91.7% in distinguishing the three classes was achieved with a 
combination of five indices on five bands in the red to NIR2 spectrum (670–1209 nm) and a bandwidth of 
10 nm. This band combination can be utilised on an airborne multispectral sensor for cost-efficient large-
area monitoring. The OA can be improved to 93.8% by combining “kauri” and “dead/dying” trees into one 
class, separately classifying low and high forest stands and a binning to 10 nm bandwidths. Additional 
indices with further wavelengths only improved the OA up to 0.6%. 
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1.2 Main findings paper II: Analysis of kauri stress symptoms with hyperspectral data 
This part of the study analysed the spectral reflectance characteristics of kauri in different growth stages 
and stress levels. These findings informed the selection of spectral indices and the method for identifying 
visible stress symptoms in the kauri canopy. The canopy stress symptoms of 1258 manually edited reference 
crowns larger than 3 m in diameter were assessed in a field-based stress evaluation scheme with five stress 
levels. This assessment scheme was further developed for use with RGB aerial images. An object-based 
crown-level approach was used to match the crown based reference data and allowed separate analyses of 
different growth stages.  
The analysis of non-symptomatic crowns with an aerial AISA hyperspectral image showed a high 
spectral variability between small kauri crowns and high inner-crown variability for large crowns. It also 
revealed different stress responses between different crown sizes, with more pigment-sensitive features in 
the dense foliage of small crowns and a stronger influence of understory vegetation in the more open canopy 
of larger crowns. 
A combination of five indices on six bands in the VNIR1 region (450–970 nm) achieved a correlation 
of 0.93 (MAE 0.28, RMSE 0.43) in an RF regression for all crown sizes for five stress levels from non-
symptomatic to dead. The addition of bands in the far NIR2 region with four indices on six bands from 450 
to 1205 nm improved the results only slightly, with a correlation of 0.93 (MAE 0.27, RMSE 0.42). An RF 
regression gave the most accurate predictions, while a M5P regression tree performed nearly as well, and a 
linear regression resulted in slightly lower performance.  
The most important index combination for the full symptom range was an NDVI in the near-
infrared/red spectral range, followed by indices with red-edge and NIR bands. However, stress symptoms 
in smaller crowns with denser foliage are best described in combination with indices in the visible spectral 
range from green to red, which are sensitive to changes in the pigment composition.  
A stratified approach with individual models for pre-segmented low and high forest stands improved 
the overall performance. The chosen bandwidth of 10 nm and a maximum number of six bands for the 
selected index combinations are suitable for large-area monitoring on an airborne multispectral sensor.  
The recommended index selection for kauri identification with five spectral bands also performed well 
for stress detection, with an overall correlation of 0.93 for five stress levels. The combination can be further 
improved for small crowns by adding a band in the green spectral range. However, this band and index 
combination is adapted to the characteristic spectral features of kauri in the far near-infrared and should be 
tested before using it for stress analysis in other tree species. The use of the selected indices in a pixel-based 
analysis showed a good match compared to stress symptom patterns on aerial imagery. However, the pixel-
based approach should be tested more thoroughly with matching reference data on a pixel scale. 
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1.3 Main findings paper III: Use of WV2 satellite data and LiDAR for kauri stress detection 
The aim of this study was to test the use of a pan-sharpened WorldView-2 (WV2) satellite image and 
LiDAR data to detect stress symptoms in the canopy of kauri trees. The canopy conditions of 1089 manually 
edited reference crowns were assessed in the field and with RGB aerial images for five basic levels of 
canopy stress symptoms (1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5), with a refinement for the first symptom stages in half-level steps 
(1 – 1.5 – 2 – 2.5 – 3 – 4 – 5). Crowns with a mean diameter smaller than 4 m caused most of the outliers, 
especially in the more advanced stress levels of dying and dead trees. A correlation of 0.89 with only WV2 
attributes (RMSE 0.48 and MAE of 0.34) could be achieved with an RF regression for crowns with a mean 
diameter larger than 4 m. A combination with LiDAR attributes enhanced the correlation to 0.92 (RMSE 
0.43, MAE 0.31). The attribute selection confirmed the findings of the second study, with a red/near-infrared 
NDVI as the most important index for stress assessment over the full symptom range, followed by a ratio 
on red and green bands. It also confirmed the importance of pigment-sensitive indices with green, red and 
red-edge bands to improve the detection of first stress symptoms.  
1.4 General lessons learned for further remote sensing work in New Zealand’s native forests 
The identification of a characteristic spectral feature for kauri crowns in the far NIR2 spectral region 
confirmed the value of hyperspectral data for identifying spectral characteristics of tree species as well as 
the importance of bands in the far near-infrared for species identification. Standard airborne multispectral 
sensors and satellite images usually do not capture these bands in the required bandwidth and spatial 
resolution. 
A further finding relevant for future studies is the need for a high amount of reference crowns to capture 
the range of canopy species and their varieties, such as growth stages, stress levels and the influence of 
epiphytes and climbers.  
The study highlights the need to address the occurrence of dead and dying crowns already for the 
species identification, especially in declining forests, such as PA-infected kauri forests. They are quickly 
overgrown in this dynamic forest environment, and their location needs to be documented. 
High-resolution aerial images (<= 15cm) were found to be well suited for representative and cost-
efficient assessment of crown conditions in the upper canopy. The field assessment from the ground, 
however, proved to be challenging, especially in high and dense forest stands. 
A challenge for both species identification and stress detection were mixed pixels in small crowns with 
conical shapes. To avoid these mixed pixels, an appropriate minimum crown size was defined according to 
the spatial resolution of the spectral images. The 1 m pixel size of the hyperspectral image required a 
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minimum crown size of 3 m, while a 4 m minimum crown size significantly improved the performance of 
the WV2 analysis. The WV2 image has an original pixel size of 1.8 m in the multispectral bands. 
The RF algorithm proved to be superior to other algorithms, both for kauri classification and in a 
regression analysis for stress detection. RF algorithms can handle large variability within the reference 
classes and symptom values without an assumption of their distribution.  
A further general finding is the recommendation to stratify the analysis according to the different 
growth stages of kauri. Individual index combinations for three different growth stages or two stand 
situations improved the performance, and also the inclusion of a LIDAR crown height attribute was an 
effective alternative approach.  
2 Conclusions and outlook 
This section highlights the main conclusions and focuses on the implications of the results for a kauri 
monitoring strategy. It also addresses suggestions for further research and opportunities with new sensor 
systems. 
2.1 Main conclusions 
The airborne hyperspectral analysis in this study was the first in New Zealand on native tree species in 
a natural forest situation. The overall objectives of this study to automatically identify kauri trees and 
describe canopy stress symptoms with RS data was achieved. The resulting methods enable the 
identification of kauri trees with high user’s and producer’s accuracies (>94 %) for selected bands with an 
airborne multispectral sensor. While the best bands for kauri identification are located in the NIR2 spectral 
region, stress detection only requires standard bands in the visible to NIR1 spectral range up to 970 nm. 
Stress monitoring can be based on satellite data, such as the tested WV2 image, as long as small crowns, 
here < 4 m diameter, are analysed in homogenous segments. The higher spatial resolution and smaller 
bandwidth of more expensive airborne multispectral data improve stress detection. Canopy stress symptoms 
in kauri trees could be described by a value range of symptom levels from 1 to 5, with high correlations 
(0.93 for airborne multispectral data and 0.89 for WV2 data) and RMSE values under 0.5 (0.42 for airborne 
multispectral and 0.48 for WV2 data).  
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2.2 Integration of the results in a kauri monitoring strategy 
The results of this study present important findings on the use of RS as part of a comprehensive 
monitoring strategy. The identification of kauri trees or stands can be based on the methods developed in 
the first paper with an airborne multispectral sensor. The results complement existing knowledge about 
kauri locations from fieldwork and airborne surveys. For an object-based analysis, LiDAR data can be used 
for the segmentation of crowns. The minimum crown diameter for segmentation should be chosen according 
to the spatial resolution of the sensor used for the stress detection. Stands with smaller crowns should be 
segmented in homogenous units. A cost-efficient method for repeated monitoring of stress symptoms could 
be based on WV2 data for crown and canopy segments larger than 4 m in diameter. If possible, the attributes 
should include the maximum crown height based on LiDAR data for a stratification in growth stages. Higher 
accuracies and smaller object sizes can be realised with an airborne multispectral sensor with bands in the 
green to NIR1 spectral range. 
The acquisition planning should allow for regular monitoring as well as the flexibility to capture special 
events, such as the effects of storms or droughts. Matching high-resolution aerial images (< 15 cm) from 
the same season for representative stands can serve as a reference. After significant structural changes in 
the forest (e.g. caused by severe dieback or a storm), the LiDAR acquisition and segmentation of crowns 
and stands should be repeated. Dead and dying trees should be documented since they are soon overgrown.  
Further details regarding the monitoring method and the presentation of the final maps should be 
developed in cooperation with the users and management. This includes the choice of the multispectral 
sensor, which depends on the required spatial resolution, size of the area, terrain situation and available 
funding  
2.3 Suggestions for further research 
Further research should prioritise the use of LiDAR data for automatic crown- and stand-segmentation 
and for its contribution to identifying kauri crowns in combination with multispectral data. As part of this 
study, automatic crown-segmentation based on LiDAR height models was developed, and the identification 
of kauri with LiDAR and WV2 data was tested. These analyses showed promising results and are in 
preparation for publishing. 
The use of time series over different seasons for kauri identification, especially the bright green spring 
aspect of kauri, should be analysed. Change detection in time series for the same season can help to 
distinguish the progress of infection from other stress factors like drought and to identify possible 
transmission pathways. Higher spatial resolution data (e.g. from UAV), quantitative measurements of stress 
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reactions in crowns and controlled experiments in pot trials could help to obtain a better understanding of 
canopy stress responses and serve as a reference for satellite analysis [1]. 
A better understanding of the spectral characteristics and stress responses in other species is necessary 
for the analysis of mixed stands and wall-to-wall forest health monitoring. Crown spectra from an airborne 
hyperspectral image can be used for spectral unmixing to analyse the species composition in heterogenous 
stands. This approach can also improve the use of optical RS data with a lower spatial resolution, such as 
the freely available Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 sensor systems.  
In combination with the higher frequency and longer duration of drought periods caused by climate 
change [2], kauri dieback disease could contribute to a shift in species composition in New Zealand kauri 
forests. Thus, long-term monitoring should include all the main canopy species and focus on the 
composition and functions of the forest ecosystem [3]. Recent studies have also investigated approaches to 
integrate traditional Māori knowledge for a holistic approach to forest health management, which also 
includes social and cultural components [4-6]. 
Recent technical developments, such as big-data processing on online platforms, offer cost-efficient 
solutions for hosting and analysing large RS datasets [7]. New sensor systems, including small, cost-
efficient satellite constellations [8,9], and multispectral LiDAR, should be tested. Multispectral LiDAR 
resolves the issue of spatial alignment between optical and LiDAR datasets and has shown promising results 
for tree species identification [10-11]. In areas where LiDAR data are not available or are too outdated, 
optical-derived height models from stereo imagery can serve as a cost-efficient alternative [12,13]. 
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